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ABSTRACT
The aim of Üiis Tliesis is to introduce a new version of the programming 
language Formian and to describe the concept of epilanguages. This 
concept turns Fonnian into an expandable and modifiable language.
Formian is based on formex algebra. Formex algebra is a mathematical 
system that provides a convenient basis for the solution of problems in 
data generation and computer grapliics. An overview of the rudiments of 
formex algebra is included in Chapter 1 together with some elements of 
tlie Formian language. Tliis material provides a simple introduction to the 
scope and usage of formex tecluiiques,
A formal definition of Formian is contained in Chapter 2. The author of 
this Thesis is one of tlie principal contributors in the creation of this new 
definition.
The mam contribution in the Thesis is contained in Chapter 3 where the 
concept of epilanguages has been introduced. Tliis concept provides a 
means of supplementing and expanding Formian according to the users 
requirements.
Chapter four provides a number of useful engineering applications 
utilising an epilanguage. In particular, tlie problem of data generation for 
geodesic forms is covered in tliis chapter.
Conclusions and suggestions for future work are given in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
The remarkable progress in computer techniques, both hardware and 
software, has transformed the ways that we can tackle the analysis and 
design of complex engineering structures. It is not too much to say tliat 
the recent acceleration in the use of space structures for architecturally 
challengnig configurations stems fi*om the availability of modem computer 
based analysis tecluiiques. With these techniques it is possible to 
determine the behaviour of such stmctures effectively, structures which 
three decades ago would have been considered beyond normal means of 
analysis.
Altliougli, for the majority of cases the analysis of even large space 
stmctures is straiglitforward the same camiot be said of the preparation of 
the input data. Analysis programs have extensive data generation 
facilities, but these tend to be aimed at mechanical and aeronautical 
engineering problems. They have splendid solid model generators that can 
be used to model solid or shell components which are then meshed 
automatically. Space stmctures have needs that are not met by tliese 
teclmiques. They contain a multitude of simple elements which, when 
using the general purpose data generation facilities available, can make 
tlie generation of a space stmcture a long, tedious and therefore error 
prone task. To overcome such problems, space stmcture manufacturers 
and designers have tended to build their own data generation programs to 
"jfront end" tlieir preferred analysis package. These programs have taken 
many forms but all suffer fi'om the draw back of inflexibility. As space 
stmctures are used in increasingly complicated configurations the "in 
house" programs have to be continually modified to be able to cope with 
the latest project.
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There is, however, another way to approach the problem of configuration 
processing. That is, to define an algebra which would allow 
configurations to be described and processed. The creation of such an 
algebra provides tlie fi-eedom to tackle a problem as one’s imagination 
dictates, rather than being confined by the strict protocol of a package. 
Formex algebra was devised witli this end in mhid. This is the solution 
favomed by the Space Structures Research Centre of the University of 
Surrey and an increasing number of space structure manufacturers and 
designers. There is also a programming language that is based on fonnex 
algebra and is called Fonnian.
Since Fonnian has become widely accepted as a means of generating 
space structure configurations a new problem has arisen. Users often wish 
to be able to utilise investment in their own software, either fi’om within 
Formian or ushig Formian as a preprocessor and/or post processor for 
other programs. As with most modem software it would be time 
consuming even for an experienced programmer to modify a large and 
complex program such as Fonnian. To overcome this difficulty the 
concept of a Supplement has been developed. A supplement is a segment 
of code written in a language popular with engineers such as FORTRAN, 
C or Pascal. The segment takes the fonn of a function and is automatically 
compiled and linked by Formian to create a new executable program 
incorporating the users own ideas.
The main theme of tliis thesis is to evolve concepts and techniques that 
would overcome the problems of creating supplements. The solution to 
tliis problem is found in the constmction of a family of new liigh level 
languages. These are referred to as epilanguages, by which the user can 
create supplements without knowledge about the internal working of 
Formian. Epilanguages are languages such as FORTRAN, C and Pascal 
wliich have been extended to incorporate links with Formian.
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1.1 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The foundations of fonnex algebra were originally conceived by H. 
Noosliin in the years 1972 and 1973. A record of these ideas may be 
found in Ref. 1. To exploit the embryo ideas a high level programming 
language, FORMEL, was defined and implemented by H.Nooshin in 
1975. Following its use in a variety of appHcations, the ideas of formex 
algebra were modified, generalised and extended. The first definition of 
fonnex algebra appeared in 1979 and was later published in 1981, Ref. 2. 
The first text book on fonnex algebra appeared in 1984, Ref. 3.
Another concept used extensively in tliis work is that of tlie plenix data 
structure. Plenices (plural of plenix) find their origins in the definition of a 
liigh level programming language, PAVIC, by H.Noosliin, 
J. W.Butterworth and P.L.Disney in tlie mid seventies.
The concept of fonnex algebra is best exploited in conjunction with 
suitable computer software. Various programs have been developed to 
exploit the concepts of fonnex algebra. The interactive programming 
language "Fonnian" provides a convenient medium for configuration 
processing using formex algebra. The initial ideas of Formian were 
evolved in the late seventies in the Space Structures Research Centre of 
the University of Suney. Usiug Fonnian the information may be generated 
about any structure and then submitted as input data to analysis packages. 
WMi the digital model complete inside the computer, it is possible to 
output it to a grapliic display or plotter so that the analyst may verify that 
it is indeed the structure which he wishes to analyse. Errors can then be 
corrected interactively before proceeding to subsequent stages of analysis. 
A foimal definition of Formian was introduced by H.Nooshin and 
P.L.Disney in 1989, Ref. 6.
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1.2 FORMEX CONSTITUENTS AND THE DUPLUS OPERATOR
Consider the configuration shown in Fig 1.1 and let tliis represent the plan 
view of a diagonal grid. The grid consists of two families of parallel 
beams that aie rigidly connected together at the intersection points. This 
will result in 240 beam elements tliat are intercoimected together at 136 
nodes.
20 divisions at 2.415m=48.30m
0 12 3 ^ First direction
Fig 1.1
Let it be required to produce data for analysis of the grid of Fig 1.1. The 
complete set of data should include information about the constitution of 
the grid as well as the nodal coordinates, loading conditions, support 
arrangements, cross-sectional particulars of the elements and material 
properties. However, at the present, attention will be focused on the 
generation of information about tlie constitution of tlie grid. The term 
"compret" is used to refer to the constitutional aspects of a configuration.
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To be specific, the compret of a configuration is defined as the 
arrangement of the component parts of the configuration. In order to 
describe the compret of a configuration it would be necessaiy to specify 
the list of the component parts of the configuration and to provide 
information about the interconnections between these component parts. 
The terms "connectivity” and "topology" are sometimes used instead of 
compret.
g
• H
4- )U0)W•H
1(X
3 ; normat i n l i n e
2
1 i \  normat \y point
0
0 2 31
1st direction 
Fig 1.2
Consider two elements ij and jk shown in Fig 1.2 together with a simple 
reference system that consists of two families of dotted lines. In terms of 
this reference system, element ij can be represented by the construct
[1,0; 0,1]
The first pair of numbers inside the square brackets represents node i, 
since tliis node is at the intersection of dotted line 1 in the first direction
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and dotted line 0 in the second direction. Similarly, the last pair of 
numbers inside the square brackets represents node j.
A graphical reference system that is used for specification of the compret 
of a configuration is referred to as a "normat". The reference system of 
Fig 1.2 is an example of a normat consisting of "normat lines" that 
intersect at "normat points".
Each one of the numbers inside the square brackets in the construct 
[1,0 ; 0,1]
relates to a normat line and is referred to as a "uniple". Each one of the 
uniple pairs in the construct
[1,0; 0,1]
relates to a normat point and is referred to as a "signet". Fig 1.3. The 
semicolon between tlie signets indicates a connection between the 
corresponding normat points.
uniple
[1^ ; 04]
signet signet 
Fig 1.3
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The construct 
[1,0; 0,1]
is a simple example of a "formex" and an equation of the form 
El = [1,0; 0,1]
implies that El is a "variable" whose "value" is the fonnex on the 
riglit-liand side of the equation. Therefore, El represents the beam 
element ij of Fig 1.2. Similarly, the element jk in Fig 1.2 can be 
represented by
E2 = [0,l;l,2]
Also, the combination of elements ij and jk may be represented by 
{[1,0; 0,1], [0,1; 1,2]}
This is a fonnex consisting of two "cantles". Fig 1.4.
cantle cantle
signet signet signet signet
{[% 04], [04; U])
uniple uniple
Fig 1.4
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In general, a fonnex may have any number of cantles and tlie total number 
of tliese cantles is refened to as the "order" of the fonnex. Curly brackets 
are used to enclose the cantles of a formex. However, in the case of a 
formex of the first order the curly brackets are nonnally omitted.
A formex variable whose value is tlie above formex may be given by 
F ={[1,0; 0,1], [0,1; 1,2]}
Tins fonnex variable may also be given by 
F = E1#E2
The symbol # is refened to as the "duplus symbol" and acts as an 
"operator" implying "composition" of fonnices represented by El and E2. 
The term "formices" is the plural of "fonnex".
1.3 FORMIAN STATEMENTS
The fonnex equations that are described in Section 1.2 are acceptable 
"Formian instructions". Thus, when Fonnian is operational on a 
computing system then one can simply use the keyboard and type
El = [1,0; 0,1]
A touch of the RETURN key at this point will result in the "cursor" on the 
"screen" of the "terminal" to move to the next line with an asterisk 
appearing before it. Asterisk is the "prompt" of Fonnian. That is, its
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appearance implies tliat the "execution" of an instruction is complete and 
the "system" is ready to receive the next instruction.
The construct 
El -  [1,0; 0,1]
is an example of a Formian "assignment statement". The execution of this 
assigmnent statement will cause a fonnex variable El to be created with 
its value being the formex [1,0; 0,1]. The value of El will be stored in the 
"working memory".
At this point one may type the Formian instruction 
SHOW El
followed by a touch of tlie RETURN key. This is an example of a 
"SHOW statement" and will cause a "plot" of the value of El to appear in 
the graphics region of the terminal. The scale of the plot is determined 
by a "default setting" which can be easily changed. For instance, to 
enlarge the plot of El by a factor of five, one may enter tlie statement
USE VS(50)
Subsequent to tlie execution of the above USE statement, the plotting 
scale will be governed by VS(50) until such time as the scale is changed 
again by the "user". If it is required to "clear" the graphics region of the 
screen of tlie terminal before the plot of El is produced then the SHOW 
statement must be preceded by a "CLEAR statement". That is, one must 
enter
19
CLEAR 
SHOW El
1.4 FORMEX FUNCTIONS
Returning to tlie problem of the specification of tlie compret of the grid of 
Fig 1.1, one can produce this specification by writing a "long'* formex, 
with each cantle representing one of tlie elements of the grid. However, 
the grid of Fig 1.1 has 240 elements and if one actually tries to wiite a 
formex with 240 cantles, one is bound to find it an extremely tedious task. 
A much more convenient way of approaching the formulation is to make 
use of "formex functions".
• F2*•H
•H
F l '
Position of plane of reflection 1st direction
Fig 1.5
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Elements ij and jk of the grid of Fig 1.1 are shown again in Fig 1.5 and 
are labelled F. The label signifies that the configuration ijk in Fig 1.5 is a 
graphical representation, tliat is, a "plot" of formex variable F, where
F ={[1,0; 0,1], [0,1; 1,2]}
The convention of placing an apostrophe after a formex variable to 
indicate tlie plot of that formex variable will be used henceforth.
Now, suppose that one wants to create a formex variable whose plot is 
the configuration denoted by FT in Fig 1.5. This may be explicitly given 
by
Fl = {[7,0; 6,1], [6,1; 7,2]}
Alternatively, formex variable Fl may also be given by 
F1=TRAN(1,6)|F 
The construct 
TRAN(1,6)
is a "formex function" that implies "translation" in the first direction by 6 
units. Fig 1.6.
F l = TRAN(1,6) I F
'----- argument' rallus symbol-amount of translation ^  direction of translation abbreviation for translation
Fig 1.6
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The fonnex variable F in tlie equation
Fl = TRAN(1,6)|F
is tlie "argument" of the fimction and tlie symbol | is used to separate the 
function from its argument. The symbol | is referred to as the "rallus 
symbol" and is read as "of.
A fonnex function represents a "rule" for transformation of a given fonnex 
into anotlier formex. For instance, in the above example the value of the 
argument F, that is,
{[1,0; 0,1], [0,1; 1,2]}
is transfonned into the fonnex
{[7,0; 6,1], [6,1; 7,2]}
which is the value of Fl. The rule of transformation in tliis case is to add 
6 to the first uniple of every signet of the formex.
Formex functions may be used in combination. For instance, a formex 
variable representing the configuration labelled F2’ in Fig 1.5 may be 
given by
F2=TRAN(2,2)|TRAN(1,5)|F 
or
F2=TRAN(1,5)|TRAN(2,2)|F
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Now consider the configuration shown in Fig 1.7. A fonnex fonnulation 
for the combination of all the elements shown in Fig 1.7 may be obtained 
in a number of different ways. One particularly convenient manner of 
formulation is given by
H = RIN(1A2)|F
U2
2
1
0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
U1
Fig 1.7
The construct 
RIN(1,4,2)
is a "rindle function" and implies "translational replication" in the first 
direction with the number of replications being 4 and the amount of 
translation at each step being 2, Fig 1.8. Note that the number of 
replications is given as 4 rather than 3. That is, the number of replications 
includes the initial configuration represented by the argument. Tlie term 
"rindle" is an old English word meaning "water course" and is adopted in 
formex algebra to imply translational replication.
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H = RIN(1,4,2) I F
amount of translation at each step number of replications—  direction of replication abbreviation for rindle
Fig 1.8
The construct 
RINID(10,6,2,2)
is referred to as a "tendid rindle fimction" and is equivalent to tlie 
composite fimction
RIN(2,6,2)|RIN(1,10,2)
The tendid rindle function implies a "rindle effect" (that is, translational 
replication) in the first direction followed by anotlier rindle effect in the 
second direction. Fig 1.9.
RINID(10,6,2,2)
amount of translation' at each step in thesecond direction amount of translation at each step in thefirst direction number of replicationsin the second direction number of replications in the first direction
Fig 1.9
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The sufRx ID in RINID implies a double action involving directions one 
and two. Tendid rindle function belongs to a large family of formex 
functions that imply multiple action and are referred to as "tendial 
functions".
Now, a formex variable describing the compret of the grid of Fig 1.1 may 
be given by
E=F#{[1A2,1],[2,1;1,2]}
G=RINE)(10,6,2,2)1E
Here, E represents the combinations of four elements that forms the 
rhombic shape at tlie bottom left comer of the grid of Fig 1.1.
The value of the above formex variable G contains complete information 
about die compret of the grid of Fig 1.1. However, in relation to the 
coordinates of the nodes, die information represented by G is based on the 
simple normat of Fig 1.1 winch implies a single unit per division in both 
first and second directions. A fonnex that contains complete information 
about the actual nodal coordinates as well as the compretic properties of 
the grid of Fig 1.1 may be represented by
G1-BB(2.415,2.375)|G
The constmct
BB(2.415,2.375)
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is a ftmction tliat changes the scales along the first and second directions 
with the scale factors being 2.415 and 2.375 in the first and second 
directions, respectively. G1 represents a formex that contains 240 cantles 
each of which corresponds to an element of the grid of Fig 1.1. The 
uniples in this formex are the actual x-y Cartesian coordinates of the 
nodes of the grid.
The formex variable G may be transfonned in various ways to obtain 
different geometric effects. For example, consider tlie following 
assignment statements
GA = BB(1.5,0.8)|G
A plots of GA is shown in Fig 1.10. The configurations shown in Figs 1.1 
and 1.10 have identical compretic paiticulars but they have different 
"nonnic" properties.
ui
Fig 1.10
Normic properties consist of all those aspects of a configuration that 
relate to the actual dimensions of the configuration. The normic
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properties of a configuration are usually described by specifying the 
coordinates of die nodal points of die configuration.
One useful way of visualising the compretic and normic properties of the 
grid of Fig 1.1 is to imagine that the elements of the grid are made fi*om a 
freely deformable substance like rubber. The grid may then be deformed 
in any conceivable manner without affecting its compret, as long as no 
element is added or removed and as long as the connections between the 
elements remain unchanged. In contrast, any deformation of the grid that 
results in changes in one or more nodal coordinates will alter the normic 
properties of the grid.
The use of a normat in conjunction widi a global Cartesian coordinate 
system is convenient in practice. The effect is that wliile describing the 
compretic aspects of a configuration, one works in tenns of a normat, 
focusing the attention on the intercomiection pattern without having to 
worry about the actual coordinates of the points.
1.5 GENERIC FORMULATIONS AND SCHEMES
Consider die construct
RINID(m,n,2,2)|{[l,0; 0,1],[0,1;1,2],[1,0;2,1],[2,1;1,2]}
This is a formulation for a configuration which has a pattern similar to the 
grid of Fig 1.1 and consists of an array of m by n rhombic units.
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For example, if m=20 and n=8 then the formulation represents the grid of 
Fig 1.11, if m=n=10 tlien the formulation represents the grid of Fig 1.12 
and if m=6 and n-18 then the formulation represents the grid of Fig 1.13. 
A formex formulation of this type that involves parameters is referred to 
as a "generic formulation".
Fonnian has a mechanism tlirough which generic formulations may be 
used. The employment of this mechanism in relation to the above 
example will give rise to a construct of the form
GG = '[:m,n:
F=RINID(m,n,2,2)|{[l,0; 0,1],[0,1;1,2],[1,0;2,1],[2,1;1,2]}]‘
This is an assignment statement that creates a "string variable" GG. The 
right-hand side of the assignment statement is a Formian string constant. 
A "string constant" consists of a sequence of characters that is enclosed in 
"string brackets". The compound symbol '[ is the opening string bracket 
and the compound symbol ]' is tlie closing string bracket. The execution 
of the above assignment statement will result in creation of a string 
variable GG whose value is simply tlie sequence of characters
:m,n:
F=RIMD(m,n,2,2)|{[l,0; 0,1],[0,1;1,2],[1,0;2,1],[2,1;1,2]}
This sequence of characters is an example of a "scheme". The part 
:m,n:
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is tlie "heading" of the scheme that contains the list of the parameters used 
in the scheme. The part
F-RINID(m,n,2,2)|{[l,0; 0,1],[0,1;1,2],[1,0;2,1],[2,1;1,2]}
is the "body" of the scheme. The body of a scheme consists of a sequence 
of one or more Formian statements.
A scheme is activated through an "induction statement". The construct 
GG(20,8)
is an example of an induction statement. The execution of this statement 
results in the scheme represented by the string variable GG to be executed 
witli every occurrence of m in the body of the scheme replaced by 20 and 
every occurrence of n replaced by 8. The result will be a formex variable 
F that represents the configuration of Fig 1.11. The statement
SHOW F
at this point will result in the display of the plot of F.
A scheme may contain any number of parameters and any number of 
statements. A variable such as GG is referred to as a "scheme variable" 
and an assignment statement of the above form is referred to as a "scheme 
statement". It may be seen that libraries of schemes may form to generate 
frequently required structural configurations.
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Fig 1.11
Fig 1.12 Fig 1.13
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CHAPTER 2 FORMEX ALGEBRA AND FORMIAN
2.1 INTRODUCTION
Formian is an interactive programming language that allows problems of 
preprocessing and postprocessing to be handled witli ease and elegance. 
The matliematical basis of Formian is fonnex algebra.
The origins of Formian date back to the late seventies and various 
versions of tlie language have been in use since then, Refs 4, 5 and 6. The 
ideas of Fonnian have evolved and matured over the years and this 
chapter provides a description of the current state of tlie language. The 
main source of information on formex algebra is Ref 3 although a number 
of formex concepts that are described in this chapter were evolved in 
recent years and are not included in Ref 3. Major additions to the Fonnian 
language have been the introduction of plenices and supplements that 
together fonn the crux of this thesis.
The author played a major role m the design of this definition which 
represents a substantial change from the previous document. Ref 6. The 
material contained here is best used as a work reference manual and, 
tlierefore when read for the first time the reader should concentrate on the 
general ideas and not be too concerned about details. Subsequently, 
whenever the need arises the required parts of the definition may be 
studied in detail.
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2.2 PRIMITIVE CONSTITUENTS
Characters are the building blocks of the syntactic constructs of Fonnian. 
Character sequences of various forms are used to represent mathematical 
entities, define computational procedures and effect data management. 
These will be discussed in the subsequent sections. However, characters 
themselves together with certain basic character sequences are the 
subjects of discussion in this section.
2.2.1 CHARACTERS
A "character" is a digit or a letter or a symbol or a layout character. A 
"digit" is any one of the ten decimal digits 0,1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. A 
"letter" is any one of the fifty two upper and lower case letters of the 
English alphabet. A "symbol" is any distinctive printable mark that is not 
a digit or a letter and is representable by the computing system used. 
Examples of symbols are +, =, %, > and @. A "layout character" is either 
a space character or a newline character.
2.2.2 COMPOUND SYMBOLS
A "compound symbol" is a sequence of two or more symbols wliich is 
used in tlie capacity of a single symbol. There are a number of compound 
symbols employed in Formian of which >= and (*) are examples.
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2.2.3 KEYWORDS
Any one of the following eighteen sequences of letters is referred to as a 
"keyword":
BRING CLEAR CREATE DRAW ERASE 
FORWARD GET GIVE KEEP PRINT 
RECALL RENAME SHOW STOP SUBMIT 
TAKE USE VIEW
Keywords are used in various syntactic constructs of Formian as will be 
discussed later. A keyword may be given in upper or lower case letters. 
Thus, DRAW, draw. Draw and DrAw are considered to be identical.
2.2.4 IDENTIFIERS
An "identifier" is a sequence of letters and digits whose first character is a 
letter. An identifier may not be the same as a keyword and may not have 
more tlian eight characters. Examples of identifiers are
GRID k45 P format A2m8g
Identifiers are used for names of various entities as will be discussed in 
due course. Both upper and lower case letters may be used in the 
construction of identifiers. However, no distinction is made between 
upper and lower case letters in an identifier. Thus, the identifiers
A2m8g a2m8g a2M8G A2m8G A2M8G
are considered to be identical.
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2.2.5 USE OF LAYOUT CHARACTERS
In general, space characters may freely appear in Formian constructs 
without any syntactic implication. The use of newline characters, on the 
other hand, is more restricted. The reason is that, in addition to its 
typograpliical usage, a newline character is employed as a signal for the 
initiation of execution of certain program units as will be discussed in due 
course.
There are a number of special considerations relating to the use of layout 
characters. One such consideration involves compound symbols, 
keywords and identifiers. To elaborate, a compound symbol, a keyword 
or an identifier may not contain intervening layout characters. Furtlier 
special considerations regarding the use of layout characters will be 
discussed later at vaiious points.
2.2.6 COMMENTS
A "comment" is a construct of the foim 
(*)C(*)
where the compound symbol (*) is referred to as the "floret symbol" and 
where C is a sequence of zero or more characters that does not include a 
floret symbol.
A comment may appear in a Formian program at any position where a 
space character is allowed to appear. Thus, a compound symbol, a 
keyword or an identifier may not contain intervening comments.
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Comments are inserted to provide useful hints and information for a 
human regarding the details of the programming steps. However, 
syntactically, a comment has no significance and is considered to be 
equivalent to a space character. Two particular Formian constructs within 
which comments may be usefully employed are schemes and 
supplements, as will be discussed in due course.
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2.3 CONSTANTS
A "constant" is a sequence of chai'acters that is an explicit representation 
of a "value". Fonnian has six types of constants. These are referred to as 
integer constants, floatal constants, integer fonnex constants, floatal 
formex constants, string constants and plenix constants.
2.3.1 INTEGER CONSTANTS
An "integer constant" is a sequence of one or more digits which may be 
preceded by a plus or minus sign. For example, 8491 and +75 are 
acceptable integer constants but +75.0 and 8,491 are not. The "value" of 
an integer constant is tlie numerical value that results from the 
interpretation of the constant as a decimal integer number. An integer 
constant may not include intervening layout characters or comments.
2.3.2 FLOATAL CONSTANTS
A "floatal constant" is of one of the following forms:
(1) an integer constant followed by a decimal point followed by a 
sequence of one or more digits, where if the only digit before the decimal 
point is a zero then this zero may be omitted, eg, 754.32, 0.14, .65, 
+21.50, -326.0, +0.82, +.94, -0.45 and -.36,
(2) a floatal constant of the first form followed by the letter E or e 
followed by an integer constant, eg, 6.374E2, -.43E+3 and +177.42e-7.
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(3) an integer constant followed by the letter E or e followed by an integer 
constant, eg, 94E+2 and -58e4.
A floatal constant may not include intervening layout characters or 
comments. The "value" of a floatal constant is the numerical value that 
results from the interpretation of the constant as a decimal real number, 
where if a floatal constant of the second or third form is denoted by mEn 
tlien it is regarded as representing m(lO^), where, lO'^n means 10 to the 
power of 11. Thus, tlie floatal constants 4.2, 0.42E1, 4200E-3, 4.2E+00 
and 0.000420e4 have the same value.
2.3.3 NUMERIC CONSTANTS
A "numeric constant" is either an integer constant or a floatal constant.
2.3.4 INTEGER FORMEX CONSTANTS
An "integer fonnex constant" is a sequence of characters that constitutes a 
valid fonnex denotation in which every uiiiple is an integer constant (The 
basic fonnex denotation was described in Chapter 1). Some examples of 
integer fonnex constants are
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[8,4,6,2]
{[1,4; 3,6], [2,5; 4,7], [6,9]}
{[1,3,5], [2,4,6], [3,5,7], [4,6,8]}
The simplest form of an integer fonnex constant is a single integer 
constant, as indicated by the first example above. Thus, an integer 
constant is a special case of an integer formex constant.
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2.3.5 FLOATAL FORMEX CONSTANTS
A "floatal fonnex constant" is a sequence of characters that constitutes a 
valid fonnex denotation in which every uniple is a numeric constant and in 
which tliere is at least one uniple tliat is a floatal constant. Some 
examples of floatal formex constants are
31.3
[8,4,6,2.1]
{[1,4; 3,6], [2,5; 4,7.0], [6,9]}
{[1.2, 3.4, 5.6], [2.3, 0.04E2, 63.125e-l]}
The simplest fonn of a floatal fonnex constant is a single floatal constant, 
as indicated by tlie first example above. Thus, a floatal constant is a 
special case of a floatal fonnex constant.
2.3.6 FORMEX CONSTANTS
A "formex constant" is either an integer formex constant or a floatal 
formex constant.
Among the set of all fonnex constants there is one special formex 
constant that represents the empty formex. This formex constant is 
denoted by the compound symbol {} and is referred to as the "empty 
formex constant". The empty formex constant may be regarded as an 
integer fonnex constant or a floatal fonnex constant.
The "value" of a formex constant is the fonnex that is represented by it.
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The number of uniples in a signet is referred to as tlie "grade" of the 
signet. For example, formices
{[1,2;3,4],[5,6]}
[1,2,3; 4,5,6]
[1,2,3,4]
5
are of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 1st grade, respectively. All the signets tliat 
appear in a formex must be of the same grade and when the grade of the 
signets tliat constitute a formex is n then the formex is said to be of tlie nth 
grade.
The term "plexitude" is used to refer to the number of signets in a cantle. 
For example,
{[1,2; 3,4],[5,6]}
is a formex constant. In this fonnex constant, the first cantle is of the 2nd 
plexitude and the second cantle is of the 1st plexitude. Wlien all the 
cantles of a formex have the same plexitude then the fonnex is said to be 
"homogeneous" and it is said to be "nonhomogeneous". When all the 
cantles of a homogeneous formex have the first plexitude then the formex 
is said to be an "ingot".
2.3.7 STRING CONSTANTS
A "simple string constant" is a construct of the form 
•[€]’
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where the compound symbol ’[ is refened to as the "opening string 
bracket", the compound symbol ]' is referred to as the "closing string 
bracket" and C is a sequence of zero or more characters that does not 
include an opening or a closing string bracket. The term "string bracket" 
is used to refer to an opening or a closing string bracket.
If one or more opening string brackets and the same number of closing 
string brackets are inserted in a simple string constant in such a manner 
that every opening string bracket has a subsequent matching closing string 
bracket then the result is a "nested string constant". The tenn "string 
constant" is used to refer to a simple or a nested string constant.
The "value" of a string constant is the sequence of characters that is 
enclosed between the initial opening string bracket and the terminal 
closing string bracket. For example,
’[wliite yellow red blue black]'
is a simple string constant whose value is
wliite yellow red blue black
and
'[white '[yellow red]' blue black]'
is a nested string constant whose value is 
white '[yellow red]' blue black
Layout characters in a string constant retain their normal typographical 
significance.
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Among the set of all string constants there is one whose value is a 
character sequence of zero length. Tins special string constant is denoted 
by tlie compound symbol '[]' and is refened to as the "empty string 
constant".
If the value of a string constant consists of n characters then the string 
constant is said to be of "order" n. For instance, the order of the string 
constant
'[orange pink '[purple]']'
is 22. Do note that to obtain the order of a string constant the layout 
characters should also be taken into account.
2.3.8 PRIMION CONSTANTS
A "primion constant" is a numeric constant, a fonnex constant or a string 
constant.
2.3.9 PLENIX CONSTANTS
A "plenix constant" is a construct of the form 
-{P1,P2,... ,Pn}-
where n>=0 and where each one of the entities P1,P2,... ,Pn is a constant. 
The entities P1,P2, ... ,Pn are referred to as the "principal panels" of the 
plenix constant and a plenix constant that has n principal panels is said to 
be of "order" n. For example,
4 7 ,  '[ABC]', [1,3; 2,4; 3,5], 8.26}-^
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is a plenix constant of the fouith order. In this plenix constant, the first 
principal panel is an integer constant, the second principal panel is a string 
constant, tlie tliird principal panel is an integer fonnex constant and the 
last principal panel is a floatal constant.
The compound symbol -{ is  referred to as the "opening plenix bracket", 
the compound symbol}- is referred to as tlie "closing plenix bracket" and 
tlie term "plenix bracket" is used to refer to an opening or a closing plenix 
bracket.
A principal panel of a plenix constant can be any constant. But since a 
plenix constant itself is a constant then a principal panel of a plenix 
constant may in turn be a plenix constant. For example,
-{1 ,2 ,-{3 1 ,-{3 2 1 , 322, 323}-}-, 4, 5 }-
is a plenix constant of the fifili order. Here, the first, second, fourth and 
fifth piincipal panels are integer constants. However, the tliird principal 
panel is a plenix constant itself. Tins principal panel is of the second order 
with its second principal panel being a plenix constant of the third order. 
The definition of a plenix constant is recursive and allows any number of 
levels of nesting.
If P is a plenix constant then a principal panel of a principal panel of P is 
referred to as a "subsidiary panel" of P. Also, a principal panel of a 
subsidiary panel of P is referred to as a "subsidiary panel" of P. For 
instance, if P is the plenix constant
-{1.3, '[testy,- { - { 4 ,-4 } - ,  6 } - } -  
then
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1.3
’[test]'
and
- { - { 4 , -4}-, 6 }-
are principal panels of P and
-{4 , -4}-  
6 
4
and
-4
are subsidiary panels of P. Furtliermore, with respect to the third 
principal panel of P,
-{4 , -4}-  
and 
6
are principal panels and
4
and
-4
are subsidiaiy panels.
The term "panel" is used to refer to a principal panel or a subsidiary panel 
of a plenix constant.
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Among the set of all plenix constants there is one that has no panel. This 
special plenix constant is denoted by the compound symbol -{}- and is 
referred to as the "empty plenix constant".
The role of a plenix constant is to provide a medium for the organisation 
and correlation of information as will be discussed later in tlie discourse.
The "value" of a plenix constant is an arrangement of primion values.
A panel of a plenix constant is said to be a "primion panel" provided that 
it is a primion constant and is said to be a "nonprimion panel" otherwise. 
For example consider tlie plenix constant
-{6.5, -{[4,2,0], 7, -{}-, '[Rex]'}-}-
Here
6.5
[4,2,0]
7
and
are primion panels and
-{[4,2,0], 7, '[Rex]'}~
and
are nonprimion panels.
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2.4 ASSIGNMENT STATEMENTS AND VARIABLES
A "variable" is an identifier which has been assigned a value. Assignment 
statements are the main vehicles through which values are assigned to 
identifiers. There are six types of variables, namely, integer variables, 
floatal variables, integer formex variables, floatal fonnex variables, string 
variables and plenix variables.
An "assignment statement" is of the general form
identifier = expression
where tlie symbol = is referred to as the "assignment symbol". The 
right-hand side of an assignment statement is an expression, which is an 
arrangement of constants, variables, operators, ..., etc, as will be 
discussed later. However, tlie effects of an assigmnent statement may be 
conveniently explained in terms of the simplest forms of expressions, 
namely, constants.
The assignment statement 
N = 430
has the effect of creating a variable N wliich will represent tlie integer 
number 430. This variable is said to be an "integer variable" since its 
value is an integer number.
If at the moment of appearance of the above assignment statement, N is 
already a variable then the effect of the assignment statement would be to 
discard the old value of N and assign the new value to it. Thus, if the 
above assignment statement is followed by
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N = 71.3E+4
then the current value of N which is the integer number 430 is 
irrecoverably lost and the real number 713000.0 will be recorded as the 
value of N. The identifier N at this point will cease to be an integer 
variable and will become a "floatal variable".
The term "numeric variable" is used to refer to either an integer variable 
or a floatal variable.
The hardware representation of the value of a floatal variable is in floating 
point form which provides an approximation to the actual value. In 
contrast, the hardware provides an exact representation for the value of an 
integer variable. The ranges of values that may be assigned to integer and 
floatal variables depend on the particular Fonnian implementation and the 
computing system used.
Further examples of assigmnent statements are
TAD = {[1,1; 1,3; 2,2], [3,1; 3,3]}
POM =[-4,1; 2,-3.567]
DEN = '[elements]’
FUB = -{5 ,-{9 ,7}-}-
The first assigmnent statement creates an "integer formex variable" TAD, 
the second assignment statement creates a "floatal formex variable" POM, 
the third assigmnent statement creates a "string variable" DEN and the 
last assigmnent statement creates a "plenix variable" FUB.
The term "formex variable" is used to refer to either an integer formex 
variable or a floatal formex variable.
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The terni "primion variable" is used to refer to a numeric variable, a 
formex variable or a string variable.
The hardware representation of the value of a formex variable is in terms 
of a collection of numeric values each of which corresponds to a uniple. 
These numeric values are of type integer for an integer fonnex variable 
and are of type floatal for a floatal fonnex variable.
The hai’dware representation of tlie value of a string variable is in terms of 
a sequence of codes each of which represents a character.
The hardware representation of the value of a plenix variable is in terms 
of a collection of primion values.
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2.5 FUNCTIONS AND FUNCTION DESIGNATORS
A "ftuiction" is a sequence of characters that represents a rule for 
production of a value. For example, the sequence of letters SIN is a 
ftmction tliat represents a rule for evaluation of the sine of an angle.
A "function designator" is a sequence of characters tliat represents a value 
obtained by using the rule of a function. For instance, if X is a numeric 
variable representing an angle, then in nonnal mathematical notation, one 
may write
SINX
to represent the sine of X. SIN X is a function designator with X being 
referred to as the "argument".
In Formian, the above function designator is written as 
SINjX
where tlie symbol | is referred to as tlie "rallus symbol" and is read as "of’. 
The rallus symbol is used to separate a function from its argument.
A function designator is a simple form of an expression (The general form 
of an expression is discussed in Section 2.6).
2.5.1 STANDARD AND SUPPLEMENTARY FUNCTIONS
Formian has two different kinds of functions. Firstly, there are a number 
of functions that are incorporated into the "Formian interpreter" and are 
available to all users. These are referred to as "standard functions".
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Secondly, the users can define their own flmctions by incorporating 
certain types of program segments called supplements into tlie Formian 
interpreter, as described in Sections 2.8 and 2.10 and Chapter 3. 
Functions of this kind are referred to as "supplementary functions".
Formian is rich in standard functions. Most of these functions are 
discussed in the present section and the remaining ones are considered in 
the subsequent sections.
2.5.2 NUMERIC FUNCTIONS
Table 2.5.1 contains the description of the first family of standard 
functions that are referred to as "numeric fiuictions". There are twelve 
standard numeric functions. The argument of a numeric function is a 
numeric expression (The general form of a numeric expression will be 
discussed in Section 2.6). The "value" of a numeric function designator is 
a number, as specified in the last column of Table 2.5.1.
Table 2.5.1 Numeric Functions
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Function Value of Function Designator with X Being a Numeric Expression
Type of Value
SIGN The value of SIGNjX is the integer number 1, 0 or -1 depending on the value of X being positive, zero or negative, respectively. For example, the value of SIGN.l 4.125 is 1.
Integer
ABS(absolute value)
The value of ABS|X is the absolute value of X. For example, the values of ABS|(-6) and ABS18.2 are 6 and 8.2, respectively.
Type of value of ABSjX is the same as that of X.
SQRT (square root)
The value of SQRTjX is the positive square root of the value of X (The value of X must be positive). For example, the value of SQRTll.44 is 1.2.
Floatal
SIN The value of SIN|X is the sine of the value of X, regarded as an angle in degrees. For example, the value of SIN 130 is 0.5.
Floatal
COS The value of COSjX is the cosine of the value of X, regarded as an angle in degrees. For example, the value of COS 1180 is -1.0.
Floatal
TAN The value of TANjX is the tangent of the value of X, regarded as an angle in degrees. For example, the value of TAN ! 45 is 1.0,
Floatal
T able 2.5.1 continued
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AS IN(arcsine) The value of ASINjX is the angle in degrees (in the range -90 to +90 degrees) whose sine is equal to the value of X (The value of X must be in the range -1 to +1). For example, the value of ASIN|0.5 is 30.0.
Floatal
ACOS(arccosine) The value of ACOS{X is the angle in degrees (in the range 0 to 180 degrees) whose cosine is equal to the value of X (The value of X must be in the range -1 to +1). For example, the value of ACOS|0.5 is 60.0.
Floatal
ATAN(arctangent) The value of ATAN{X is the angle in degrees (in the range -90 to +90 degrees) whose tangent is equal to the value of X. For exam­ple, the value of ATAN|1 is 45.0.
Floatal
LN(naturallogarithm)
The value of LNjX is the natural logarithm of the value of X (The value of X must be positive), For example, the value of LN|1 is 0.0.
Floatal
EXP(exponential) The value of EXP'X is e^v where e is the base of the natural logarithm and v is the value of X. For exam­ple , the value of EXP j 0 is 1.0.
Floatal
RAN(randomnumber)
The value of RANjX is a random number N such that -(ABS|X) =< N =< ABSjX If the value of X is zero then N will be zero.
Floatal
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2,5.3 CONVERSION FUNCTIONS
The second family of standard functions are referred to as "conversion 
functions". Conversion hinctions allow floatal values to be converted into 
integer values and vice versa. There are three conversion fonctions and 
these are described in Table 2.5.2.
The particulars of the conversion functions in Table 2.5.2 are given in 
terms of numeric arguments. However, in general, the argument of a 
conversion fonction can be a fonnex expression (The general form of a 
fonnex expression will be discussed in Section 2.6). In the case of a 
fonnex argument, the effect of a conversion function will apply to all the 
uniples. For instance, the value of the function designator
RIC|{[3.2,4.65], [-4.46,5.78], [5.05,-6.91]}
is given by
{[3,5], [-4,6], [5,-7]}
If CF denotes any one of the conversion functions, then the value of the 
function designator
CF|{} 
is considered to be {}.
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Table 2.5.2 Conversion Functions
Function Value of Function Designator with X Being a Numeric Expression
Type of Value
RIG(rounded integer conversion)
The value of RIGjX is the integer number that is nearest to the value of X, where if the value of X has a fractional part of exactly one half, then the nearest integer with the greater absolute value is chosen. For example, the values of RIG 154, RIG11.7, RIG 17.5, RIG|0.347E1 and RICl(-7.5) are 54, 2, 8, 3 and -8, respectively.
Integer
TIC(truncated integer conversion)
The value of TlCjX is the integer number obtained by truncating the fractional part of the value of X. For example, the values of TIG|54, TIG)1.7, TIG}7.5, TIG|0.347E1 and TIG}(-7.5) are 54, 1, 7, 3 and -7, respectively.
Integer
FLOG(floatalconversion)
The value of FLOG}X is the value of X in the floating point form.
Floatal
2.5.4 FORMEX FUNCTIONS
The remaining standard functions that are considered in the sequel are 
"fonnex functions". The set of formex functions given here is an updated 
and extended version of the set described in Ref 3. The definitions of the 
formex functions here are given in a concise manner and only cover the 
essential particulars of the functions.
An important feature of the present definitions of the formex functions is 
that the functions are allowed to involve noninteger formices, as described
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in tlie discourse. This is in contrast with the definitions in Ref 3 where the 
fimctions may only involve integer formices.
2.5.5 TRANSFLECTION FUNCTIONS
The first major group of formex functions are the "transflection fimctions". 
There are three families of transflection functions that are called cardinal 
functions, tendial functions and pro vial functions.
2.5.6 CARDINAL FUNCTIONS
There are eight "cardinal functions" that are referred to as translation, 
rindle, reflection, lambda, vertition, rosette, projection and dilatation 
functions. The particulars of these functions are summarised in Table 
2.5J.
The general form of tlie function designator for the first cardinal function 
may be written as
TRAN(d,t)|E
where
TRAN(d,t) is tlie function, 
the symbol | is the rallus symbol,
E is the argument of the fimction,
TRAN is the "imprint" of the function and 
d and t are the "canonic parameters" of the function.
The above terminology applies to all the Fonnian functions. However, the 
number and types of canonic paiameters vary from function to function as
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will be discussed in each case. For the translation function, d is an integer 
expression whose value indicates the direction of translation and t is a 
numeric expression whose value specifies the amount of translation. 
Some Formian functions do not have canonic parameters. For instance, a 
numeric function simply consists of an imprint and has no canonic 
parameter. The imprint of every Formian function is an identifier.
Table 2.5.3 contains a number of formex plots. For these plots, the 
convention is used where an apostrophe is added after a formex variable 
to denote its plot. Thus, the plot of a fonnex variable G is represented by 
G'. Anotlier convention which is employed in Table 2.5.3 is for indication 
of optional parts. The compound symbols ~[ and are used for tliis 
purpose and are referred to as "option brackets". For instance, the 
presence of the last canonic parameter of the vertition function is optional 
and this fimction in Table 2.5.3 is given as
VER(dl,d2,cl,c2~[,r]~)
implying that r may or may not be present.
The "value" of a cardinal function designator is a formex. This will be an 
integer fonnex provided that
(1) all the canonic parameters of tlie fimction are integer expressions,
(2) the argument of the function is an integer formex expression and
(3) in the case of vertition or rosette function, if r or p is present then its 
value is an integer multiple of 90 degrees.
The value of a cardinal function designator that does not satisfy the above 
conditions is a floatal formex.
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There are situations when the value of a cardinal function designator is 
known to be of an integer nature, whereas the value as obtained in 
accordance with the above rules will be a floatal fonnex. For instance, if
E=[1,0; 0,1]
then the value of
G=REF(1,1.5)|E
is tlie formex
[2,0; 3,1]
The value of G is of an integer natuie. However, in a Fonnian 
environment, G will be evaluated as a floatal fonnex variable, since the 
second canonic parameter of the reflection function involves is a floatal 
constant.
In such a situation, if it is required to preserve the integemess of the 
result, one may make use of the conversion function RJC and give the 
assignment statement for G as
G=RIC|REF(1,L5)|E
The above discussion also applies to similai* situations arising in relation 
to other functions.
T able 2.5.3 Cardinal Functions
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Function
Explanations and Examples
The value of formex variable E used as argument in the examples below is given by {[1,1.5; 1,1], [1,1; 2,1]}
TRAN(d,t)(translation)
d is anintegerexpression.t is anumericexpression.
Direction of translation is given by the value of d and amount of translation is given by the value of t. AU2
Examples : G1=TRAN(1,2)|E G2=TRAN(2,1)|E 2I-
G2'
E' Gl*
U14—>-2 3
RIN(d,n,p)(rindle)
d and n areintegerexpressionsp is anumericexpression.
Direction of replication is given by the value of d, number of repli­cations is given by the value of n and the amount of translation at each step (pace) is given by the value of p. AU2
Example %G=RIN(1,3,1.5)|E
3 - 
2 • •
Ul-4—5»
REF(d,r)(reflection)
d is anintegerexpression.r is anumericexpression.
Direction of reflection is given by the value of d and position of the plane of reflection is given by the value of r.
Examples : G1=REF(1,3)|E G2=REF(2,2.5)|E
AU2
1 G2’
. .  L L GIJ
— 1— 1—
Ul
--------- 1---------3 4 5
Table 2.5.3 continued 57
LAM(d,r){lambda)
d is anintegerexpression.r is anumericexpression,
Direction of reflection is given by the value of d and position of the plane of reflection is given by the value of r.
Examples ; G1=IAM(1,3) |E G2=LAM(2,2.5)lE
[— ■\G2'
.i...
l _E‘ Ul
1 2 3 4 5
VER(dl,d2,cl,c2~[,r]~)(vertition)
dl and d2 are integer expressions. cl, c2 and r are numeric expressions.
Directions given by the values of dl and d2 define the plane of rota­tion, values of cl and c2 give the coordinates of the centre of rota­tion and value of r specifies the amount of rotation in degrees. The sense of rotation is such that when the value of r is positive then the rotation of dl-axis about the ori­gin makes the positive side of the dl-axis to move towards the posi­tive side of the d2-axis. absence of r implies that equal to 90 degrees.AU2Examples : 3G1=VER(1,2,1.5,2.5)|E G2=VER(1,2,3,2,135){E
Theis
2 GlJE’
Ul
-I .. . . >1 2 3 4 5
R0S(dl,d2,cl,c2"[,n,p]~)(rosette)
dl, d2 and n are integer expressions. cl, c2 and p are numeric expressions.
Directions given by the values of dl and d2 define the plane of rota­tion, values of cl and c2 give the coordinates of the centre of rota­tion, value of n gives the number of replications and value of p gives the amount of rotation at each step (pace) in degrees. The absence of n and p implies that n is equal to 4 and p is equal to 90 degrees. Sense of rotation is as defined for vertition function.
Example; G=R0S(1,2,3,1, 5,-45) |E
t “  V r  -r ^
III w m inn ........................................mil r |E' ItUlI—^1 2  3
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Table 2.5.3 continued
PROJ(d,p)(projection)
d is anintegerexpression.p is anumericexpression.
Direction of projection is given by the value of d and position of the plane of projection is given by the value of p. AU2
Examples; G1=PR0J(1,4)|E G2=PROJ(2,3)|E
3
2 •
G2‘
E' Gl'
Ul
I - C 3-4 5
DIL(d,f) (dilatation)
d is anintegerexpression.f is anumericexpression.
Direction of dilatation is given by the value of d and factor of dila­tation is given by the value of f.
AU2Examples:G1«DIL(1,2.5)|E 4f G2=DIL(2,3)|E
2f
1
G2'
E' Gl'
Ul
H— 5 -1 2 3 4 5
2.5.7 TENDIAL FUNCTIONS
"Tendial functions" are the next group of standard fimctions considered. 
These fimctions are divided into five families that are called tendic 
fimctions, tendid fimctions, tendis functions, tendit functions and tendix 
fimctions.
"Tendic functions" are extended forms of cardinal functions that allow 
multiple actions of the functions in different directions, as described in 
Table 2.5.4. The imprint of a tendic function is obtained by adding the 
suffix IC to the imprint of the corresponding cardinal fimction. There are 
no tendic fimctions corresponding to vertition and rosette fimctions. On 
the other hand, the family of tendic functions includes a member, namely, 
"gena tendic function", that has no cardinal counterpart.
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A gena tendic function always operates along two directions. However, 
any otlier tendic function operates along any number of directions.
"Tendid functions" are special cases of tendic functions and are described 
in Table 2.5.5. A tendid function specifies actions in directions 1 and 2 
and its imprint is obtained by changing the suffix IC of the corresponding 
tendic function to ID. The families of tendis and tendit functions are 
similar to the tendid functions. A "tendis fimction" is for directions 1 
and 3 and its imprint has tlie suffix IS. A "tendit function" is for 
directions 2 and 3 and its imprint has the suffix IT.
"Tendix fimctions" are special cases of tendic functions for directions 1, 2 
and 3 and are described in Table 2.5.6. The imprint of a tendix function is 
obtained by changing the suffix IC of the corresponding tendic function to 
IX. The gena tendic fimction has no corresponding member in the tendix 
family since the action of tlie gena tendic function is confined to two 
directions.
The term "gena function" is used to refer to a gena tendic, gena tendid, 
gena tendis or gena tendit function.
The value of a gena function designator is an integer formex provided that 
all the canonic parameters of tlie function are integer expressions and the 
argument is an integer formex expression. The value of a gena function 
designator that does not satisfy the above conditions is a floatal formex.
The type of value of any otlier tendial function designator is determined 
by the composite effects of the cardinal functions involved.
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Table 2.5.4 Tendic Functions
Function Definition (k >= 1)
TRANIC(dl,d2,.,,dk, tl,t2,..,tk) (translation tendic)
TRAN(dk,tk)j..jTRAN(d2,t2)jTRAN(dl,tl)
RINIC(dl,d2,..,dk, nl,n2,..,nk,pi,p2,* * fpk)(rindle tendic)
RIN(dk,nk,pk)|.,{RIN(d2,n2,p2)|RIN(dl,nl,pl)
REFIC(dl,d2,..,dk, rl,r2,..,rk) (reflection tendic)
REF(dk,rk) |REF(d2,r2)|REF(dl,rl)
LAMIC(dl,d2,..,dk, rl,r2,..,rk) (lambda tendic)
LAM(dk,rk) I..|lAM(d2,r2)|LAM(dl,rl)
PR0JIC(dl,d2,..,dk, pl,p2,..,pk) (projection tendic)
PROJ(dk,pk)I..jPROJ(d2,p2)|PROJ(dlfpl)
DILIC(dl,d2,..,dk, fl,f2,..,fk) (dilatation tendic)
DIL(dk,fk) |DIL(d2,f2)1DIL(dl,fl)
GENIC(dl,d2,nl,n2, pl,p2,b,t) (gena tendic)
b is a numeric expression, t is an integer expression.
Parameters dl, d2, nl, n2, pi and p2 are as for the rindle tendic function RINIC(dl,d2,nl,n2,pl,p2). Value of b gives the move­ment in the dl direction for every step in the d2 direc­tion (bias). Value of t gives the change in nl for every step in the d2 direc­tion (taper).Example:G=GENIC(1,2,4,3,1.5,1,0.5,-1)}EwhereE={[1,1.5; 1,1], [1,1; 2,1]}
/'i I 'j  ^ * Ew**i»iiPiil Etwawwa* ,
2 . /  L— I—  I—
jL • “ .  l i M i i . i .  L w m * . .  [ ■.■■■111.‘.............. "Ul
3 4 -4 V + - >■6 7
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Table 2.5.5 Tendid Functions
Function Definition
TRANID(tl,t2) (translation tendid) TRANIC(l,2,tl,t2)
RINID(nl,n2,pl,p2) (rindle tendid) RINIC(l,2,nl,n2,pl,p2)
REFID(rl,r2) (reflection tendid) REFIC(l,2,rl,r2)
LAMID(rl,r2) (lambda tendid) LAMIC(l,2,rl,r2)
PR0JID(pl,p2) (projection tendid) PROJIC(l,2,pl,p2)
DILID(fl,f2) (dilatation tendid) DILIC(l,2,fl,f2)
GENID(nl,n2,pl,p2,b,t) (gena tendid) GENIC(l,2,nl,n2,pl,p2,b,t)
Table 2.5.6 Tendix Functions
Function Definition
TRANIX(tl,t2,t3) (translation tendix) TRANIC(l,2,3,tl,t2,t3)
RINIX(nl,n2,n3,pl,p2,p3) (rindle tendix) RINIC(l,2,3,nl,n2,n3,pl,p2,p3)
REFIX(rl,r2,r3) (reflection tendix) REFIC(l,2,3,rl,r2,r3)
LAMIX(rl,r2,r3) (lambda tendix) LAMIC(l,2,3,rl,r2,r3)
PROJIX(pl,p2,p3) (projection tendix) PROJIC(l,2,3,pl,p2,p3)
DILIX(fl,f2,f3) (dilatation tendix) DILIC(l,2,3,fl,f2,f3)
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2.5.8 PROVIAL FUNCTIONS
"Provial functions’* are the next group of standard fimctions considered. 
There are four families of provial functions that are called proviad 
functions, provias functions, proviat functions and proviax functions. 
Provial functions are generalisations of cardinal functions that allow 
action in any direction.
Proviad and proviax functions are described in Table 2.5.7. "Proviad 
functions" are for actions involving directions 1 and 2. The imprint of a 
proviad function is obtained by adding the suffix AD to the imprint of the 
corresponding cardinal function. "Proviax functions" involve directions 1, 
2 and 3 and use the suffix AX.
The canonic parameters Al, A2, A3, Bl, B2 and B3 that appear in Table
2.5.7 are numeric expressions whose values are tlie coordinates of the end 
points of a vector AB, as shown in Figs 2.5.1 and 2.5.2. Tliis vector is 
referred to as tlie "direction vector".
Provias and proviat functions are similar to tlie proviad functions. A 
"provias fimction" involves directions 1 and 3 and uses the suffix AS. A 
"proviat fimction" involves directions 2 and 3 and uses the suffix AT.
The type of value of a vertition proviad, provias or proviat function 
designator is determined in the mamier described for a cardinal vertition 
function designator. Similarly, the type of value of a rosette proviad, 
provias or proviat function designator is determined in the manner 
described for a cardinal rosette function designator. The value of any 
other provial function designator is a floatal formex.
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U2
directionvectorB2
A2
Ul
Al Bl
Fig 2.5.1
directionvectorB3
A3 U2Af
Al
Bl
Ul
A2 B2
Fig 2.5.2
Table 2.5.7 Proviad and Proviax Fimctions
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Function
Explanations and Examples
The value of formex variable E used as argument in the examples below is given by {[1,1.5; 1,1], [1,1; 2,1]}
TRANAD(A1,A2,Bl,B2~[,t]~)(translationproviad) TRANAX(A1,A2,A3, Bl,B2,B3~[,t]~) (translationproviax)
Al, A2, A3,Bl, B2, B3 and t are numeric expressions.
Direction of translation is given by vector AB and amount of translation is given by the value of t or the length of AB, in the absence of t. Examples :G1=TRANAD(1,1,3,2.5)\E G2=TRANAD(1,1,5.5,2)}E
AU2 or G2'
Ul■i->-1 2 3 4 5 6 7
RINAD(A1,A2,Bl,B2,n~[,p]-) (rindle proviad) RINAX(A1,A2,A3,B1, B2,B3,n~[,p]~) (rindle proviax)
Al, A2, A3,Bl, B2, B3 and p are numeric expressions, n is an integer expression.
Direction of replication is given by vector AB, number of replications is given by the value of n and amount of translation at each step (pace) is given by the value of p or the length of AB, in the absence of p.Example:G=RINAD(1,1,2.5,1.3,4)|E
AU2
2 ■
1 -
G'
Ul
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Table 2.5.7 continued
I REFAD (Al, A2, Bl, B2 ) (reflection proviad) |REFAX(A1,A2,A3,I B1,B2,B3)(reflection proviax)
LAMAD ( Al, A2 , Bl, B2 ) (lambda proviad) LAMAX(A1,A2,A3,B1,B2,B3) (lambda proviax)
Al, A2, A3, Bl, B2 and B3 are numeric expressions.
Direction of reflection is given by vector AB, with the plane of reflection being perpendicular to AB at B. Examples :G1=REFAD(1,0,2.5,1)|E G2=LAMAD(1,0,2.5,1)|E
AU2G2! Gi
B Ul
1 2  3 4
VERAD(Cl,c2~[,r]~) (vertition proviad)
cl, c2 and r are numeric expressions.
Coordinates of the centre of rotation in plane U1-U2 are given by the values of cl and c2. Amount of rotation is given by the value of r in degrees. Sense of rotation is as explained for vertition function in Table B5.3. Absence of r implies that r is equal to 90 degrees. Examples :G1=VERAD(1.5,2.5)|E G2=VERAD(3,2,135)lE
AU2
GlJ G2‘
Ul
H —> -1 2 3 4 5
VERAX(A1,A2,A3,Bl,B2,B3~[,r]~) (vertition proviax)
Al, A2, A3, Bl, B2, B3 and r are numeric expressions
Axis of rotation is given by vector AB and amount of rota­tion is given by the value of r in degrees. The sense of rotation is such that when the value of r is positive then the rotation causes a right-handed screw to move from A towards B. Absence of r implies that r is equal to 90 degrees.
Table 2.5.7 continued
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R0SAD(cl,c2
(rosette proviad)
cl, c2 and p are numeric expressions. n is an integer expression.
value of n rotation at is given by in degrees.
Coordinates of the centre of rotation in plane Ü1-U2 are given by the values of cl and c2. Number of replications is given by the and amount of each step (pace) the value of p The sense of rotation is as explained for vertition func­tion in Table B5.3. Absence of n and p implies that n is equal to 4 and p is equal to 90 degrees.Example:G=ROSAD(3,l,5,-45)|E
AU2
A Q KI  _ _E' ItUl4—1 2 3 4 5
R0SAX(A1,A2,A3,B1, B2,B3~[,n,p]~) (rosette proviax)
Al, A2, A3,Bl, B2, B3and p arenumericexpressions.n is anintegerexpression.
Axis of rotation is given by vector AB. Number of replic­ations is given by the value of n and amount of rotation at each step (pace) is given by the value of p in degrees. The sense of rotation is as defined for vertition proviax function. Absence of n and p implies that n is equal to 4 and p is equal to 90 degrees. \
PROJAD(Al,A2,B1,B2) (projection proviad) |PR0JAX(A1,A2,A3,I B1,B2,B3)(projection proviax)
Al, A2, A3,Bl, B2 and B3 are numeric expressions.
Direction of projection is given by vector AB, with the plane of projection being perpendicular to AB at B. Example:G=PROJAD(1,0,2.5,1)|E
AU23
2 -  
1 ■ i ; k : Ul4—£«-1 2  3
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Table 2.5.7 continued
DILAD(A1,A2,Bl,B2,f) (dilatation proviad) |DILAX(A1,A2,A3,I Bl,B2,B3,f)(dilatation proviax)
Al, A2, A3,Bl, B2, B3 and f are numeric expressions.
Direction of dilatation is given by vector AB with point A acting as the origin. The factor of dilatation is given by the value of f.Example:G=DIIAD(1,0,2.5,1,3)|E
1 2 3 4 5
2.5.9 INTROFLECTION FUNCTIONS
’’Introflectioii functions" are formex functions that allow curtailment of 
formices in various ways. There are eight standard introflection functions 
that are grouped as follows:
(1) pexum function,
(2) family of rendition fimctions, consisting of six different functions and
(3) relection function.
Introflection functions are briefly discussed in tire sequel.
2.5.10 PEXUM FUNCTION
The "pexum function" transforms a formex F into a formex that is 
obtained by removing every cantle of F that has the same signets as a 
preceding cantle. The pexum function has no canonic parameter and its 
imprint is PEX. For example, if E is a fonnex expression whose value is
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{[4,3; 1,2], [5,4; 2,3], [1,2; 4,3], [4,3; 5,4], [4,3; 1,2]} 
then the value of the function designator PEX|E is
{[4,3; 1,2], [5,4; 2,3], [4,3; 5,4]}
The type of tlie value of a pexum function designator is the same as that of 
its argument.
2.5.11 RENDITION FUNCTIONS
"Rendition functions" are described in Table 2.5.8 in terms of plots of two 
formex variables E and F. These fonnex variables are defined by the 
assignment statements
E=RINID(6,3,2,2)|LAMID(2,2)|[1,2; 2,1]
F=RIN(1,5,2)|{[2,3; 2,5],[2,3; 3,4],[3,4; 2,5]}
The plots of E and F are shown in Figs 2.5.3 and 2.5.4, respectively.
The type of the value of a rendition function designator is the same as that 
of its argument.
2 4 6 8 10 12
A 6 -
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Fig 2.5.3 Fig 2.5.4
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T able 2.5.8 Rendition Functions
Function
Description
The functions are described in terms of the plots of B and F given in Figs B5.3 and B5.4.
LUX(d)(luxum)
d is a fonnex expre­ssion.
Plot c ing e\ has or nodal
6
4
2
)f LUX(F)|E is obtained by remov- '•ery element of the plot of B that le or more nodes connected to the points of the plot of F,
^  Plot of
W v w O  ‘“ O ’''
2 4 6 8 10 12
COL(d)(coluxum)
d is a formex expre­ssion.
Plot C ing ev is a E
e •
4 • 
2 ■
if COL(F){B is obtained by remov- "ery element of the plot of B that lart of the plot of LUX(F)|B.
U2
COL(F)jE
2 4 6 8 10 12
Table 2.5.8 continued
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Plot of NEX(F)|E is obtained by^ remov- ing every element of the plot of E that has one or more nodes not connected to nodal points of the plot of F.
U2
NEX(d)(nexum)
d is a formex expre­ssion, XXXX> Plot of NEX(F)jE
4 6 8 10 12
CON(d)(conexum)
d is a formex expre­ssion.
Plot of CON(F)jE is obtained by remov­ing every element of the plot of E that is a part of the plot of NEX(F)jE.
Plot of
U2
6
4
2
Ul2 4 6 a 10 12
CON(F)|E
PAC(d)(pactum)
d is a formex expre­ssion,
Plot of PAC(F)|E is obtained by remov­ing every element of the plot of E all whose nodes are not coincident with all the nodes of an element of the plot of F.
2  •
U2
> > > > > Plot of PAC(F)|E
2 4 6 8 10 12 ■^ Ul
COP(d)(copactum)
d is a formex expre­ssion.
Plot of COP(F)|E is obtained by remov­ing every element of the plot of E that is a part of the plot of PAC(F)|E.
Plot of COP(F)|E
^U110 12
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2.5.12 RELECTION FUNCTION
A "relection function" is of tlie form 
REL(p)
where, the canonic parameter p is a monadic perdicant. A "monadic 
perdicant" is a condition for examining an aspect of a formex (or a part of 
a formex). For example, consider the fonnex constant
{[4,2; 3,1], [4,3; 4,5], [5,3; 6,4],[6,4; 5,3], [4,5; 4,3]}
and let the construct 
U(iJ)
denote the jth uniple of the itli signet of a cantle. With respect to the 
above fonnex constant, the condition
U(1,1)>U(2,1)
is satisfied for the first and fourth cantles but it is not satisfied for the 
other cantles. The above condition is an example of a monadic perdicant 
(Monadic perdicants are further discussed in Section 2.6).
The effect of the relection function REL(p) is to transform a given formex 
F into a formex that is obtained by removing every cantle of F for wliich p 
is not satisfied. For instance, if E is a formex expression whose value is 
given by
{[5,3; 4,2], [5,4; 5,6], [6,4; 7,5], [7,5; 6,4], [5,6; 5,4]}
Vthen the value of the function designator
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REL(U(1,1)>U(2,1))1E
is given by
{[5,3; 4,2], [7,5; 6,4]}
The type of the value of a relection function designator is the same as that 
of its argument.
2.5.13 MISCELLANEOUS FORMEX FUNCTIONS
Table 2.5.9 contains the description of an assortment of fonnex functions. 
The canonic parameters of some of the functions in this table are monadic 
and dyadic perdicants. A brief description of monadic perdicants is given 
above in relation to the relection function. A "dyadic perdicant" is a 
condition for comparing two fonnices or two parts of a formex.
The constructs
U(ij) and W(iJ)
may be used for comparing two cantles of a formex. Both of these 
constructs represent the jth uniple of the ith signet of a cantle, but U(i j)  
refers to a preceding cantle and W(i j)  refers to a following cantle. For 
instance, consider the formex constant
{[6,7; 5,3], [5,5; 6,7], [7,5; 8,6],[8,6; 7,5], [6,4; 6,5]}
and let it be required to order the cantles in such a way that tlie first 
uniples of tlie cantles are in tlie ascending order. This condition may be 
specified by
U(1,1)<W(1,1)
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The rearrangement of tlie cantles in accordance with this condition will 
give rise to
{[5,5; 6,7], [6,7; 5,3], [6,4; 6,5],[7,5; 8,6], [8,6; 7,5]}
The above condition is an example of a dyadic perdicant (Dyadic 
perdicants are further discussed in Section 2.6).
When the parts of fonnices to be compared are signets then the constructs 
U(iJ)andW(iJ) 
may be written as 
U(i) and W(i)
respectively. These simple fonns are used in the examples of Table 2.5.9 
for rapported variant and rapported medulla functions.
The types of values of the designators for tlie functions of Table 2.5.9 are 
given in Table 2.5.10.
Table 2.5.9 Miscellaneous Fonuex Functions
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Function Description
DIC(N)(dictum)
N is a formex expression whose value is an ingot.
Dictum function creates a formex that is relative to a given node numbering scheme. To elaborate, let F be a formex representing an aspect of a structural system, such as element connectivity, and let N be an ingot whose signets represent all the nodes of the structural system, with the order of appearance of the signets being the same as the order in which the nodes are to be numbered (Every signet of F should be equal to a sig­net of N). The value of DIC(N)|F is a formex that represents whatever F represents, but is relative to the node numbering scheme indicated by N. For example, if E and N are formex expressions whose values are {[1,1; 2,2], [2,2; 1,3], [2,2; 3,1]} and{[1,1], [1,3], [2,2], [3,1]} respectively, then the value of DIC(N)|E is{[1; 3], [3; 2], [3; 4]}
RED(N)(redictum)
N is a formex expression whose value is an ingot.
Redictum function is the inverse of dictum function. Thus, if E and N are formex expressions whose values are {[1; 3], [3; 2], [3; 4]} and{[1,1], [1,3], [2,2], [3,1]} respectively, then the value of RED(N)|E is{[1,1; 2,2], [2,2; 1,3], [2,2; 3,1]}
SEV(seviation) Seviation function finds the greatest difference between the node numbers of an element in a structure. This difference is a measure of the band width of the stiffness matrix of the structure. The argument of seviation function should be a formex that is relative to a node numbering scheme. For example, if E is a formex expre­ssion whose value is {[1; 3], [3; 2], [3; 4]} then the value of SEVjE is 2.
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Table 2.5.9 continued
N0V(dl,d2)(novation)
dl and d2 are formex expressions whose values are ingots of the same order and grade.
Novation function transforms a formex F into a formex that is obtained by changing some signets of F in accord­ance with the information provided by the canonic parameters. To elaborate, every signet of F which is equal to the ith signet of dl is replaced by the ith signet of d2. For example, if E, dl and d2 are formex expre­ssions whose values are {[4.6,5.5], [6.4,7.3? 8.2,9.1]},{[4.6,5.5], [8.2,9.1]} and{[1.6,3.5], [5.2,7.1]} respectively, then the value of N0V(dl,d2)|E is{[1.6,3.5], [6.4,7.3; 5.2,7.1]}
RAS(p)(rapported sequation)
p is a dyadic perdicant.
Rapported sequation function trans­forms a formex into a "sequation" of it (that is, a formex obtained by a rearrangement of its cantles) with the rearrangement of the cantles con­trolled by p. For example, if E is a formex expression whose value is {[4,3; 1,2], [2,1; 3,4], [3,2; 2,3]} then the value of RAS(U(1,1)<W(1,1))|E is {[2,1; 3,4], [3,2; 2,3], [4,3; 1,2]}
RAV(p)(rapported variant)
p is a dyadic perdicant.
Rapported variant function trans­forms a formex into a "variant" of it (that is, a formex obtained by a re­arrangement of the signets of its cantles) with the rearrangement of the signets of the cantles being con­trolled by p. For example, if E is a formex expression whose value is {[4,3; 1,2], [2,1; 3,4], [3,2; 2,3]} then the value of RAV(U(1)<W(1)) |E is {[1,2; 4,3], [2,1; 3,4], [2,3; 3,2]}
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TEC(m,p)(tectrix)
m is an integer expression, p is a monadic perdicant.
given cantle of F by p. expre-
Tectrix function transforms a formex F into a formex every of which consists of m signets satisfying the condition given For example, if E is a formex ssion whose value is {[3,2], [4,3], [2,1], [5,4]} then the value of TEC(2,U(1,1)<U(2,1))lE is {[3,2; 4,3], [3,2; 5,4],[4,3; 5,4], [2,1; 5,4]}
VIN(bl,b2)(vinculum)
bl and b2 are numeric expre­ssions .
Vinculum function transforms a given formex F into a formex every cantle of which consists of a pair of sig­nets of F. Every such cantle [U11,U12, .. ,Uln; U21,U22, .. ,U2n] must satisfy the condition that the "metrum" of the cantle which is de­fined bySQRT}((U21-U11)"2 + (U22-U12)^2 +... + (U2n-Uln)"2) is within the bounds given by the values of bl and b2. For instance, if E is a formex expression whose value is { [ 1 , 1 ],  [1 , 2 ] ,  [2 , 1 ],  [2 , 2 ]} then the value of VIN(1.4,1.5)|E is { [ 1 , 1 ; 2 , 2 ],  [1 , 2 ; 2 , 1 ]}
PAN(d,n) (pansion)
d is anintegerexpression,n is anumericexpression,
Pansion function transforms a formex F into a formex which is obtained by inserting the value of n as a uniple in every signet of F at the position indicated by the value of d. For example, if E is a formex expression whose value is {[4,1; 3,2], [2,2], [2,3]} then the value of PAN(2,5)|E is {[4,5,1; 3,5,2], [2,5,2], [2,5,3]}
DEP(d) (depansion)
d is an integer expression.
Depansion function transforms a given formex F into a formex which is obtained by removing the uniple whose position is specified by the value of d from every signet of F. For inst­ance, if E is a formex expression whose value is{[4,3,2,1], [5,4,3,2; 6,5,4,3]}then the value of DEP(3)|E is {[4,3,1], [5,4,2; 6,5,3]}
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MED(medulla) Medulla function transforms a formex P into an ingot that consists of all the distinct signets of F. For inst­ance, if E is a formex expression whose value is{[2,1; 3,2], [3,2; 4,3; 2,1], [4,3]} then the value of MEDjE is {[2,1], [3,2], [4,3]}
RAM(p)(rapportedmedulla)
p is a dyadic perdicant.
Rapported medulla function is equiva­lent to a composite function that in­volves the medulla and the rapported sequation functions. To elaborate, RAM(p) is equivalent to RAS(p) |MED. For example, if E is a formex expre­ssion whose value is {[2,1; 3,2], [3,2; 4,3; 2,1], [4,3]} then the value of RAM(U(1)>W(1)) |E is {[4,3], [3,2], [2,1]}
Table 2.5.10 Types of Values of Miscellaneous Formex Function Designators
FunctionDesignator Type of value
DIC(N)|E Integer formex
RED(N)|E The same as type of value of N
SEV Integer number
N0V(dl,d2)|E Integer formex, provided that d2 and E are integer formex expre­ssions and floatal formex other­wise
RAS(p)|E The same as type of value of E
RAV(p)|E The same as type of value of E
TEC(m,p)|E The same as type of value of E
VIN(bl,b2)|E The same as type of value of E
PAN(d,n)|E Integer formex, provided that n is an integer expression and E is an integer formex expression and floatal formex otherwise
DEP(d)|E The same as type of value of E
MEDjE The same as type of value of E
RAM(p)|E The same as type of value of E
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Detailed information about the functions of Table 2.5.9 is to be found in 
Ref 3. However, in consulting Ref 3, the following points should be 
noted.
(1) The current definitions of the functions allow involvement of 
noninteger fonnices where possible. In contrast, the definitions in Ref 3 
only allow involvement of integer fonnices.
(2) The current definition of a dictum function is as described in Ref 3 
except that the first step involving a nexum function is omitted.
(3) The current definition of a novation function involves two canonic 
parameters whereas tlie definition in Ref 3 involves a single canonic 
parameter.
2.5.14 CONCEPT OF TOLERANCE
The evaluation of some formex function designators involves comparison 
of numerical values. Tliis is the case for all the introflection functions and 
for most of the functions in Table 2.5.9. There are situations when 
numerical comparisons fail to produce meaningful results. The main 
problem is due to the inlierent inaccuracies in floating point representation 
of values and the inevitable rounding errors in aritlunetic operations that 
involve floating point numbers. Also, comparisons of integer numbers 
should not be considered as safe in all cases, since the integer numbers 
involved may have been obtained by rounding or truncating results of 
floating point computations, or they may have been derived from 
approximate data.
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The concept of "tolerance” may be used to avoid problems with numerical 
comparisons. If m and n are two numbers and if t is a non-negative 
number specifying the tolerance, tlien m and n are considered to be equal 
provided that
AB S |(m-n)—"^ t
and are considered to be unequal otherwise. Also, m is considered to be 
greater than n if
m>n+t
and m is considered to be less than n if 
m<n-t 
For instance, if 
m=4 and n=3.9994 
then m is considered to be greater than n if
t<6E-4
and m is considered to be equal to n if
t>=6E-4
Also, the integer numbers
29370 and 29368
are considered to be equal if t>-2 and aie considered to be unequal 
otlierwise.
Tolerance is specified through a USE statement as will be discussed later.
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2.6 OPERATIONS, EXPRESSIONS AND PERDICANTS
The syntactic constructs that are discussed in tliis section are value 
producing mechanisms. Operations and expressions give rise to values 
that fall within the categories of values represented by constants and 
variables. In contrast, perdicants give rise to Boolean values and have no 
corresponding constant or variable type.
2.6.1 OPERATIONS
An "operation” is a rule for the production of a value from one or more 
"operands". An operation is represented by an "operator". For example, 
the operation of addition is a rule for obtaining the smn of two numeric 
entities. The sum may be denoted by a construct such as
8+5
where 8 and 5 are the operands and tlie symbol + is the operator.
Formian has a number of operations. These include the family of numeric 
operations that are described in Table 2.6.1. The first five of these 
operations are "binary", that is, they have two operands. The last 
operation is "unary", that is, it has a single operand. Tins unary operation 
is the placing of a plus or minus sign before an unsigned numeric entity. 
The operands of all the operations in Table 2.6.1 are numeric expressions.
There is one Formian operation that involves formex operands. Tins is the 
operation of "formex composition". The operator for formex composition 
is the symbol # which is referred to as the "duplus symbol". Two 
formices of the same grade may be composed and the result is obtained 
by their concatenation. Thus
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{[8,3; 7,4], [6,5; 5,6]} # {[1,1], [1,3; 2,4]} 
will give rise to 
{[8,3; 7,4], [6,5; 5,6], [1,1], [1,3; 2,4]}
Formex composition is a binary operation. It has two operands each of 
which is a foimex expression. In formex composition, if the values of 
both operands are integer fonnices then tlie operation will give rise to an 
integer formex. Otherwise, the operation will give rise to a floatal
formex.
Formian includes a number of relational and logical operations. These are 
associated with the concept of perdicants and are discussed later on.
Table 2.6.1 Numeric Operations
Operation Operator lype of Resulting Value
addition + (plus) If both operands have integer values then the operation yields an in­teger value. Otherwise, the operation yields a floatal value.
subtraction - (minus)
multiplication * (sidus)
division /(solidus) The operation yields a floatal value.exponenti at ion ( tantus )
sign prefixion + (plus) or- (minus)
The operation yields a value of the same type as that of the operand.
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2.6.2 LIBRA COMPOSITIONS
A "libra composition" is a construct that effects serial formex 
composition. The construct is of the form
LIB(i=M,N)|E
where
i is an identifier,
M and N are integer expressions,
E is a fonnex expression 
and where
LIB(i=M,N) is a standard formex fiinction and 
is referred to as the "libra fiinction",
LIB is the "imprint" of the fiinction, 
i is referred to as the "libra index",
M and N are referred to as tlie "libra bounds" 
or the "canonic parameters" of the libra fiinction,
E is the "argument" or the "librand" and
LIB(i=M,N)|E is referred to as a "libra composition" or a "libra fimction 
designator".
Typically, die argument E of a libra composition such as 
LIB(i=M,N)|E
is a formex expression that includes the index i as an integer variable. If 
E(h) denotes the value of the ai gument E when every occurrence of i in E 
is replaced by an integer value h and if m and n are tlie values of M and 
N, respectively, tlien the value of the libra composition is defined as 
follows:
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ifm<n
LIB(i=M,N)|E = E(m) # E(m+1) # ... # E(n-1) # E(n) 
ifm=n 
LIB(i=M,N)|E = E(m) 
ifm>n
LIB(i=M,N)|E = E(m) # E(m-1) # ... # E(n+1) # E(n)
For example, tlie value of
LIB(k==2,6)|TRAN(2,k)l[l ,1]
is given by
{[1,3], [1,4], [1,5], [1,6], [1,7]}
The argument of a libra function need not necessarily contain the index. 
For example,
LIB(j=l,5)|[7,9]
is a valid libra composition and its value is given by ^
{[7,9], [7,9], [7,9], [7,9], [7,9]}
The "value" of a libra composition is an integer formex or a floatal formex 
depending on the value of its argument being an integer formex or a 
floatal formex, respectively.
At the instant when the evaluation of a libra composition such as
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LIB(i=M,N)lE
is completed, the index i will be an integer variable whose value is the 
same as tliat of N.
2.6.3 EXPRESSIONS
A "numeric expression" is an evaluable combination of numeric constants, 
numeric variables, standard or supplementary function designators with 
numeric values, numeric operators and parentheses. Examples of valid 
numeric expressions are
4.2*N/(75+TIC|M)
-8.63+(SIN|A-Y+B/12)+SEV|F
5.14^3.5
where A, B, M, N and Y are assumed to be numeric variables and F is 
assumed to be a formex variable. The last expression represents 5.14 to 
the power of 3.5.
A numeric operator or a rallus symbol may not be followed by a plus or 
minus sign. Thus,
12.4^-2.5
is not a valid expression, but
12.4/"(.2.5)
is acceptable.
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A single nnineric constant or numeric variable or a single function 
designator with a numeric value is a simple form of a numeric expression.
A numeric expression is said to be an "integer expression" if its evaluation 
gives rise to an integer number and is said to be a "floatal expression" if 
its evaluation gives rise to a floatal number.
A "formex expression" is an evaluable combination of formex constants, 
formex variables, standard or supplementary formex function designators, 
duplus symbols, parentheses and formex formations. A "formex 
formation" is a construct which is similar to a formex constant and in 
wliich tlie uniples are numeric expressions. For instance, if i, j and k are 
numeric variables, then
[3,i+k; i*2 j]
and
{[l,4,k-l; 3,2,k+RIC|(i/5)], [1,1,2; 2 j+ l j]}
are formex formations. A fonnex constant (including the empty formex 
constant) is a simple form of a formex fonnation.
Examples of valid formex expressions are 
TRAN(2,t)|[n,l; n,2] # {[5,2; 5,3], [6,1; 6,2]} 
and
[n-0.75,n/3; n-2,n] # REFK)(4,6)|[3,1; 3,3] # E
where t and n are assumed to be numeric variables and E is assumed to be 
a formex variable.
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A single fonnex constant, fonnex variable, fonnex fonnation or formex 
function designator is a simple fbnn of a fonnex expression.
A formex expression is said to be an "integer formex expression" if its 
evaluation gives rise to an integer formex and is said to be a "floatal 
fonnex expression" if its evaluation gives rise to a floatal formex.
A "string expression" is a string constant or a string variable or a 
supplementary string function designator.
The tenn "primion expression" is used to refer to a numeric expression or 
a fonnex expression or a string expression.
A "plenix expression" is a plenix constant or a plenix variable or a 
supplementary plenix function designator or a plenix formation. A "plenix 
formation" is a construct which is similar to a plenix constant and in 
which every panel is an expression. For instance, if i is a numeric variable 
then
-{i+2, RIN(l,4,2)|[i,6], -{'[XYZ]\ 31}-}-^
is a plenix formation. A plenix constant is a simple form of a plenix 
formation.
The term "formation" is used to refer to a fonnex formation or a plenix 
formation.
The tenn "expression" is used to refer to a primion expression or a plenix 
expression.
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2.6.4 PERDICANTS
"Perdicants" are syntactic constructs that appear as canonic parameters of 
certain functions, such as relection and rapported sequation functions, as 
described in Section 2.5.
The concept of a perdicant is associated with a notation that is referred to 
as the "brevic notation". The brevic notation consists of a number of 
shortliand forms that are called brevants. The brevants that are used in 
Formian are described in Table 2.6.2.
A "brevant" is a construct for referring to the uniples of a maniple. The 
tenn "maniple" is used to refer to a formex of tlie first order. The term is 
also used to refer to a uniple or a signet or a cantle of a fonnex. A 
maniple of the first plexitude is referred to as a "reglet".
Table 2.6.2 Brevants
Brevant Description
U(I,J) jth uniple of the ith signet of Ma
U(N) nth uniple of Ma (applicable only when Ma is a reglet or when Ma is of the first grade)
U Ma (applicable only when Ma is a uniple)
W(I,J) jth uniple of the ith signet of Mb
W(N) nth uniple of Mb (applicable only when Mb is a reglet or when Mb is of the first grade)
W Mb (applicable only when Mb is a uniple)
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In Table 2.6.2, the maniple which is referenced by a brevant is denoted by 
either Ma or Mb and the difference between these two will be explained 
later. The entities I, J and N in Table 2.6.2 are integer expressions and 
the entities i, j and n are the values of I, J and N, respectively.
Brevants appear in constructs that are referred to as brevic clauses. A 
"brevic clause" is similar to a numeric expression but it includes one or 
more brevants. For example, if Ma is given by
[4,2; 3,1; 5,3]
and if Y is a variable whose value is 0.5, then
U(2,l)+4-(U(3,l)*Y)
is a brevic clause whose value is 4.5. A single brevant is a simple form of 
a brevic clause.
Brevic clauses appear in constructs that are referred to as brevic relations. 
A "brevic relation" is of the form
B R B
where B is eitlier a brevic clause or a numeric expression and where R is 
a "relational operator", as described in Table 2.6.3. A brevic relation is of 
the nature of an "operation" and has a "value" which is one of the Boolean 
entities TRUE or FALSE. For instance, if Ma is given by
[23,35,47,59]
then
U(3)>U(2)
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and
U(4)-U(l)+5
are brevic relations. The value of the first of these brevic relations is 
TRUE and that of the second one is FALSE.
The relational operator for equality is seen to be the same as the 
assignment symbol. This double usage will not give rise to any ambiguity 
since the sense in which the symbol is used will always be clear from the 
context.
The compound relational operators, tliat is, >=, =>, !=, <= and =< may 
not have intervening layout characters or comments.
A brevic relation is a simple form of a perdicant. The general form of a 
perdicant is referred to as a "brevic condition" which is an evaluable 
combination of brevic relations, logical operators and parentheses.
Table 2.6.3 Relational Operators
Operator Description
> Greater than
>=or => Greater than or equal to
= Equal to
I - Not equal to
<=or =< Less than or equal to
< Less than
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Formian has two "logical operations" whose operators are the compound 
symbols
&& and II
where && is the "AND operator" and || is the "OR operator".
For example, if Ma is given by 
[1.2,1.3,1.4; 2.4,2.3,2.1] 
then
U(2,2)<2 II (U(1,2)>1 && U(2,l)>= 5) 
and
RIC|(U(2,1)-U(1,3))=1 && U(2,3)<3 
are brevic conditions whose values are FALSE and TRUE, respectively.
In certain contexts, the brevants in a perdicant refer to a single maniple. 
A perdicant of tliis kind is called a "monadic perdicant". Monadic 
perdicants are used as canonic parameters of relection and tectrix 
functions, as briefly discussed in Section 2.5. Perdicants of a different 
kind are used as canonic parameters of rapported sequation, rapported 
variant and rapported medulla functions, as briefly explained in Section 
2.5. A perdicant of tliis kind is used for putting a sequence of maniples in 
a desired order. The ordering procedure consists of a series of tests each 
of which involves the use of the perdicant for comparison of two 
maniples. A perdicant of this kind is referred to as a "dyadic perdicant".
In the case of a monadic perdicant, tlie maniple tliat is referenced is 
denoted by Ma (See Table 2.6.2). In the case of a dyadic perdicant, the
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maniples that are referenced are denoted by Ma and Mb, with Ma 
representing the maniple that precedes and Mb representing the maniple 
that follows (See Table 2.6.2),
For instance, consider the ingot 
{[1,4,3], [2,7,5], [3,2,4], [4,5,2], [5,2,3]} 
and let the perdicant 
U(3)>=W(3)
be specified for rearranging tlie signets of the ingot. Tliis is a dyadic 
perdicant and it requires the signets to be ordered in such a way tliat the 
third uniple of every signet is greater than or equal to that of its following 
signet. The required ordering pattern gives rise to
{[2,7,5], [3,2,4], [1,4,3], [5,2,3], [4,5,2]}
Also, the ordering pattern specified by
W(2)>=U(2)
will give rise to
{[3,2,4], [5,2,3], [1,4,3], [4,5,2], [2,7,5]}
The general procedure that is employed for ordering a sequence of 
maniples with respect to a dyadic perdicant is referred to as the process of 
"rapportation". This process consists of a number of forward and 
backward sweeps of the sequence of maniples. Each of these sweeps 
involves testing pairs of adjacent maniples with respect to the given 
perdicant. Depending on the result of tlie test for each pair, the maniples 
of the pair are then either swapped or left as they are. The details of the 
process of rapportation are described in Ref 3.
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2,6.5 SEDILATE PERDICANTS
Consider the assignment statement 
G1=GENID(5,3,2,2,2,.2)|[1,1] 
which creates the formex variable G1 whose value is given by the ingot 
{[1,1], [3,1], [5,1], [7,1], [9,1], [3,3], [5,3], [7,3], [5,5]}
A plot of this ingot is shown in Fig 2.6.1 where every signet is 
represented by a little circle and where the serial position number of each 
signet in the ingot is written near the circle corresponding to that signet.
Now, let it be required to rearrange tlie signets of the above ingot m 
accordance with the ordering pattern shown in Fig 2.6.2. A perdicant that 
specifies tliis ordering pattern may be written as
U(1)<W(1) II (U(1)=W(1) && U(2)<W(2))
Also, the perdicant 
U(2)>W(2) II (U(2)=W(2) && U(1)<W(1))
specifies tlie ordering pattern shown in Fig 2.6.3. The above perdicants 
belong to a family of frequently used dyadic perdicants that are referred to 
as "sedilate perdicants". Sedilate perdicants may be written in a 
convenient shorthand form. For instance, the above perdicants may be 
written as
SED(1,2)
and
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SED(-2,1)
respectively, where SED is an abbreviation for "sedilate" and where the 
numbers in parentheses indicate the ordering directions. The first 
perdicant specifies the 2nd direction as the one that should be traversed 
most fi*equently and gives the 1st direction as the one that should be 
traversed only when the possibilities in the 2nd direction are exhausted, 
see Fig 2.6.2. The "direction precedence" specified by the second of the 
above sedilate perdicants is the reverse of the first one, see Fig 2.6.3. In a 
sedilate perdicant, specification of a direction by a positive integer implies 
progress in the positive sense of tlie corresponding axis and specification 
of a direction by a negative integer implies progress in the opposite sense.
One may create two formex variables G2 aqd G3 that correspond to the 
patterns of Figs 2.6.2 and 2.6.3, respectively, by using the assigmnent 
statements
G2=RAS(SED(1,2))|GI
G3=RAS(SED(-2,1))|G1
where, G1 is the formex variable whose plot is shown in Fig 2.6.1 and 
where, tlie ri^t-hand sides of the above assignment statements are 
rapported sequation function designators, as described in Table 2.5.9.
The general shorthand form of a sedilate perdicant is 
SED(I,J,.. ,N)
where I, J, .. , N are integer expressions whose values are positive or 
negative integers specifying the required ordering pattern.
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2.6.6 RULES OF PRECEDENCE
If the order of performance of various processes for evaluation of an 
expression or a perdicant is not completely determined by the positions of 
parentheses, then amongst all possible ways of execution at any stage of 
evaluation, the one which is compatible with the "precedence" order of 
Table 2.6.4 will be chosen. Furthermore, if the order of execution of some 
operations remains undetermined after these considerations, then the 
operations are performed Jfrom left to right. Thus,
TRAN(l,8)|REF(2,5)|ROSAD(l,l)|E # F 
and
-M+4-TAN|Y^4-5.1/6 
are evaluated as thougji they were
(TRAN(l,8)|(REF(2,5)|(ROSAD(l,l)|E))) # F 
and
(((-M)+4)-((TAN|Yr4))-(5.1/6) 
respectively. Also, the perdicants
U(1,3)+4<M~1
and
W(2,2)*2>=U(1,2)-1 && W(3,2)+KU(2,2) 
are evaluated as though they were
(U(1,3)+4)<(M-1)
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and
((W(2,2)*2)>=(U(l,2).l)) && ((W(3,2)+1)<U(2,2)) 
respectively. Furthermore, the expression 
l-n*2 # 3*(n-l)+4
is considered to mean
(l-(n*2)) # ((3*(n-l))+4)
This is equivalent to the formex fonnation 
{l.(n*2),(3*(n-l))+4}
where n is assumed to be a numeric variable.
Table 2.6.4 Precedence Order
Process Precedence
evaluation of function designator*
exponentiation
multiplication and division
addition, subtraction and sign prefixion
formex composition
relational operation
AND operation
OR operation
highest precedence (executed first)
decreasing degree of precedence
<7
lowest precedence (executed last)
*For a sequence of function designators/ the eva­luation is carried out from right to left. Thus, AC0SlSIN|8 is evaluated as ACCS 1(SIN|8).
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2.7 INFORMATION TRANSFER STATEMENTS
A computing system on which Fonnian is used is required to provide a 
terminal, a working memory, a repository and some input-output channels 
as described below.
The "terminal" is a device through wliich Fonnian instructions are 
inputted and from wliich system messages and other items of information 
are outputted. In addition, the terminal has an associated graphics output 
medium. This may be a region of the screen of the terminal or a separate 
graphics output medium.
The "working memory" is a medium for storage of values of vaiiables. 
Storage of infonnation in the working memory is on a temporary basis. 
At the commencement of a Fonnian session, tlie working memory is 
empty. As variables are created, their values are stored in the working 
memory but at the end of the session all the infonnation in the working 
memory is irrecoverably lost. A "Fonnian session" is a period of Formian 
usage that begins when the Fonnian interpreter is entered and ends when 
the interpreter is exited. The "Fonnian interpreter" is a program that 
executes Fonnian instructions.
The "repositoiy" is a medium for storage of infonnation on a permanent 
basis. A main usage of the repositoiy is for safe keeping of the values of 
variables that are required to be stored away for future use. In addition, 
the repository is used for storage of some other entities as will be 
discussed in due course.
A "printing channel" indicates a route for textual output on a printing 
medium. There may be more than one available printing channel but, at 
any given moment, one of them will be the "current" printing channel.
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The manner in which a channel can be made current is described in 
Section 2.8.
There are also one or more "grapliical input channels" and one or more 
"graphical output channels" indicating various ways of graphical 
input-output and, at any given moment, one graphical input channel and 
one graphical output channel will be current.
The term "system" is used to refer to the entirety of the hardware and 
software components of a computing system on which Formian is used 
and the tenn "user" is used to refer to a human that uses the system.
Formian has a number of syntactic constructs that effect transfer of 
information between various storage and input-output media and these 
constructs are described in tlie sequel.
2.7.1 KEEP STATEMENTS
It is often necessary to store items of infonnation on a permanent basis, so 
tliat they can be used repeatedly over a period of time or kept for future 
reference. This may be achieved by means of KEEP statements.
A "KEEP statement" is a construct of the form
KEEP V1,V2,.. ,Vn
where KEEP is a keyword, n>=l and each one of the entities VI,V2, .. 
,Vn is a variable. The keyword KEEP must be followed by one or more 
space characters.
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For example, if VA is a variable then 
KEEP VA
is a valid KEEP statement. The execution of this statement will cause a 
copy of the value of VA to be stored in the repository and be associated 
with the identifier VA. Tliis will result in the creation of a covariable. A 
"covariable" is defined as an identifier that has been assigned a value in 
the repository through a KEEP statement.
The creation of the covariable VA will not affect tlie original variable VA 
and its value in the working memoiy. However, if at the moment of 
execution of tlie KEEP statement there is an existing covariable VA 
representing a value in the repository, then the old value will be 
irrecoverably lost and VA will be associated with the new value.
2.7.2 TAKE STATEMENTS
A "TAKE statement" is a construct of the fonn
TAKE C1,C2,.. ,Cn
where TAKE is a keyword, n>=l and each one of tlie entities C1,C2, .. 
,Cn is a covariable. The keyword TAKE must be followed by one or 
more space characters.
For example, if CA is a covariable, then 
TAKE C A
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is a valid TAKE statement. The effect of this statement is to place a copy 
of the value of CA in the working memory and associate this value with 
the identifier CA. That is, the effect is to create a variable CA, This will 
not affect the covariable CA and its value in the repository but if, at the 
moment of the execution of the TAKE statement, CA is an existing 
variable then its current value will be irrecoverably lost and it will assume 
the new value.
2.7.3 SUBMIT STATEMENTS
A "SUBMIT statement" is a construct of the fonn 
SUBMIT P
where SUBMIT is a keyword and P is a plenix expression. The keyword 
SUBMIT must be followed by one or more space characters.
The role of a SUBMIT statement is to submit infonnation to programs 
outside Fonnian, The tenn "submission plenix" is used to refer to either 
the plenix expression that follows the keyword SUBMIT or the value of 
this plenix expression and the sense in which the term is used will always 
be clear firom the context. It should be noted that there are many kinds of 
problems that require different fonns of submission plenices. Every 
Formian installation should include a number of standard forms of 
submission plenicies that cater for the categories of problems relevant to 
tlie installation. Each such form is referred to as a "submission plenix 
template" or simply as a "template". Detailed discussion about 
submission plenices and templates appear later in Chapter 4. The 
description of a standard template is given in Ref 11.
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2.7.4 DRAW STATEMENTS
A "DRAW statement" is a construct of the form
DRAW T1,T2,.. ,Tn
where DRAW is a keyword which should be followed by one or more 
space characters and where n>=l. Each one of the terms T1,T2, .. ,Tn 
implies an effect in relation to graphic output and the execution of the 
statement causes these effects to be produced one after the other in the 
given order.
If T is any one of the terms T1,T2, .. ,Tn then T can be of seven different 
types, as described in Ref 11. There are tliree basic types of T that are 
described below:
(1) T may be a formex expression. This will cause a view of a plot of the 
value of T to be outputted on the medium associated with the current 
graphical output channel, as will be discussed in Section 2.9.
(2) T may be a string expression. Tliis will cause the value of T to be 
outputted as text on the medium associated with the current graphical 
output channel, as will be discussed in Section 2.9.
(3) T may be tlie symbol > which, in the present context, is referred to as 
the "trude symbol". The effect of a trude symbol depends on the type of 
tlie output device. For example, (a) on a graphics screen, the effect of a 
trude symbol is to clear the screen, (b) on a device that issues sheets of 
paper, the effect of a trude symbol is to issue a sheet and (c) on a device 
whose output medium is a roll of paper, the effect of a trude symbol is to 
shift the output area by a certain length along the roll.
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2.7.5 SHOW STATEMENTS
A "SHOW statement" is a construct of the form
SHOW T1 ,T2,.. ,Tn
where SHOW is a keyword and n>=l and where the terms T1,T2, .. ,Tn 
are as described for a DRAW statement. The keyword SHOW must be 
followed by one or more space chai acters.
The effects of a SHOW statement are the same as tliose of a DRAW 
statement except that the output for a SHOW statement will always 
appear on die graphics medium associated with the terminal.
2.7.6 FORWARD STATEMENT
The "FORWARD statement" is of die fonn 
FORWARD
where FORWARD is a keyword. The effect of the FORWARD 
statement is identical to that of the DRAW statement
DRAW>
2.7.7 CLEAR STATEMENT
The "CLEAR statement" is of the fonn 
CLEAR
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where CLEAR is a keyword. The effect of the CLEAR statement is 
identical to that of the SHOW statement
SHOW>
That is, the effect of the CLEAR statement is to clear the graphics screen 
associated with the terminal.
2.7.8 PRINT STATEMENTS
A "PRINT statement" is a construct of the fonn
PRINT T1,T2,.. ,Tn
where PRINT is a keyword wliich should be followed by one or more 
space characters and where n>=l. Each one of the terms T1,T2, .. ,Tn 
implies an effect in relation to textual output and the execution of the 
statement causes these effects to be produced one after the otlier in the 
given order.
If T is any one of tlie terms T1,T2, .. ,Tn then T can be of three different 
types, as described in Ref 11. There are two basic types of T that are 
described below:
(1) T may be an expression. This will cause the value of T to be 
outputted in terms of a constant on the medium associated with the current 
printing channel.
(2) T may be the trude symbol > and this will produce a pagethrow 
(newpage).
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2.7.9 GIVE STATEMENTS
A "GIVE statement" is a construct of the fonn
GIVE T1,T2,.. ,Tn
where GIVE is a keyword and n>=l and where the terms T1,T2, .. ,Tn 
aie as described for a PRINT statement. The keyword GIVE must be 
followed by one or more space characters.
The effects of a GIVE statement are tlie same as those of a PRINT 
statement except that the output for a GIVE statement will always appear 
on the screen of the terminal.
2.7.10 GET STATEMENTS
A "GET statement" is either of tlie fonn 
GET F 
or of the form 
GET F(E)
where GET is a keyword, F is an identifier and E is a formex expression. 
The keyword GET must be followed by one or more space characters.
The effect of a GET statement is to obtain graphical input describing a 
formex. The inputted infonnation will be assigned to the identifier F, 
making F a formex variable. The input is received througli the current 
grapliical input channel which may be a mouse, a graphics tablet,.., etc.
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The details regarding tlie manner in which the information is graphically 
inputted depend on the particular Formian implementation.
A GET statement of the form 
GET F(E)
is applicable only when tlie current grapliical input channel has an 
associated grapliics medium that is capable of displaying graphical output. 
If this capability exists, the execution of the statement causes a plot of the 
value of E to be displayed on the medium associated witli the current 
graphical input channel and the input is then achieved by selecting parts of 
this plot.
A mouse is an example of a graphical input channel tliat is suitable for a 
GET statement of the fonn
GETF(E)
since a mouse has an associated grapliics screen.
2.7.11 VIEW STATEMENTS
A "VIEW statement" is a construct of tlie form 
VIEWE
where VIEW is a keyword which should be followed by one or more 
space characters and where E is a fonnex expression.
The effect of the statement is to display a view of a plot of the value of E 
on tlie grapliics medium associated with the terminal. This view is
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obtained using the current retronormic, retrocordic and view USE-item 
particulars (See Section 2.9). The current particulars of tlie view 
USE-items will also be displayed. These particulars may then be altered 
interactively as required using a mouse and/or tlie keyboard with tlie 
displayed view of tlie plot changing accordingly after each alteration. 
During the operation of a VIEW statement, the cursor keys on the 
keyboard will become associated witli the view point (See Section 
2.9.1.1) allowing the position of the view point being changed in 
successive steps.
The details regarding the operation of a VIEW statement depend on the 
particular Formian implementation.
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2.8 ORGANISATIONAL STATEMENTS
There are a number of Formian statements tliat are used for 
organisational purposes. These statements are described in the sequel.
2.8.1 USE STATEMENTS
A "USE statement" is a construct of the form 
USET1,T2,.. ,Tn
where USE is a keyword which should be followed by one or more space 
characters and where n>=l. Each one of the tenns T1,T2, .. ,Tn is a 
specification of some kind and is referred to as a "USE-item".
The execution of a USE statement results in the specifications provided 
by the listed USE-items to be put into effect. The USE-items T1,T2, .. 
,Tn will be dealt with one after the other in the given order.
There are many different forms of USE-items providing a variety of 
specifications. Some of these forms are discussed in the sequel and the 
remaining ones are described in Section 2.9.
2.8.1.1 CHANNEL USE-ITEM
The first USE-item to be discussed is tlie "chamiel USE-item". The role 
of this USE-item is to specify input-output chamiels. A chaimel USE-item 
is of the form
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CH(N)
where CH stands for "channel" and N is an integer expression whose 
value specifies the channel to be made current.
At the beginning of a Formian session, a printing channel, a graphical 
input channel and a graphical output channel are made current 
automatically. These channels are referred to as the "default chamiels". 
The default channels for each Formian implementation are chosen to suit 
the environment for which the implementation is intended. A default 
channel remains current until such time as a USE statement causes a 
different channel in the same category to become current.
Table 2.8.1 A Channel Chart
ChannelNumber Description of Channel Type of Channel
1 (Dot Matrix Printer) PrintingChannel2 Laser Printer
3 Daisy Wheel Printer
4 (Mouse) GraphicalInputChannel5 Graphics Tablet6 Light Pen
7 (Graphics VDU)
GraphicalOutputChannel
8 Laser Plotter
9 Pen Plotter
10 Thermal Plotter
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For instance, suppose that in a particular system the available input-output 
channels are as listed in Table 2.8.1, where the numbers in the first 
column ai e the chamiel identification numbers. If the default chamiels are 
those that are enclosed in parentheses in Table 2.8.1, then tlie current 
channels at the beginning of each session will be the dot matrix printer, 
the mouse and the graphics VDU. After the coimnencement of a session, 
the USE statement
USE CH(9)
will have the effect of making tlie pen plotter the current grapliical output 
channel, while the current printing chaimel and the current graphical input 
channel remain the default ones. Subsequently, the USE statement
USE CH(5), CH(3), CH(8)
will have the effect of selecting the grapliics tablet, daisy wheel printer 
and laser plotter as the current channels.
The current channels may be changed as many times as is required during 
a session.
If a USE statement contains more than one chamiel USE-item belonging 
to the same category of input-output chaimels, then only the last one of 
tliese USE-items will be effective. For instance, if the channels are as 
listed in Table 2.8.1 then the USE statement
USE CH(7), CH(3), CH(2), CH(IO), CH(8) 
is equivalent to 
USE CH(2), CH(8)
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Tliis is because CH(7), CH(IO) and CH(8) refer to channels that are in the 
same category and the same applies to CH(3) and CH(2).
In general, if in a USE statement there are two or more USE-items that 
correspond to the same kind of specification then the last of these 
USE-items will override the preceding ones. This rule applies in relation 
to all types of USE-items.
2.8.1.2 TOLERANCE USE-ITEM
The evaluation of some fimction designators involves comparison of 
numerical values. In order to carry out these comparisons meaningfully, it 
is sometimes necessary to consider tolerance, as discussed in Section 2.5.
Tolerance is specified through a USE-item of the form 
TOL(N)
where TOL stands for "tolerance" and N is a numeric expression whose 
value is a non-negative number specifying the required tolerance. Thus, 
the statement
USE TOL(6.5E-4)
causes the current value of tolerance to become 0.00065.
In evaluating function designators, every numerical comparison will be 
carried out with consideration of the current value of tolerance, in the 
manner explained in Section 2.5.
The default setting for the tolerance USE-item is
Il l
T 0L (lE -5)
That is, at tlie beginning of a Fonnian session the tolerance is 
automatically set equal to 0.00001, and tliis will remain the current value 
of tolerance unless it is altered tlirougli a USE statement.
2.8.1.3 TERMINAL MODE USE-ITEM
The graphics medium associated with the temiinal may be a part of the 
screen of the terminal. In tliis case, the screen will be divided into an 
upper and a lower region. The upper region will be used for displaying 
the entered statements and tlie lower region will be used for displaying 
grapliical output as well as textual output and system messages.
This arrangement does not always suit the user. For instance, there are 
situations when the user is involved in entering or editing a large program 
segment and then it would be convenient to make use of the whole of the 
screen for this purpose. The terminal mode USE-item provides for this 
convenience.
The "terminal mode USE-item" is a construct of the form 
TM(N)
where TM stands for terminal mode and where N is an integer expression 
whose value is either 1 or 2. The value of 1 corresponds to the standard 
arrangement for the screen and the value of 2 will result in the elimination 
of the graphics part of the screen. The default setting for the terminal 
mode USE-item is TM(1).
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At a time when the current setting of the terminal mode USE-item is 
TM(2), if there is a graphical output or textual output or system message 
that is to be displayed on the screen of tlie tenninal then the setting of the 
terminal mode USE-item will automatically revert to TM(1). This 
automatic reversion will also be caused by any instruction that has the 
effect of clearing the graphics region of the screen.
2.8.1.4 AMPERSAND USE-ITEMS
During a Formian session it is often requhed to revert to the default 
settings of tlie USE-items. Such operations can be carried out through the 
ampersand USE-items. There are two types of ampersand USE-items, 
namely, simple ampersand USE-items and group ampersand USE-items.
A "simple ampersand USE-item" consists of the symbol & followed by 
the imprint of a USE-item tliat has default setting(s). The term "imprint" 
in this context refers to tlie identifier that precedes the parenthesised 
parameter(s) of a USE-item. For instance, &CH and &TOL are simple 
ampersand USE-items.
The effect of a simple ampersand USE-item is to make the default 
setting(s) of the associated USE-item current. For example,
USE &CH
will cause the default settings of the chamiel USE-item for printing, 
graphical input and grapliical output to become current.
The channel, tolerance and terminal mode USE-items and all the 
USE-items that are described in Section 2.9, other than the view gauge
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and retronormic USE-items, have associated simple ampersand 
USE-items.
In addition to the simple ampersand USE-items, tliere are four "group 
ampersand USE-items" that are listed in the first column of Table 2.8.2. 
The effects of these USE-items are described in the second column of the 
table.
For example, the USE statement
USE &, TOL(O.OOl)
will cause all the default USE-item settings to become current and then it 
will make the current tolerance equal to 0.001.
The term "ampersand USE-item" is used to refer to a simple ampersand 
USE-item or a group ampersand USE-item.
Table 2.8.2 Group Ampersand USE-items
USE-item Effect
& All the default USE-item settings are made current. The album that is made current will be the one that has been created most recently.
&RC The retrocordic default settings* are made current.
&RN The retronormic default setting* is made current,
&V The view default settings* are made current.
* As described in Section 2.9
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2.8.2 BRING STATEMENTS
A "BRING statement" is a construct of the form 
BRING T
where BRING is a keyword which should be followed by one or more 
space characters and where T is of three possible fonns, as described in 
Ref 11. The basic form of T is a string variable. In tliis case, the execution 
of the statement
BRING T
will cause an assignment statement to be displayed on the screen of the 
tenninal. The left-hand side of tliis assignment statement will be the 
identifier T and tlie right-hand side of tlie statement will be a string 
constant whose value is identical to that of the string variable T. This 
assignment statement will become the cunent statement that can be edited 
and entered in the manner described in Section 2.11. The above 
procedure provides a convenient means for the editing of schemes and 
supplements (See Section 2.10).
2.8.3 RECALL STATEMENT
The "RECALL statement" is of the form 
RECALL
where RECALL is a keyword. The RECALL statement allows previously 
entered statements or modified versions of them to be executed.
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From the moment of commencement of a Formian session, the statements 
that are entered through the terminal are saved sequentially and are kept 
in the working memory. The list of all tlie previously entered statements 
in a session at any given moment is referred to as the "statement roll". In 
this context, any sequence of characters that has been submitted for 
execution will be regarded as a "statement" and will be included in tlie 
statement roll. This will be irrespective of whetlier the sequence of 
characters constitutes a valid statement or whether it has been executed 
successfully.
The execution of the RECALL statement has the following effects: The 
cursor will move to the last entry of the statement roll. One may then 
select one statement from the statement roll by placing the cursor on it 
and touching tlie RETURN key. Tliis will result in a copy of the selected 
statement to become the "current statement". The statement may then be 
modified (if required) and executed.
In the process of selecting a statement from the statement roll, the up and 
down cursor keys on the keyboard are used to move the cursor, in steps of 
one statement, up and down the statement roll.
2.8.4 CREATE STATEMENTS
A "CREATE statement" is a construct of the form
CREATE T(S1,S2,.. ,Sn)
where CREATE is a keyword wliich should be followed by one or more 
space characters and where n>=l. T is any identifier other than the 
sequence of (upper case or lower case) letters "formian". Each one of the
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entities S1,S2, .. ,Sn is a supplement variable, as described in Section 
2 .10 .
The execution of a CREATE statement will result in the creation of a 
version of the Formian interpreter that incorporates the supplementaiy 
retronorm(s) and/or supplementary fimction(s) and/or supplementary 
templates represented by SI, S2, ..., Sn (See Section 2.10). Such a 
version of the Formian interpreter is referred to as a "supplemented 
Formian interpreter" or simply as a "supplemented interpreter". In 
contrast, the basic version of the Formian interpreter is referred to as the 
"standard Formian interpreter". The identifier T that follows the keyword 
CREATE is used to designate the supplemented interpreter. T is referred 
to as the "title" of the supplemented interpreter. The title "formian" is 
reserved for the standard Formian interpreter.
If the supplement variable for a supplementary retronorm or function is 
tlie same as the imprint of a standard retronorm or function then the 
supplementary retronorm or function will replace the standard one. 
Similarly, if the supplement variable for a supplementary template is the 
same as the title of a standard template then, the supplementary template 
will replace tlie standard one.
Once a supplemented interpreter is created then it will be kept in the 
repository until such time as it is erased tlirough an ERASE statement 
(See Section 2.8.6) or it is overwritten by a CREATE statement that uses 
its title to create anotlier supplemented interpreter.
The execution of a CREATE statement will cause the session to end 
automatically and a new session to start witli the newly created 
supplemented interpreter being operative.
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If a supplemented interpreter is erased while being operative then a new 
session will start with the standard Foimian interpreter being operative.
The basis for creation of a supplemented interpreter is always the standard 
Formian interpreter irrespective of the interpreter wliich is operative at the 
time of the creation.
In order to make a previously created supplemented interpreter operative 
for a session, its title must be used at the entry to the session.
Titles of supplemented interpreters are independent of variables, 
covariables and titles of templates. Thus, tlie title of a supplemented 
interpreter may be a variable, a covariable and the title of a template at the 
same time without any conflict.
2.8.5 RENAME STATEMENTS
A "RENAME statement" is a construct of the form
RENAME T1,T2,.. ,Tn
where RENAME is a keyword that should be followed by one or more 
space characters and n>=l. Each one of the terms T1,T2, .. ,Tn specifies 
an object to be renamed and the execution of the statement causes these 
objects to be renamed one after tlie other in the given order.
If T is any one of the terms T1,T2,.. ,Tii then T can be of three different 
forms, as described below:
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(1) T may be of the form 
V:R
where V is a variable and R is an identifier. Tliis will result in V to be 
renamed R. Consequently; V will lose its significance as a variable and R 
will become a variable representing the value which was represented by V 
before. If at the moment of renaming V, there is an existing variable R 
representing a value in the working memory then this value will be 
irrecoverably lost.
(2) T may be of the form 
(C):R
where C is a covariable and R is an identifier and where the construct
( C )
is referred to as a "covariable denoter".
The appearance of the tenn (C);R as a RENAME-item will result in the 
covariable C to be renamed R. Consequently, C will lose its significance 
as a covariable and R will become a covaiiable representing the value 
which was represented by C before. If at the moment of renaming C, 
there is an existing covariable R representing a value in the repository 
then this value will be irrecoverably lost.
(3) T may be of the form
[F]:R ^
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where F is the title of a supplemented Fonnian interpreter and where R is 
any identifier other than the sequence of (upper case or lower case) letters 
"formian". The construct
m
is refened to as an "interpreter denoter".
The appearance of the tenn [F]:R as a RENAME-item will result in the 
supplemented inteipreter F to be renamed R. Consequently, F will lose its 
significance as the title of a supplemented interpreter and R will assume 
tliis role. If at tlie moment of renaming F, there is an existing 
supplemented inteipreter whose title is R then the old interpreter will be 
irrecoverably lost.
2.8.6 ERASE STATEMENTS
An "ERASE statement" is a construct of the fonn
ERASE T1,T2,.. ,Tn
where ERASE is a keyword wliich should be followed by one or more 
space characters and where n>=l. Each one of tlie tenns T1,T2, .. ,Tn 
specifies an object to be erased and the execution of the statement causes 
these objects to be erased one afi;er the otlier in the given order.
If T is any one of the terms T1,T2, .. ,Tn then T can be of three different 
forms, as described below:
(1) T may be a variable. This will result in the value of T being erased 
fi"om the working memory and T losing its significance as a variable.
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(2) T may be a covariable denoter, that is, a construct of the form (C) 
where C is a covariable. This will result in the value of C being erased 
from the repository and C losing its significance as a covariable.
(3) T may be an interpreter denoter, tliat is, a construct of the form [F] 
where F is the title of a supplemented Formian interpreter. This will result 
in the supplemented interpreter being erased from the repository and F 
losing its significance as a title of a supplemented interpreter.
2.8.7 STOP STATEMENT
The "STOP statement" is of the form 
STOP
where STOP is a keyword. The effect of this statement is to terminate the 
Formian session and return tlie user to the operating system of the 
computer.
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2.9 FORMIAN GRAPHICS
The objective of this section is to introduce the concepts and constructs 
through which images of formex plots may be produced on graphical 
output media.
2.9.1 VIEW USE-ITEMS
Consider a formex plot that consists of eight line segments forming a 
square based pyramid as shown in Fig 2.9.1. A tliree-dimensional plot is, 
of course, an abstraction and camiot be actually realised otlier than by, 
perhaps, a physical wire-model. One can, however, produce 
two-dimensional views of this plot in tlie mamier described in the sequel.
object
global 
coordinate 
system
Fig 2,9.1
The plot which is to be viewed is referred to as the "object" and the space 
in which the plot is imagined to be situated is referred to as the "object 
space". The Cartesian coordinate system that is shown in Fig 2.9.1 is 
referred to as the "global coordinate system" and tlie object is assumed to 
have been defined relative to tliis coordinate system.
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2.9.1.1 VIEW POINT AND VIEW CENTRE
The point from which the object is viewed is referred to as the "view 
point". The point which is dfrectly viewed is referred to as the "view 
centre" and the line that passes tlirough the view point and the view centre 
is referred to as the "view line". Fig 2.9.2.
The view point may be specified by a USE-item of the form 
VP(X,Y,Z)
where VP stands for view point and where X, Y and Z are numeric 
expressions whose values are the coordinates of the view point relative 
to the global coordinate system.
view
point
global
coordinate
system
view line*^ view centre
objectr
traceview rays
trace  
plane
Fig 2.9.2
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The view centre may be specified by a USE-item of tlie form 
VC(X,Y,Z)
where VC stands for view centre and where X, Y and Z are numeric 
expressions whose values are the coordinates of the view centre relative 
to the global coordinate system.
The view line must be a well defined line and therefore tlie view point and 
the view centre may not be coincident.
2.9.1.2 TRACE OF AN OBJECT
The object space is assumed to contain a plane that is normal to the view 
line at the view centre. This plane is referred to as the "trace plane". Fig 
2.9.2. Another plane that is identified in the object space is the "brow 
plane". This is the plane that contains the view point and is parallel to the 
trace plane.
It is assumed that there exists a family of lines each of which passes 
through the view point and a point of the object. These lines are referred 
to as "view rays". The collection of all the points at which the view rays 
intersect the trace plane creates an image of tlie object. This image is 
referred to as tlie "trace" of the object, Fig 2.9.2.
2.9.1.3 PARALLEL AND PERSPECTIVE VIEWS
The trace in Fig 2.9.2 is produced using a type of projection that is 
referred to as "perspective projection". However, there is an alternative
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type of projection that is referred to as ’’parallel projection". In the case 
of parallel projection, it is assumed that the object is viewed through an 
infinitely large eye whose mid-point is at the view point and that all the 
view rays are parallel to the view line, Fig 2.9.3. A perspective projection 
results in an image which is a "perspective view" of the object and a 
parallel projection results in an image wliich is a "parallel view" of the 
object.
view
centre
view
point
trace
object
view rays
global
coordinate
system
trace
plane
Fig 2.9.3
The required type of view may be specified by a USE-item of the form 
VT(N)
where VT stands for view type and where N is an integer expression 
whose value is 1 or 2, specifying parallel view or perspective view, 
respectively.
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2.9.1.4 PICTURE OF AN OBJECT
The trace is situated in the object space and cannot be seen by the user. 
To produce a visible effect, an image of the trace is created on the output 
medium of a device such as a VDU or a plotter. This image is referred to 
as the ’’picture" of the object. The plane in which the picture lies is 
referred to as the "picture plane" and the coordinate system of the output 
device is referred to as the "device coordinate system". Fig 2.9.4.
view
framepicture
T
device ^  
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Fig 2.9.4
2.9.1.5 VIEW FRAME
One may specify a rectangular frame in the picture plane, restricting the 
region for graphic production to the area enclosed by the frame. This 
frame is referred to as tlie "view frame". The view frame may be 
specified by a USE-item of the form
VF(P1,Q1,P2,Q2)
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where VF stands for view frame and where PI, Ql, P2 and Q2 are 
numeric expressions whose values are pi, ql, p2 and q2, respectively. 
These values are the coordinates of comers A1 and A2 of the view frame 
relative to the device coordinate system, as shown in Fig 2.9.4.
In an actual production of a picture, the view frame and the device 
coordinate system are not shown. To signify this fact, the view frame and 
tlie device coordinate system in Fig 2.9.4 are drawn in dotted lines and 
this convention of using dotted lines for entities that are not graphically 
produced is used hencefortli.
2.9.1.6 VIEW RISE AND VIEW HELM
To produce the picture of an object from its trace, it is necessary to have 
information about tlie required orientation of the picture, the required 
position of tlie picture and the required size of the picture.
The required orientation of the picture is determined using a vector that is 
referred to as the "view rise". The view rise is defined in tlie object space 
and the orientation of the picture is chosen such that the image of the view 
rise in tlie picture plane is parallel to the q-axis, as shown in Fig 2.9.5. 
The view rise may be specified by a USE-item of the form
VR(X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2)
where VR stands for view rise and where XI, Y1 and Z1 are numeric 
expressions whose values are die coordinates of the starting point of the 
view rise and X2, Y2 and Z2 are numeric expressions whose values are 
the coordinates of the arrowhead end of the view rise relative to the global 
coordinate system.
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Fig 2.9.5
The choice of the view rise must be such that its image in tlie picture 
plane is a well defined vector. For tliis condition to be satisfied, it is 
necessary that (1) the view rise has a nonzero length, (2) in the case of 
parallel projection, the view rise is not parallel to the view line and (3) in 
tlie case of perspective projection, the view rise is not coincident with the 
view line and it does not lie in the brow plane.
In cases when the starting point of the view rise is coincident with the 
view centre, it will be possible to specify the view point, the view centre 
and the view rise together at the same time. This is aiqhieved through the 
concept of "view helm". The view hehn is visualised as a broken vector 
consisting of the view rise and a line segment connecting the view point 
and tlie view centre, as shown in Fig 2.9.6. The view helm may be 
specified by a USE-item of the form
VH(X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2,X3,Y3,Z3)
where VH stands for view hehn and where XI, Yl, Zl, X2, Y2, Z2, X3, 
Y3 and Z3 are numeric expressions whose values are the coordinates,
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relative to tlie global coordinate system, of the view point, the view centre 
and the arrowhead end of the view rise, respectively.
viewrise image of view r ise .viewframe
view
centre
viewpoint object trace
picture
V pictunplane
traceplane devicecoordinatesystem
Fig 2.9.6
2.9.1.7 VIEW BASE AND VIEW NAVE
The position and the size of the picture may be controlled using three 
different approaches. Firstly, one may specify a point in the object space, 
referred to as tlie "view base", and a point in the picture plane, referred to 
as the "view nave", witli the understanding that tlie picture will be 
positioned such that the image of the view base in the picture plane will 
coincide with the view nave, as shown in Fig 2.9.7.
The view base may be specified by a USE-item of the form 
VB(X,Y,Z)
where VB stands for view base and where X, Y and Z are numeric 
expressions whose values are the coordinates of the view base relative to 
the global coordinate system.
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There is a restriction on the choice of the view base. Namely, in the case 
of perspective projection, the view base may not be in the brow plane 
since tins will result in the image of the view base to be indeterminate.
viewcentre
viewbase image of view baseviewpoint
view nave
global
coordinatesystem
object
trace
trace_yplane devicecoordinatesystem
Fig 2.9.7
The view nave may be specified by a USE-item of the form 
VN(P,Q)
where VN stands for view nave and where P and Q are numeric 
expressions whose values are the coordinates of the view nave relative to 
the device coordinate system.
2.9.1.8 VIEW SCALE AND VIEW GAUGE
The above method of positioning the picture is used in conjunction with 
the concept of "view scale" or "view gauge" for controlling the size of the 
picture.
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The view scale may be specified by a USE-item of tlie form 
VS(R)
where VS stands for view scale and where R is a numeric expression 
whose value r controls the size of the picture. To elaborate, it is imagined 
that there is a circle in the trace plane called tlie "unit circle". Fig 2.9.8. 
The centre of tlie unit circle is at tlie view centre and its radius is one unit 
length. This unit length is taken to be the same as tliat used for 
measurement along tlie axes of tlie global coordinate system. The scaling 
of the trace for production of the picture is chosen such tliat the radius of 
the image of the unit circle in the picture plane is r millimetres. Fig 2.9.8.
unit
c irc le
view _ centre r millimetres image of unit c irc le
viewpoint viewframe
global ^  
coordinate system
object trace picture
picturetraceplane
Fig 2.9.8
The view gauge is a line segment in the object space tliat is specified 
through a USE-item of the form
VG(X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2,R)
where VG stands for view gauge and where XI, Yl, Zl, X2, Y2 and 
Z2 are numeric expressions
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Fig 2.9.9
whose values are the coordinates of tlie end points of the view gauge 
relative to the global coordinate system, Fig 2.9.9. The term R is a 
numeric expression whose value r controls the size of the picture. To 
elaborate, the scaling of the trace for production of the picture is chosen 
such that tlie length of the image of the view gauge in the picture plane is r 
millimetres. Fig 2.9.9.
The choice of the view gauge must be such that its image in the picture 
plane is a well defined line segment. To satisfy tliis condition, restrictions 
similar to tliose described for the view rise are to be imposed (See Section 
2.9.1.6).
2.9.1.9 NAVE MODE, RANGE MODE AND ZONE MODE
The mode of controlling the position and the size of the picture through 
the concepts of view nave, view base and view scale (or view gauge) is 
referred to as the "nave mode".
The second method of controlling the size and tlie position of the picture 
is referred to as the "range mode". This method allows automatic 
positioning and scaling of the picture. To elaborate, let the object and the
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view rise be as shown in Fig 2.9.10. Consider a rectangle in tlie trace 
plane where the sides of tlie rectangle are eitlier parallel or normal to
viewcentre
viewrise viewframeviewpoint image of view rise
object
•. trace rangetrace picture *
trace J  plane pictureplane
Fig 2.9.10
the image of tlie view rise in the trace plane and where the whole of the 
trace is inside tlie rectangle with the sides of the rectangle toucliing the 
trace. Tliis rectangle is referred to as the "trace range". The range mode 
operates by choosing the position and the size of the picture such that the 
image of the trace range in the picture plane fits tlie view fi*ame, as shown 
in Figs 2.9.10 and 2.9.11.
viewcentre
viewpoint
tracerange
traceplane
viewframe
image of view rise
picture
pictureplane
Fig 2.9.11
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The tliird method of controlling the size and the position of the picture is 
referred to as the "zone mode". This method involves the definition of a 
box shaped region in the object space which is referred to as the "view 
zone". The sides of the view zone are parallel to the global coordinate 
axes, as shown in Fig 2.9.12.
The zone mode operates by choosing the position and the size of the 
picture such that the image of the view zone in the picture plane fits the 
view fi*ame. In this mode, only tliose parts of the object that are inside the 
view zone will be considered for production of the picture, Fig 2.9.12.
The zone mode is usefiil in two ways. Firstly, the view zone may be 
specified such that it contains only a part of the object and therefore one 
can acliieve zooming effect. An example of this is given in Section 
2.9.1.12. Secondly, the zone mode may be employed in situations 
when two or more pictures are to be superimposed. In this case, the 
zone mode allows automatic scaling while preserving the relative 
positions of the pictures.
viewcentre
viewzone image of view zone viewframeviewpoint
object
picture
traceglobal
coordinatesystem viewrise
traceplane image of_ view rise pictureplane
Fig 2.9.12
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The view zone may be specified by a USE-item which is either of the 
form
VZ(X1,Y1,Z1,X2,Y2,Z2) 
or of the fonn 
VZ(E)
where VZ stands for view zone. The first fonn of the USE-item specifies 
the view zone "directly" and tlie second fonn of the USE-item specifies 
the view zone "indirectly".
In tlie direct specification of tlie view zone, the entities XI, Yl, Zl, X2, 
Y2 and Z2 are numeric expressions whose values are the coordinates of 
two diagonally opposite vertices of the view zone relative to the global 
coordinate system.
In the indirect specification of the view zone, the tenn E is a formex 
expression the plot of whose value in the object space is denoted by P. In 
this fonn of specification, the USE-item causes the view zone to be 
chosen such that P is completely contained in the view zone and that 
every side of the view zone touches P at one or more points.
The plot P is considered solely for the purpose of the specification of the 
view zone and wül not give rise to any picture.
The mode of picture control may be specified by a USE-item of the form 
VM(N)
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where VM stands for "view mode" and where N is an integer expression 
whose value is 1, 2 or 3, specifying nave mode, range mode or zone 
mode, respectively.
2.9.1.10 VIEW FIELD
In viewing a scene in the real world, one would only be able to see those 
parts of the scene that fall wMiin the field of vision. This situation is 
simulated by assuming that the view point is the vertex of a conical 
volume wliich is referred to as the "view field". The view line is the 
axis of the view field and the angle between tlie lines of intersection of 
the view field and a plane that contains the view line is referred to as the 
"view angle", Fig 2.9.13. The view angle is chosen to be 180 degrees for 
parallel projection and 175 degrees for perspective projection. The effect 
of the view field is that only those parts of the object that are inside the 
view field are considered for picture creation.
view
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view
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viewangle
viewpoint object
tracef i e l d
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Fig 2.9.13
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2.9.1.11 DEFAULT SETTINGS FOR VIEW USE-ITEMS
There are altogether twelve USE-items that are used for specifications 
related to viewing, as described above. These are referred to as "view 
USE-items". With the exception of the view gauge, every one of the view 
USE-items has a default setting that represents the most commonly used 
setting for that USE-item. Each default setting becomes effective at the 
beginning of a Formian session and remains current unless it is changed 
through USE statements. A list of default settings for the view USE-items 
is shown in Table 2.9.1.
It may be noticed that Table 2.9.1 does not include a default setting for 
the view helm. The reason is that the view helm is a compound 
USE-item and its default setting is the combination of the default settings 
for tlie view point, view centre and view rise.
The default method of determining the size of the picture in the nave 
mode is through the concept of view scale. Thus, unless a view gauge is 
specified by a USE statement, picture creation will be in tenns of view 
scale and this is the reason for view gauge not having a default setting.
Table 2.9.1 Default Settings for View USE-items
USE-item Default Setting
view base VB(0,0,0)view centre VC(0,0,0)view frame VF(10,10,600,300)view mode VM(1)view nave VN(10,10)view point VP(0,0,10000)view rise VR(0,0,0,0,1,0)view scale VS(IO)view type VT(1)view zone VZ(0,0,0,10,10,10)
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2.9.1.12 EXAMPLES
Suppose that the following sequence of statements is entered at the 
beginning of a Formian session
A = {[1,1,1; 3,1,1], [1,1,1; 2,2,2]}
E = RINID(9,9,2,2)|ROSAD(2,2)|A 
F = E#RINID(8,8,2,2)|ROSAD(3,3)|[2,2,2; 4,2,2]
N = RINID(3,3,4,4)|[6,6,2]
G-LUX(N)|PEX|F 
DRAW G
The first five assignment statements create a formex variable G which 
represents a double layer grid with 576 elements. The DRAW statement 
causes the graphical effects shown in Fig 2.9.14 to be produced on the 
current graphics output medium.
The view specifications that give rise to the plan view of the plot of G in 
Fig 2.9.14 are provided by the default settings of the view USE-items, as 
given in Table 2.9.1. One may, however, change these settings to obtain 
other views of tlie plot of G. For instance, the statements
USE VT(2),VP(10,-6,40),VC(10,10,2), VR(10,10,2,10,10,3)
DRAW G
will produce the perspective view shown in Fig 2.9.15. The first item in 
the above USE statement changes the view type fi*om parallel to 
perspective and the subsequent items specify a view point, a view centre 
and a view rise. The double dot at the end of the first line of the USE 
statement is a continuation mark, as will be described in Section 2.11.
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The above USE statement may alternatively be given as
USE VT(2),VH(10,-6,40,10,10,2,10,10,3)
where the view point, view centre and view rise are specified through the 
concept of view helm.
At this point, the statements
USE VP(5,0,30)
DRAW G
will give rise to the configuration shown in Fig 2.9.16. The view 
specifications for Fig B9.16 aie the same as those for Fig 2.9.15 except 
for the view point that has been changed by the above USE statement.
Subsequently, the statement
USE &V,VM(3),VZ(0,0,0,10.5,7.5,3)
restores all the view default settings and then changes the view mode to 
the zone mode and sets the view zone as shown. The statement
DRAW G
will then produce the configuration shown in Fig 2.9.17. This 
configuration is the plan view of the part of the plot of G that is inside the 
view zone.
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Fig 2.9.16
Fig 2.9.17
2.9.2 RETRONORMIC USE-ITEMS
This section is devoted to the description of certain geometric 
transformations that may be effected tlirough USE-items. To introduce 
the idea, consider the formex G which was formulated in the previous 
section and whose plot is shown in Fig 2.9.14. The coordinates of a node 
in this plot have been obtained using the equations
x = Ul 
y = U2 
and
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z = U3
where x, y and z are Cartesian coordinates relating to the global 
coordinate system shown in Fig 2.9.14 and where Ul, U2 and U3 are 
imiples of a typical signet
[U1,U2,U3]
of G. A straightforward generalisation of the above equations is given by
x = bl*Ul
y = b2*U2 
and 
z = b3*U3
where bl, b2 and b3 are scale factors. For instance, if b l= l, b2=0.5 and 
b3=l then tlie resulting plot of G will have the plan view shown in Fig 
2.9.18.
Fig 2.9.18
A rule for transformation of signets of a formex into geometric points is 
referred to as a "retronorm". For instance, the above set of three 
equations that defines x, y and z in terms of bl, b2, b3, Ul, U2 and U3 is
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a retrononn. This particular retrononu is called the “basitrifect 
retrononn".
Two categories of retronorms are employed in Fonnian. Firstly, there are 
12 "standard retronorms" that are incorporated into the Formian 
inteipreter and can be activated by standard USE-items. For example, to 
obtain tlie view of Fig 2.9.18, one may enter
USE&V, BT(1,0.5,1)
DRAW G
where tlie USE-item BT(1,0.5,1) specifies a basitrifect retronorm with 
bl=l,b2=0.5andb3=l.
Fig 2.9.19
The second category of retronorms are referred to as "supplementary 
retronorms". These are defined by program segments tliat are 
incorporated into the Formian interpreter, as described in Sections 2.8 and 
2.10. For example, the configuration shown in Fig 2.9.19 is a view of a
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plot of G obtained througji a supplementary retronorm that uses 
hyperbolic paraboloidal surfaces for the top and bottom layers of the grid. 
The mapping has been achieved through a supplementary retronorm.
The standard retronorms are described in Table 2.9.2. The first column of 
this table lists the names of the standard retronorms. The second and third 
columns contain the definitions of the retronorms and the corresponding 
coordinate systems. The USE-items that activate the standard retronorms 
are given in the last coluimi of Table 2.9.2. The terms "unifect", "bifect" 
and "trifect" in the table imply one-dimensional Cartesian, 
two-dimensional Cartesian and three-dimensional Cartesian, respectively. 
Also, the prefix "basi" implies normal scaling and the prefix "metri" 
implies accelerated or decelerated scaling. The entities bl, b2, b3, ml, m2 
and m3 in Table 2.9.2 are numeric expressions with bl, b2 and b3 being 
referred to as "basifactors" and ml, m2 and m3 being referred to as 
"metrifactors".
The fimction designator 
MET(ml)|Ul
which is a part of the definition of the metribifect retronorm in Table 2.9.2 
specifies the rate of the accelerated or decelerated scaling in tlie first 
direction. The general form of this function designator may be 
represented by
MET(M)|N
where MET(M) is referred to as a "metril function" with MET being an 
abbreviation for metril and where tlie canonic parameter M and the 
argument N are numeric expressions. If m and n denote the values of M
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and N, respectively, tlien tlie value of the metril function designator 
MET(M)|N is defined as follows:
If m = 1 or if n = 0 then
MET(M)|N is equal to ii 
If m != 1 and n > 0 then
MET(M)|N is equal to (l-m^n)/(l-m)
If m != 1 and n < 0 then
MET(M)|N is equal to -(l-m'^(-n))/(l-m)
Table 2.9.2 Standard Retronorms
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Name of Retronorm Retronorm CoordinateSystem USE-item
basiunifect x=bl*Ul x(ui) BU(bl)
metriunifect x=bl*MET(ml) |U1 unifeet MU(bl,ml)
basibifect x=bl*Uly=b2*U2
metribifect x==bl*MET(ml) |U1 y=b2*MET(m2)|U2
y(U2) BB(bl,b2)
x(ui)
bifect MB(bl,b2, ml,m2)
basitrifect x=bl*Uly=b2*U2z“b3*U3
z(U3)
y(U2)
BT(bl,b2,b3)
metritrifect x=bl*MET(ml)y=b2*MET(m2)z=b3*MET(m3)
UlU2U3
x(ui)
trifect
MT(bl,b2, b3,ml, m2,m3)
basipolar r=bl*Uls=b2*U2
metripolar r=bl*MET(ml) |U1 s=b2*MET(m2)|U2
BP(bl,b2)
MP(bl,b2, ml,m2)
basi-cylindrical r=bl*Uls=b2*U2z=b3*U3
Z(U3)y
metri-cylindrical r=bl*MET(ml)s=b2*MET(m2)z==b3*MET(m3)
UlU2Ü3
BC(bl,b2,b3)
r(ui) 
cylindrical
MC(bl,b2, b3,ml, m2,m3)
basi-spherical r=bl*Uls=b2*U2t=b3*U3
metri-spherical r=bl*MET(ml)s=b2*MET(m2)t=b3*MBT(m3)
UlU2U3
rr(u i )
spherical
BS(bl,b2,b3)
MS(bl,b2, b3,ml, m2,m3)
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2.9.3 RETRONORMIC FUNCTIONS
The effect of a retronorm which is activated through a USE-item is to 
transform the signets of a formex into coordinates of nodal points for the 
production of a plot of a formex. However, tliis operation does not affect 
the formex itself in any way.
Every standard or supplementary retronormic USE-item may appear in the 
capacity of a function and the tenn "retrononnic function" is used to refer 
to such a function.
To exemplify the creation of the value of a "retronormic function 
designator", consider the statement
G = BS(bl,b2,b3)|E ^
and let E be a formex expression whose value is a formex of the third 
grade. The value of tlie variable G will be a fonnex which has the same 
constitution as that of tlie value of E. If a typical signet of the value of E 
is represented by
[U1,U2,U3]
and if the corresponding signet of G is represented by 
[x,y,z]
then the imiples x, y and z are obtained as follows:
X = bl*Ul*SIN|(b3*U3)*COS|(b2*U2) 
y = bl*Ul*SIN|(b3*U3)*SIN|(b2*U2) 
z = bPUl*COS|(b3*U3)
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The above formulation is based on the relations for transformation of 
spherical coordinates into Cartesian coordinates.
Now, let the statement 
G = BS(bl,b2,b3)|E
be reconsidered and this time let E be a fonnex expression whose value is 
a fonnex of the fiflli grade. The value of G will again be a formex which 
has tlie same constitution as that of E. In this case, a typical signet of the 
value of E is given by
[U1,U2,U3,U4,U5]
and the corresponding signet of G is given by
[x,y,z,U4,U5]
where x, y and z are obtained in the same manner as described for tlie 
previous case.
For the basispherical retronormic function, two cases where the values of 
the argument E have grades greater than or equal to tliree are discussed 
above. However, in the case of the function under consideration it will 
not be acceptable for the grade of the value of E to be less than three.
In general, the grade of the value of the argument of a retronormic 
function may not be less than that required by the definition of the 
function.
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2.9.4 RETROCORDIC USE-ITEMS
Attention is now turned to the consideration of concepts that allow 
specification of features such as colour of lines and typeface of textual 
material on graphical output. A choice for a feature of this kind is 
refeiTed to as a "retrocord". Formian has a number of standard retrocords 
that can be put into effect through USE-items and these are described in 
the sequel.
2.9.4.1 LINE WIDTH USE-ITEM
Line width for picture creation is controlled by the "line width USE-item" 
which is a construct of the form
LW(r)
where LW stands for line width and r is a numeric expression. The value 
of r specifies the line width in millimetres. The default setting for the line 
width USE-item is LW(0.3).
2.9.4.2 LINE DEFINITION USE-ITEM
The "line definition USE-item" is a constaict of the form 
LD(s,D)
where LD stands for line definition and s is an integer expression whose 
value is greater than or equal to 1 and where D is a formex expression. 
The role of the line definition USE-item is to define "line styles". To 
elaborate, there are three "standard line styles" that are numbered 1 to 3,
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as shown in Fig 2.9.20. In addition, the user can create "complementary 
line styles" through the line definition USE-item,
Line s t y l e  1 
Line s t y l e  2 
Line s t y l e  3
Line s t y l e  7 
Line s t y l e  8
Fig 2.9.20
At the beginning of a Fonnian session the only available line styles are the 
standard ones but these line styles may be changed or added to, as 
required, by the user during the session. The specification of a line style 
is given by the value of the fonnex expression D. This value is expected 
to be a reglet of the form
[dl,d2,.. ,dn]
where n>~l. The complementary line style is defined by the sequence of 
numbers
d l,d2,.. ,dn,dl,d2,.. ,dn,dl,d2,..
where each number is regarded as indicating a length in millimetres. This 
length is assumed to represent a line segment for a positive number and a 
"gap" for a negative number. The line style is then defined by the pattern 
of the line segments and gaps created by the above sequence. The
I
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resulting complementary line style will be identified by the value of s. For 
instance, the USE-items
LD(7,[6,-1.5,0,5,-1.5])
and
LD(8,[6,-L5,0.5,-1.5,0.5,-1.5])
will define the line styles 7 and 8 shown in Fig 2.9.20. The term "line 
style" is used to refer to a standard line style or a complementary line 
style.
Once a complementary line style is defined then it is added to the list of 
available line styles and can be used during the session in which it is 
defined. There is no restriction on tlie number of complementary line 
styles that can be created. Also, the line style identification numbers need 
not necessarily be sequential. For instance, one may define line styles 7 
and 8 without numbers 4 to 6 representing any line styles. However, if 
the identification number of a complementary line style is the same as that 
of an existing (complementary or standard) line style then the new line 
style will replace tlie old one.
The line definition USE-item has tliree default settings that correspond to 
tlie three standard line styles shown in Fig 2.9.20.
2.9.4.3 LINE STYLE USE-ITEM
Line styles for creation of graphic effects on the picture plane are 
specified by the "line style USE-item" which is either of the form
LS(sl,s2)
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or of the form 
LS(sl)
where LS stands for line style, si is an integer expression whose value is 
greater than or equal to 1 and s2 is an integer expression whose value is 
greater than or equal to zero.
A line style USE-item of tlie first type specifies two line styles. To 
elaborate, at any given moment during a Fonnian session there are two 
"current line styles". The first current line style is for the parts of the 
picture that are directly seen, tliat is, are not hidden by other parts of the 
picture, as explained in Section 2.9.4.4. The second current line style is 
for the liidden parts of the picture. The values of si and s2 in the 
USE-item
LS(sl,s2)
specify the identification numbers of the line styles to be made current for 
the directly seen parts and the hidden parts, respectively, where if the 
value of s2 is equal to zero then the hidden parts are not drawn at all.
A line style USE-item of the second type is equivalent to 
LS(sl,sl)
That is, it implies tliat all parts of the picture, whether directly seen or 
hidden, should be drawn using the line style which is specified by the 
value of si.
A
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The default setting for tlie line style USE-item is LS(1) and this will be 
irrespective of whether number 1 refers to the first standard line style or to 
a complementary line style whose identification number is 1.
2.9.4.4 FROND STYLE USE-ITEM
The graphical representation of a cantle of a formex is referred to as a 
"frond". The shape of a frond is determined by the "fi'ond style 
USE-item" which is a construct of the form
FS(n)
where FS stands for fi'ond style and n is an integer expression whose 
value is fi*om 1 to 3.
If a fi'ond represents a cantle with s signets and if the points representing 
these signets in the picture plane are P1,P2, .. ,Pr,Ps then different values 
of n have the following implications:
(n=l) If S“ 1 then the frond will be a circle whose centre will be at point 
PI and whose diameter will be ten times the current line width. If s=2 
then the fiond will be the line segment P1-P2. If s>2 then the fiond will 
consist of tlie line segments
P1-P2,P2-P3,.. ,Pr-Ps,Ps-Pl
When s>2 then a fiond is considered to be an object that can "hide" the 
parts of the picture that are "beliind" it. With tliis point in mind, when 
creating a fiond with s>=2, the parts of the fiond which are not hidden 
behind any other fiond are considered to be directly visible and are drawn 
using die first current line style (See Section 2.9.4.3). On the other hand, 
the parts of the fiond that are hidden by other fronds are drawn using the
j
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second current line style with the provision that if tlie identification 
number of the second current line style is zero then the hidden parts of tlie 
fi'ond are not drawn at all. As far as a fi'ond with s=l is concerned, it will 
always be drawn using the first standard line style and the current line 
width, except when it is not directly visible and the identification number 
of the second current line style is zero in which case it will not be drawn.
When die first and second current line styles are die same then the 
mechanism that deals with liidden pait processing will not be invoked. 
The term "hidden part processing" is used to refer to the operations for 
detennining visible and hidden parts of a plot.
(n-2) The constitution of die frond will be the same as for n=l except for 
the differences described below:
When s>2 then the firond consists of the line segments
P1-P2,P2-P3,.. ,Pr-Ps
In this case, the frond is considered to consist of a number of individual 
line segments rather than being an object that can "hide" other objects 
"behind" it. Consequently, hidden part processing is not relevant in this 
case and a fi'ond with s>=2 is always drawn using the first current line 
style.
(n=3) The constitution of the fi'ond is the same as for n= l. In addition, 
any area that is enclosed between the line segments of die fi'ond and is 
directly visible is infilled. The colours of the infill and the boundary line 
segments are determined by the colour USE-item, subject to the 
limitations of the output device, as discussed in Section 2.9 A.I.
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The default setting for the frond style USE-item is FS(1).
2.9.4.S TEXT FOUNT USE-ITEM
The fount of textual material on grapliical output is determined by the 
"text fount USE-item" which is a construct of the fonn
TF(n,h,w)
where TF stands for text fount, ii is an integer expression and h and w are 
numeric expressions. The value of n is a nonzero positive integer that 
specifies the typeface of the characters and the value of h and w are 
nonzero positive numbers that specify the height and width of a character 
in millimetres, respectively. The default setting for the text fount 
USE-item for each Formian installation is chosen to suit the installation’s 
environment.
2.9.4.6 TEXT GUIDE USE-ITEM
The position and orientation of text in the picture plane is determined by 
the "text guide USE-item" which is a construct of the foim
TG(p,q,t)
where TG stands for text guide and where p, q and t are numeric 
expressions. The values of p and q specify the position of the bottom left 
comer of the first character of the text in the picture plane relative to the 
device coordinate system. The value of t, in degrees, determines the 
orientation of the text as shown in Fig 2.9.21. The default setting for the 
text guide USE-item is TG(10,10,0).
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2.9.4.7 COLOUR USE-ITEM
Colour effects may be specified by the "colour USE-item" which is a 
construct of the form
C(m,n)
where C stands for colour and where m and n are integer expressions. 
The value of m may be fi-om 1 to 4, specifying:
m—1 line 
m=2 text 
m=3 infill 
m=4 background
The value of n is a nonzero positive integer specifying a colour. Also, in 
addition to colour, when m=3 or m=4, that is for infill and background, 
the value of n may specify various styles of half-tone and hatching.
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The colour USE-item has four default settings relating to line, text, infill 
and background. These settings for each Formian installation are chosen 
to suit the installation’s environment.
The colour USE-item as defined above is intended for colour grapliics 
displays and devices with comparable capabilities. However, for some 
output media only a subset of the specifiable features may be applicable. 
For example, in the case of a monochrome graphics output medium, the 
only relevant specifications may be the styles of half-tone and hatching for 
infill and background.
Pen plotters are a special case, where the choice of a colour for plotting 
may only be effected tlirough the selection of a pen and this will also 
dictate the line width. Therefore, colour and line width USE-items are not 
applicable for pen plotters.
2.9.4.S PEN USE-ITEM
In the case of a pen plotter the selection of a pen is made througli the ’’pen 
USE-item’’ which is a construct of the form
PEN(n)
where n is an integer expression. The value of n is a nonzero positive 
integer tliat identifies one of tlie pens of the pen plotter. The default 
setting for tlie pen USE-item is PEN(l).
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2.9.4.9 DRAW-PLENICES
A "DRAW-plenix" is a plenix expression whose value is of the form 
-{P1,P2,.. ,Pn}-
where n>==l and where each one of the principal panels P1,P2, .. ,Pn is 
either a formex or a string. All the fonnices that are involved in a 
DRAW-plenix must be of the same grade and every string that is involved 
in a DRAW-plenix must be a list of one or more retrocordic USE-items. 
For example, if E, F, G and H are fonnex variables whose values are of 
tlie second grade and if RC is a string variable whose value is the string
LW(0.75),C(1,3)
then
-{E#F, ’[LW(0.4)]', G, TRAN(1,2)|E, RC, H,
'[LS(3),LW(0.6),C(1,7)]', REF(2,3)|G}-^
is a valid DRAW-plenix.
A DRAW-plenix can appear as a DRAW-item and it will have the effect 
of creating graphical representations of the values of all the formex 
expressions that are contained in it on the current graphical output 
medium. The effects of a DRAW-plenix are illustrated in terms of the 
above example. With two important differences that will be discussed 
below, the effects of the above DRAW-plenix are expressible in terms of 
the sequence of statements
DRAWE#F
USELW(0.4)
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DRAW G,TRAN(1,2)|E 
USELW(0.75),C(1,3)
DRAWH
USELS(3),LW(0.6),C(1,7)
DRAWREF(2,3)|G
The differences are:
(1) The combination of the formices that are involved in a DRAW-plenix 
are considered for grapliic representation as a single entity with regard to 
viewing and retrononnic particulars as well as hidden part processing. 
This integrated manner in wliich the fonnices in a DRAW-plenix are 
treated makes it necessary for tliem to be of the same grade. Thus, in the 
case of the above example, as far as viewing, retronormic and hidden part 
processing aspects are concerned, it would be as tliough the formex to be 
graphically represented is
E#F#G#(TRAN(1,2)|E)#H#(REF(2,3)|G)
However, for retrocordic attributes, the fonnices that are involved in a 
DRAW-plenix are considered separately.
(2) The second difference relates to the scopes of the retrocordic 
USE-items that are involved in a DRAW-plenix. The scope of each one 
of these USE-items is limited to the scope of the DRAW-plenix. That is, 
when the processing of a DRAW-plenix ends then the settings of all the 
retrocordic USE-items revert to the settings that were current just before 
the start of the processing of the DRAW-plenix. This also applies to 
complementary line styles that may have been introduced through one or 
more line definition USE-items in a DRAW-plenix. Thus, any line 
definition involved in a DRAW-plenix will be only effective within the 
scope of the DRAW-plenix and once the processing of the DRAW-plenix
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is concluded then the list of the available line styles will revert to what it 
was just before the start of the processing of the DRAW-plenix.
A DRAW-plenix can also appear as a SHOW-item. All tlie effects in this 
case will be tlie same as explained above witli the only difference that the 
output medium will be tlie graphics region of the terminal.
A DRAW-plenix that does not involve any fonnices has no effect.
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2.10 SCHEMES AND SUPPLEMENTS
There are two types of syntactic constructs tliat consist of program 
segments. These are referred to as schemes and supplements and are 
described in the sequel.
2.10.1 SCHEMES
Consider the configuration shown in Fig 2.10.1 and let tliis represent a 
finite element mesh for a rectangular plate of dimensions D1 by D2. The 
mesh consists of 192 triangular elements with comer nodes. A formex 
formulation for tlie mesh relative to the indicated nonnat may be written 
as
G-RINE)(12A1,1)|{[0,0;G,1;1,1], [0,0;1,1;1,0]}
Now, suppose that it is required to cany out a series of analyses with 
different mesh densities for the plate with the general pattem of the 
meshes being similar to that shown in Fig 2.10.1. To generate the data 
describing tlie meshes, one may write a fonnex fonnulation for every 
individual case separately. However, a better policy would be to write a 
general formulation that applies to all the cases. Such a formulation is 
referred to as a "generic fonnulation". Assuming that there are N1 
divisions in tlie first direction and N2 divisions in the second direction, a 
generic formulation for the problem may be written as
H = RINID(N1,N2,1,1)|{[0,0;0,1;1,1],[0,0;1,1;1,0]}
A convenient way of employing tliis fonnulation in Formian is to include 
it in an assignment statement of the fonn
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PLATE = '[:N1,N2:
H = RINID(N1,N2,1,1)|{[0,0;0,1;1,1], [0,0;1,1;1,0]}]'
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Fig 2.10.1
The effect of this statement is to create a string variable PLATE whose 
value is the generic formulation preceded by a list of parameters enclosed 
in colons. What lies between the string brackets in the above statement is 
an example of a construct which is referred to as a scheme.
A "scheme" consists of a heading followed by a body. The "heading of a 
scheme" consists of a list of identifiers that are separated by commas and 
are enclosed in colons. The "body of a scheme" consists of a sequence of 
one or more Fonnian statements that may incorporate the identifiers listed 
in the heading. In the above example the heading is
:NLN2:
and the body consists of a single assiginnent statement. The identifiers 
listed in the heading are referred to as "nominal parameters".
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A string vaiiable whose value is a scheme is referred to as a "scheme 
variable". Thus, PLATE in the above example is a scheme variable. 
Also, an assignment statement througli which a scheme variable is created 
is referred to as a "scheme statement".
The body of the scheme in tlie above example may be executed through a 
statement of the form
PLATE(12,8)
which is referred to as an "induction statement". This statement causes 
the body of the scheme to be executed with N1 assuming the value 12 and 
N2 assuming the value 8, as though the body was preceded by the 
assignment statements
N l - 1 2  
N 2 = 8
The result of the execution of the scheme is a formex variable H that 
represents the mesh of Fig 2.10.1.
hi general, an induction statement consists of a scheme variable followed 
by a list of expressions that are enclosed in parentheses. These 
expressions are referred to as "induction parameters". When executing a 
scheme, the nominal parameters are assigned the values of the induction 
parameters in the given order.
The description of the mesh has so far been given in terms of integer 
nonnat coordinates. However, the actual nodal coordinates may also be 
evaluated using the signets of H. Thus, if
[U1,U2]
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is a typical signet of H, then the coordinates of the corresponding node in 
the mesh are given by
x = (Dl/Nl)*Ul 
y = (D2/N2)*U2
An extended scheme that creates H in terms of x and y nodal coordinates 
may now be introduced through the scheme statement
MESH = ’[:N1,N2,D1,D2:
H = RJNID(N1,N2,1,1)|{[0,0;0,1;1,1], [0,0;1,1;1,0]}
H-BB(D1/N1,D2/N2)|H
DRAWH]'
Subsequently, tlie induction statements
MESH(24,8,30,15)
MESH(8,4,10,15)
MESH(6,12,15,15)
will produce the plots shown in Figs 2.10.2, 2.10.3 and 2.10.4, 
respectively.
// //V/// AA7/ // // // // //// //V/V/7/7/7/7/7/7/ // //// //{AV/7/7/7,7/ //7%// //// //V/7/ AA7/ // // // // ///// / V/V/7/7/7/7/ //7/7/ //// AV/7/7/7/7/'//7/7/7/7/// AA 7/7/7/7/7/ // //7///V/V/7/7/7/7/7/7/7/7/7/
Fig 2.10.2
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Fig 2.10.3 Fig 2.10.4
A scheme allows a sequence of statements to be turned into a program 
unit that can be put forward for execution in a convenient manner. At the 
same time, a scheme provides a suitable vehicle for generic formulation of 
problems and allows complex configurations to be described in a concise 
and elegant manner. Also, a scheme may be saved, retrieved and 
modified repeatedly and may be used as a means of recording information 
for fiiture reference.
In using the KEEP statement in relation to a scheme, it is important to 
distinguish between saving tlie scheme itself and saving the values of the 
variables created by the scheme. Thus, the statement
KEEP DATA
will create a string covariable DATA whose value is the scheme given 
above but the statement
KEEP TOP
will create a formex covariable TOP whose value is the same as that of 
the variable TOP created through the induction statement
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DATA(5/4,3/4,1,1,1)
A scheme need not necessarily include any nominal parameters. For 
instance, the scheme in the following statement does not have any 
nominal parameters.
MESHl =
H-RINID(24,8,1,1)1{[0,0;0,1;1,1],[0,0;1,1;1,0]}
H = BB(30/24,15/8)|H 
DRAWH]’
The above scheme may be executed tlirough the induction statement 
MESHl
wliich will give rise to the view of tlie plots shown in Fig 2.10.2. Note that 
when tliere are no nominal pai ameters then the heading of the scheme 
reduces to a double colon. Also, the induction statement corresponding to 
a scheme that has no nominal parameter simply consists of the scheme 
variable.
2.10.2 SUPPLEMENTS
A "supplement" is a program segment that defines a supplementary 
retronorm (See Section 2.9.2) or a supplementary function (See Section 
2.5.1) or a supplementary template (See Section 2.7.3). A supplement that 
defmes a supplementary retronorm is referred to as a "retronorm 
supplement", a supplement tliat defines a supplementary function is 
referred to as a "function supplement" and a supplement that defmes a 
supplementary template is referred to as a "template supplement".
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A supplement consists of a sequence of characters whose constitution is 
described in detail in Chapter 3. The processing of a supplement involves 
the following procedure:
Firstly, the supplement is enclosed in string brackets and is placed on the 
right hand side of an assignment statement. Such an assignment statement 
is referred to as a "supplement statement" and the resulting string variable 
is referred to as a "supplement variable". For instance
FOLD = ' @I (=) FMX, @D (==) FMX;
subroutine FOLD
if (GRD|@I.lt.3) QUIT 'Invalid FOLD argument*
A = 3.14159265*@P(2)/360 
A1 = @P(1)*sqrt(2)
A2 = Al*sin(A)
A3 = Al*cos(A)
(§@D = BT(A2,A2,A3) | @I 
end] '
is a supplement statement and the string variable FOLD is a supplement 
variable.
The reason for inclusion of the above supplement at this point is to give a 
"feel" for the "look" of a supplement. It is not necessary to understand all 
the details of the constitution of a supplement at this stage and these 
details are left to be dealt with in Chapter 3.
A supplement is written in a language that is an extension of a general 
purpose high level language like FORTRAN or C. The supplement given 
above is written in an extended version of FORTRAN.
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2.11 FORMIAN INSTRUCTIONS
During a Formian session, the user supplies the system with a sequence of 
"instructions". These instructions are in the form of statements, 
commands and directives, as described below.
2.11.1 STATEMENTS
A "statement" is 
an assignment statement 
or an information transfer statement 
or an organisational statement 
or an induction statement 
or an empty statement.
These statements, except for the last one, are described in the previous 
sections. An "empty statement" consists of "nothing" and causes no 
effect. It simply is a syntactic convenience.
Wlien tlie system is ready to receive a statement then the system is said to 
be in tlie "reception mode" and when a statement is being executed then 
the system is said to be in tlie "execution mode". When the execution of a 
statement is completed, the system will return to the reception mode and 
this is signalled by the appearance of an asterisk on the terminal.
When a statement is keyed in, it may be forwarded for execution by 
touching the RETURN key. However, there are situations when the 
touching of the RETURN key does not imply submission for execution. 
Firstly, within a string constant or a comment, the RETURN key will 
simply produce a newline character. Also, the combination of two
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consecutive full stops followed by a touch of the RETURN key acts as a 
"continuation mark". This mark implies that it is preceded by an 
incomplete statement and the rest of the statement will continue on the 
next line. Thus, one may enter
FOLDER = PEX|R0SAD(4,4)1RJNID(4,4,1,1)|.. 
R08AD(2.5,0.5)|{[2,0,0; 3,0,1], [2,0,1; 3,0,0]}
It is possible to enter statements for execution in a group. Semicolons are 
used to separate the statements that are to be executed as a group. For 
instance,
F = [0,0; 1,1]; USE BB(2,1); SHOW F
is an example of a group of statements. A touch of the RETURN key 
after the SHOW statement will cause the tliree statements to be executed 
one after the other in the given order.
2.11.2 COMMANDS
Formian has a mode of operation that allows instructions for the 
performance of a number of activities to be conveyed to the system 
througli "menus". The tenn "command" is used to refer to an instruction 
which is conveyed througli menus. Wlien the system is set to receive 
information through statements then the system is said to be in the 
"statement mode" and when tlie system is set to receive information 
through menus then it is said to be in the "menu mode". The reception 
and execution modes described in terms of the statement mode also apply 
to the menu mode.
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Many of the activities that have been described in tenns of statements in 
the previous sections can also be achieved tlirough menu commands. In 
addition, menus allow access to a variety of different kinds of information 
such as information about tlie default and current settings of USE-items 
and lists of variables and covariables together with their types and 
dimensions.
2.11.3 DIRECTIVES
The system may be switched between the statement and menu modes by 
the escape directive. The "escape directive" is issued by touching the 
escape key on tlie keyboard. The escape directive is a member of a 
family of Formian instructions that are referred to as "directives". Otlier 
members of the family are cut, editing and proxy directives as described 
in the sequel.
The activities tliat are expected to be performed by the system may 
sometimes run into problems due to syntactic or other errors. On 
encountering such problems, the system will abandon tlie operations and 
return to tlie reception mode after displaying diagnostic information on the 
terminal.
There are also situations when the user decides to terminate the execution 
mode. Tliis may be achieved by a cut directive. A "cut directive" is 
issued by touching the control and C keys, simultaneously. On receiving 
a cut directive, the system will abandon the current operations and return 
to the reception mode.
"Editing directives" are used when typing and editing textual material. 
Each editing directive relates to an editing key on the keyboard and is
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issued by touching that key. Most of the editing directives are for cursor 
movement. In addition, there are editing directives that effect deletion 
and switching between insertion and replacement modes.
The family of "proxy directives" consists of nine directives as listed in 
Table 2.11.1. Each one of these directives is represented by a single letter 
and is issued by touching the key for this letter and the alt key, 
simultaneously. The effect of each proxy directive is the same as tliat of 
an infonnation transfer or organisational statement, as shown in Table 
2 . 11. 1.
Each one of the terms VI, V2 and V3 in Table 2.11.1 represents a 
variable, as described below:
(1) VI represents the most recent of the following string variables:
(a) the latest string variable created througli an assignment statement,
(b) the latest string variable created through a TAKE statement,
(c) the latest string variable that is used as a BRING-item.
(2) V2 represents the most recent of the following formex variables:
(a) tlie latest formex variable created through an assignment statement,
(b) the latest formex variable created tlirough a TAKE statement,
(c) the latest formex variable created tlirough a GET statement,
(d) the latest formex variable that is used as the whole of a DRAW-item 
(that is, not as a part of an expression or a DRAW-plenix),
(e) the latest formex variable that is used as the whole of a SHOW-item.
(3) V3 represents the most recent of the following variables:
(a) tlie latest variable created through an assigmnent statement,
(b) the latest variable created tlirough a TAKE statement,
(c) the latest formex variable created througli a GET statement.
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(d) the latest variable that is used as the whole of a PRINT-item (that is, 
not as a part of an expression),
(e) the latest variable that is used as tlie whole of a GIVE-item.
Table 2.11.1 Proxy Diiectives
ProxyDirective Name EquivalentStatement
alt B BRING directive BRING VI
alt C CLEAR directive CLEAR
alt D DRAW directive DRAW V2
alt F FORWARD directive FORWARD
alt G GIVE directive GIVE V3
alt P PRINT directive PRINT V3
alt R RECALL directive RECALL
alt S SHOW directive SHOW V2
alt V VIElf directive VIEW V2
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CHAPTERS EPILANGUAGES
3.1 INTRODUCTION
The requirements for users to add their own functions and retronorms to 
Formian has been a problem from tlie veiy first implementation of tlie 
language. The first solution was to provide five blank user functions and 
the users were able to write their own code for these fimctions. However, 
the first implementation was written in FORTRAN with all its associated 
restrictions and tlie interface between Formian and die user functions had 
to be kept simple. Anotlier reason to allow only a simple interface was in 
order that error conditions could be monitored and the whole program 
remain robust. Tliis solution was adequate to provide user retrononns but 
was cumbersome when considering adding formex functions. The deatli 
knell for this teclmique was sounded by the introduction of plenices that 
gave freedom to encapsulate any sequence of data.
The answer was the introduction of supplements and the means to aclueve 
their implementation was best managed tlirough tlie development of 
epilanguages. Various alternatives had been examined and tried before it 
was agreed to embark on the daunting task of designing and implementing 
the epilanguages. The decision taken has proved correct since all tlie otlier 
solutions put severe restrictions on what the user could achieve. With 
epilanguages the user has the freedom to access any formex construct 
from witliin the language of their choice. The error monitoring techniques 
used ensure that Formian is tolerant of problems in tlie users code and 
more importantly that they can be pin pointed and rectified quickly. This 
chapter contains tlie definition of epilanguages. The reader may find tlie 
terminology and constructs difficult to begin with. However, it should be 
remembered that the proportion of these constructs used when tackling a 
problem is small in relation to the bulk of code in a familiar language.
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An "epilanguage" is a programming language for writing Formian 
supplements. An epilanguage consists of a "base language" combined 
with a collection of syntactic constructs tliat is referred to as the 
"Epinome".
The base language of an epilanguage is nonnally a well established high 
level programming language like FORTRAN, Pascal or C. The name of 
an epilanguage is obtained by adding the prefix "Epi" to the name of its 
base language. Thus, the names of the epilanguages corresponding to the 
base languages listed above will be Epifortraii, Epipascal and Epic.
Formian has tliree kinds of supplements. These are referred to as 
retronorm, fimction and template supplements. A "retronorm supplement" 
is used to create a supplementary retronorm. A "fimction supplement" is 
used to create a supplementary fimction. A "template supplement" is used 
to create a supplementary submission plenix template.
The syntactic constructs that constitute the Epinome are tagmas, 
dimension fimctions, type phrases, inset statements, type displays, QUIT 
statements and epinomic USE statements. These syntactic constructs are 
referred to as "epinomic constructs" and are described in the sequel.
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3.2 TAGMAS
A ’’tagma" is
either: a construct of the form 
@L
where L is one of the letters 
A,C, D, I, P ,SorW
which may be optionally preceded by one of 
the sequences of letters INT, FLT or STR
or: a construct of the form
@L(il,i2,.. ,in)
where n>=l and where il,i2, .. ,in are epibase integer expressions, as 
described in Section 3.5. The characters fonning the construct @L may 
not contain intervening layout characters or comments. Each one of the 
entities il,i2 ,.. ,in is referred to as a "subscript".
Tagmas of the first form are referred to as "stem tagmas" and tagmas of 
the second form, that is, tlie ones with subscripts, are referred to as 
"branch tagmas". For instance,
@A
@D(3,i-l)
@INTP
@FLTS(5,2)
@W(7,lj*2)
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and
@STRI(6)
are examples of tagmas. The first and the tliird tagmas in the above 
examples are stem tagmas and the remaining ones aie branch tagmas.
A tagma is classified as a variable and represents an entity. Tins entity is 
referred to as the "value" of the tagma. The values of the stem tagmas 
@A, @C, @D, @1, @P, @S and @W are described below:
@A represents tlie "album" which is to be created through a template 
supplement. An album is in tlie form of a plenix, as described in Section 
3.15.
@C represents the "catalogue". This is a collection of factual information 
which is kept by tlie system in the fonn of a plenix. The catalogue may 
contain such items of information as properties of steel sections, 
properties of commonly used materials, conversion factors for different 
measurement systems, .. , etc. Not every Fonnian installation has 
necessarily a catalogue.
@D represents the "dependent variable" whose value is to be created 
througli a retronorm supplement or a function supplement. The value of 
@D may be a primion or a plenix.
@I represents the "independent variable" whose value is made available 
to a retronorm supplement or a function supplement. The value of @I may 
be a primion or a plenix.
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@P represents the canonic "parameters" whose values are made available 
to a retronorm supplement or a function supplement. The value of @P 
may be a primion or a plenix, as discussed in Section 3.8.
@S represents the "submission plenix" whose value is made available to a 
template supplement, as discussed in section 2.7.3,
@W denotes the "workpad" which is used for storage of intermediate 
results in a supplement, as discussed in Section 3.12. The value of @W 
may be a primion or a plenix.
A branch tagma represents a part of tlie entity represented by its stem 
tagma, as described below:
(1) If @L is a stem tagma representing a plenix, then the ntli panel of the 
... of the jth panel of the ith panel of the plenix is represented by
@ L(ij,.. ,n)
(2) If @L or @L(i j , .. ,n) represents a string then
@L(r)
or
@ L(ij,.. ,n,r) 
represents the rth character of the string.
(3) If @L or @L(iJ,.. ,n) represents a fonnex then
@L(p)
or
@ L(ij,.. ,n,p)
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represents the pth cantle of the formex and
@L(p,q)
or
@L(iJ,.. ,n,p,q)
represents the qth signet of the pth cantle of the fonnex and
@L(p,q,r)
or
@ L(ij,.. ,n,p,q,r)
represents the rth uniple of the qth signet of the pth cantle of the formex.
For example, if the stem tagma @S represents
-{-{9, '[project]', 7}-^ , -{[-l,l;.3,3;-5,5], {6,4,2}, {}, [8,-8]}-}-
then the branch tagmas @S(1), @S(2), @S(1,2), @S(2,3), @S(1,1) and 
@S(2,2), respectively, represent the panels
-{9, '[project]', 7}~
-{[-l,l;-3,3;-5,5], {6,4,2}, {}, [8,-8]}- 
'[project]'
{}
9
and
{6,4,2}
Also, the branch tagmas @S(1,2,5), @S(2,2,2), @S(2,1), @S(2,1,1), 
@S(2,1,1,3) and @S(2,1,1,2,1), respectively, represent
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4
[-l,l;.3,3;-5,5]
[-l,l;-3,3;-5,5]
[-5,5]
and
-3
Note tliat the tagmas @S(2,1) and @S(2,1,1) represent the same object. 
This may be explained as follows:
The tagma @S(2,1) represents tlie first panel of the second panel of tlie 
value of @S which is a formex of the first order. The tagma @S(2,1,1) 
represents the first cantle of the value of @S(2,1), but since @S(2,1) 
represents a formex of the first order, the whole of the formex is the same 
as its first cantle.
Similarly, the tagmas @S(2,4), @S(2,4,1) and @S(2,4,1,1) represent the 
same formex
[8,-8]
The reason is tliat:
(1) @S(2,4) represents thé 4th panel of the 2nd panel of the va lu ed  @S 
which is a formex of the first order and plexitude, that is, [8,-8].
(2) @S(2,4,1) represents the first cantle of the value of @S(2,4) which is 
[8,-8].
(3) @S(2,4,1,1) represents the first signet of the first cantle of the value of 
@S(2,4) which is again [8,-8].
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Also, the tagmas @S(2,2,1), @S(2,2,1,1) and @S(2,2,1,1,1) represent the 
same object which is the integer number 6. Furtheimore, since the tliird 
panel of the first panel of the value of @S, tliat is, 7 may be regarded as a 
formex then this panel may be represented by @S(1,3), @S(1,3,1), 
@S(1,3,1,1) and @S(1,3,1,1,1).
The optional sequences of letters INT, FLT and STR that may precede the 
letters A, C, D, I, P, S and W in a tagma are referred to as "type 
indicators". The role of a type indicator is to declare the type of the value 
of a tagma where INT stands for "integer", FLT stands for "floatal" and 
STR stands for "string". The applications of type indicators are discussed 
in Section 3.11.
Two forms of tagmas, namely, stem and branch tagmas were discussed 
above. From a different point of view, tagmas may again be divided into 
two kinds. Tagmas of the first kind represent values tliat are passed to the 
supplements. A tagma of this kind is referred to as a "prenate tagma". 
The stem tagmas @C, @1, @P and @S and all the tagmas that are 
derived from these are prenate tagmas. Tagmas of the second kind 
represent values that are created within the supplements. A tagma of this 
kind is referred to as a "postnate tagma". The stem tagmas @A, @D and 
@W and all the tagmas that are derived fi*om these are postnate tagmas.
A prenate tagma may only appear in positions where it provides value but 
it may not appeal* in positions where its value can be altered. In contrast, 
a postnate tagma may appear in both "value giving" and "value receiving" 
situations. For example, the assigmnent statement
(§;i)(:3,2) == (§}I)(:3,2) n- (g}I(3;2) . 5 
can be a valid operation but tlie assignment statement
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(%gl(:3,2) = (g)I(3;2) - 5
is not acceptable since it implies a change in the value of the prenate 
tagma @1(3,2).
3.3 DIMENSION FUNCTIONS
There are three "dimension functions" that are referred to as order, 
plexitude and grade functions. These functions are described below.
3.3.1 ORDER FUNCTION
The "order function" is the identifier 
CRD
The argument of an order function must be a tagma representing a formex, 
a string or a plenix and if T is such a tagma tlien the value of the fimction 
designator
ORD|T
is an integer number wliich is the order of the object represented by T.
For example, if the plenix
-{7, {[3,4;4,3],[6,5]}, 41, -{[8.7,1.2],5,'[ABC]’,{},3}-}~
represents the canonic parameters of a supplementary function, then the 
values of
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ORD|@P
ORD|@P(2)
ORD|@P(4)
ORD|@P(4,4)
ORD|@P(4,3)
and
0RD|@P(4,1)
are 4,2, 5, 0, 3 and 1, respectively.
Note that die last designator may have been written as
ORD|@P(4,l,l)
or
0RD|@P(4,1,1,1)
The reason is that die tagmas @P(4,1), @P(4,1,1) and @P(4,1,1,1) 
represent the same entity, namely, die reglet [8.7,1.2].
Also, note that the designators
0RD|@P(3)
and
ORD|@P(4,2)
are valid since the entities represented by @P(3) and @P(4,2) are 
numbers which may be regarded as fonnices of die first order. The values 
of both of the above designators are, therefore, equal to one. The values 
of
ORD|@P(2,l)
ORD|@P(2,2)
0RD|@P(2,1,1)
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and
ORD|@P(2,l,2,2)
are also equal to one since each of tlie tagmas in the above designators 
represents a component part of a fonnex and each of these components 
may be regarded as a formex of the first order.
3.3.2 PLEXITUDE FUNCTION
The "plexitude function" is the identifier 
PLX
The argument of a plexitude function must be a tagma representing a 
nonempty homogeneous formex and if T is such a tagma then the value of 
the function designator
PLX|T
is an integer number which is tlie plexitude of the formex represented by 
T.
For instance, referring to the plenix which is given as example for the 
order function, the values of
PLX|@P(2,1)
and
PLX|@P(2,2)
are 2 and 1, respectively.
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Note that 
PLX|@P(2)
is invalid since the entity represented by @P(2) is not a homogeneous 
formex. Also, note tliat
PLX|@P(4,4)
is invalid since @P(4,4) represents the empty fonnex.
On the other hand, the designators
PLX|@P(1)
and
PLX|@P(4,5)
are valid wiüi their values being equal to one, since the tagmas @P(1) and 
@P(4,5) represent numbers wliich may be regarded as formices of the 
first order and plexitude. The values of
PLX|@P(2,1,1)
and
PLX|@P(2,1,1,2)
are also equal to one, since @P(2,1,1) represents a reglet and @P(2,1,1,2) 
represents a uniple and these may be regarded as formices of tlie first 
order and plexitude.
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3.3.3 GRADE FUNCTION
The "grade fimction" is the identifier 
GRD
The argument of a grade fiinction must be a tagma representing a 
nonempty formex and if T is such a tagma then the value of the fimction 
designator
GRD|T
is an integer number which is the grade of tlie formex represented by T.
For instance, referring to the plenix wliich is given as example for the 
order function, tlie values of
GRD|@P(2)
GRD|@P(2,1)
GRD|@P(2,2,1,1)
and
GRD|@P(3)
are 2, 2, 1 and 1, respectively. The values of the last two designators are 
equal to one since @P(2,2,1,1) and @P(3) represent numbers and a 
number may be regarded as a formex of the first order, plexitude and 
grade.
Note tliat
GRD|@P(4,4)
GRD|@P(4,3)
and
GRD|@P(4)
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are invalid since @P(4,4) represents tlie empty fonnex and @P(4,3) and 
@P(4) represent nonfbrmex entities.
3.4 TYPE CODES AND TYPE PHRASES
A "type code" is an identifier that represents a type of value as shown in 
Table 3.4.1.
Table 3.4.1
Type Code Meaning
INT integer
FLT floatal
NUM numeric
INTFMX integer formex
FLTFMX floatal formex
FMX formex
INTHOM integer homogeneous formex
FLTHOM floatal homogeneous formex
HOM homogeneous formex
INTING integer ingot
FLTING floatal ingot
ING ingot
INTBIL integer billet(The term "billet" is used to 
refer to an ingot of the first grade.)
FLTBIL floatal billet
BIL billet
INTMAN integer maniple
FLTMAN floatal maniple
MAN maniple
INTREG integer reglet
FLTREG floatal reglet
REG reglet
STR string
PMN primion
PNX plenix
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A "type plirase" is a construct of tlie fonn
T(=)C 
or ^
T (!=) C
where T is a tagma and C is a type code. The compound symbol (=) is 
read as "is" and the compound symbol (!==) is read as "is not".
A type plirase is classified as a Boolean expression and has a value which 
is either TRUE or FALSE.
For example, if the plenix 
-{-{9/[projectr,7}- {6,4,2), {}, [8,-8]}-}-
is the value of the stem tagma @S in a template supplement, then
@8(2,1) (=) FMX 
@8(2,3) (!=)PNX 
@8(1,2) (=) 8TR 
@8(1,1) (!=) INT 
@8(2,2,2) (=) PNX 
and
@8(2,3) (!=)FMX
are type plirases. The value of a type plirase of tlie form T(=)C is TRUE 
provided that the value of the tagma T is of the type indicated by the type 
code C. The value of a type plirase of tlie fonn T(!=)C is TRUE provided 
that the value of the tagma T is not of the type indicated by the type code 
C. For instance, in the above examples, tlie values of the first three type 
plirases are TRUE and tlie values of the last tliree type phrases are 
FALSE. Also, the values of the type plirases
@S(=)PNX
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and
@S(1,3) H  PMN 
are TRUE arid the values of the type plirases
@S(1)(=)PMN
and
@S(2)(!=)PNX 
are FALSE.
3.5 EPIBASE EXPRESSIONS
In an epilanguage, interaction between the epinoine and the base language 
is achieved through the epinoinic constructs in conjunction with the 
following rules:
(I) If a base numeric or string variable can appear in a "value giving" 
capacity at a point of a base construct, then a tagma of the same type can 
also appear at that point.
(2) If a base numeric or string variable can appear in a "value receiving" 
capacity at a point of a base construct, then a postnate tagma of the same 
type can also appear at that point.
(3) If a base integer function designator can appear at a point of a base 
construct, tlien a dimension function designator can also appear at that 
point,
(4) If a base Boolean expression can appear at a point of a base construct, 
then a type phrase can also appear at that point.
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The adjective "base" as used above implies "belonging to the base 
language". Also, the adjective "epinomic" is used to imply "belonging to 
the epinoine"'. In contrast, the adjective "epibase" will be used to refer to 
a base construct that may contain tagmas and/or dimension function 
designators and/or type phrases. In particular, the term "epibase 
expression" is used to refer to a base expression tliat may contain tagmas 
and/or dimension function designators and/or type plirases.
An epibase expression that has an integer value is referred to as an 
"epibase integer expression", an epibase expression that has a floatal 
value is referred to as an "epibase floatal expression", an epibase 
expression that has a string value is referred to as an "epibase string 
expression" and an epibase expression that has a Boolean value is referred 
to as an "epibase Boolean expression". The adjective "epibase" may also 
be used analogously for other possible kinds of expression like, for 
instance, "epibase complex expression" in the context of Epifortran.
The term "floatal" as used in the above paragraph should be regarded as 
synonymous with the term "real" as used in FORTRAN and the term 
"float" as used in C. Also, the tenn "Boolean" should be regarded as 
synonymous witli the term "logical" as used in some high level 
programming languages.
3.6 INSET STATEMENTS
An "inset statement" is an assignment statement of the form 
docket -  inset expression
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A "docket" is the symbol @ followed by a postnate tagma, where the 
symbol @ and the following postnate tagma may not have any intervening 
layout characters or comments. An "inset expression" is an expression, as 
defined in Section 2.6, subject to the following provisions:
(1) With the exception of libra indices, every variable that appears in an 
inset expression must be either a tagma or a base variable.
(2) An inset expression may include dimension function designators.
(3) A libra index in an inset expression is an identifier or a postnate tagma 
that assumes the integer values assigned to it tlirough the libra mechanism. 
When the libra index is an identifier then it is treated as a "local variable" 
within the scope of the libra function (tliat is, within the expression tliat 
constitutes the argument of tlie libra function). Thus, if there is a base 
variable with tlie same identifier as tlie libra index, then this base variable 
will be unavailable witliin the scope of the libra function and any 
occurrence of the identifier within this scope will be regarded as the libra 
index.
For example,
@@A(6) = LIB(i=l,0RD|@S(4)-l)|PAN(2,i)| DIC(@S(2,l))|@S(4,i)
@@W(3,2) = C0S|@P(1)*SIN|@P(2)^3 
and
@@D = -{-{@P(2),5.6}- RIN(3,@P(1),2)|@I}- 
are inset statements.
The effect of an inset statement is to assign the value of its inset 
expression to die postnate tagma of its docket.
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If an inset statement extends over more than one line then the conventions 
of the base language regarding the indication of continuation should be 
observed. Also, the indication of tlie end of an inset statement should 
conform with the style of the base language in this regard. For example, 
in Epic, there will be no need for any special provision for an inset 
statement that is longer than a single line but each inset statement must be 
terminated by a semicolon.
3.7 TYPE PLENICES
A "type plenix" is a construct tliat has the same fonn as a nonempty plenix 
constant and contains an arrangement of type codes. For instance,
-{INT,INT,-{FMX,FLTHOM,INTBIL}-}^
is a type plenix.
Any type code other than tlie primion and tlie plenix type codes (that is, 
PMN and PNX) may appear in a type plenix.
Every panel of a type plenix may be optionally preceded by a counter. A 
"counter" is a construct of the form
(N)
where N is an unsigned integer constant tliat may be optionally followed 
by a plus sign. For instance,
-{-{INT,(3)FLT,(0+)FMX}-,(l+)~{(2+)HOM,BIL}-}-
is a type plenix that contains counters.
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A construct like
(3)FLT I 
implies a list of three FLT's, that is,
FLT,FLT,FLT
A construct like 
(0+)FMX
implies zero or more FMX's and a construct like 
(l+)~{(2+)H0M,BIL}~ 
implies one or more of the panel 
-{(2+)H0M,BIL}~
The plus sign in a counter is read as "or more".
3.8 TYPE DISPLAYS
A "type display" is a construct of the form 
S(=)T
where S is a stem tagma other than @C and where T is either a type 
plenix or a type code other than PMN and PNX. The compound symbol 
(=) is read as "is".
For instance.
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@I H  INT 
and
@P H  -{(1+)NUM, STR}- 
are type displays.
Any tagma that appears in a supplement must have a corresponding type 
display in the heading of the supplement, as described in Section 3.10. 
The exception is for catalogue tagmas that do not require type 
specification.
When the execution of a supplement commences, the actual constitution 
and value of a prenate stem tagma will be compared with the 
specifications in the corresponding type display and any incompatibility 
will be treated as an error. Also, tlie specifications provided by the type 
display for a postnate stem tagma will be used to set up a suitable 
framework for creation of its value.
Type displays provide a convenient means for ensuring the 
appropriateness of the values and constitutions of prenate tagmas. 
However, not all tlie necessary confonnity requirements regarding the 
dimensions of various parts of the prenate tagmas can always be checked 
through type displays. Therefore, it would often be necessary to include 
some additional conformity checks witliin the body of the supplements. 
Such checks are normally accomplished using dimension functions and 
type phrases.
To increase the effectiveness of the type displays, it is advisable to be as 
specific as possible in giving the types. For example, if it is known that 
@P consists of two or more integers then it is better to give the type 
display as
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@P (=) -{(2+)INT}-
rather than
@P (=) ~{(2+)NUM}~
For a function or retronorm supplement, there are some special 
considerations regarding the stem tagma @P and tliese are discussed 
below:
(1) If the function or retronorm has more than one canonic parameters 
then the values of these parameters are passed to the supplement as the 
principal panels of a plenix with @P representing this plenix. Thus, if the 
general form of a fimction is
G(il,i2,-{F1,F2}-,F3, i3)
where il, i2 and i3 are integer entities and FI, F2 and F3 are formex 
entities, then tlie type display for @P should be given as
@P (=) -{(2)rNT, -{(2)FMX}-, FMX, INT}-
(2) If tlie function or retronorm has a variable number of canonic 
parameters then the type display for @P should be in terms of a plenix. 
Thus, the type displays
@P (=) -{(0+)INT}- 
and
@P (=) -{(2)INT, (0+)-{STR, (1+)H0M}-}-
are acceptable. Note that the first of the above type displays includes the 
possibility of the function or retrononn having no canonic parameters.
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(3) If the function or retrononn has no canonic parameters in all situations 
then there should not be any type display for @P in tlie supplement.
This section is ended by a comment regarding the use of the compound 
symbol (=). This symbol has been employed for two different purposes. 
Firstly, it is used as a "Boolean operator" in type plirases, as described in 
Section 3.4. Secondly, it is used as a "sepaiator" in type displays. This 
dual usage will not create any ambiguity since the sense in which the 
symbol is used will always be clear ffom the context.
3.9 QUIT STATEMENTS
A "QUIT statement" is a construct of the fonn 
QUITS
where QUIT is a keyword which should be followed by one or more 
space characters and where S is a base string expression. For example,
QUIT "Value of parameter is out of range."
is a valid QUIT statement in Epic.
The execution of tlie QUIT statement 
QUITS
will have tlie following effects: Firstly, the value of S will be displayed on 
the terminal as an error massage and then the current operations are 
abandoned and the system will revert to the reception mode, as described
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in Section 2.11, Section 3.16 includes examples of the use of QUIT 
statements.
3.10 CONSTITUTION OF SUPPLEMENTS
A "supplement" consists of a heading followed by a body. The "heading" 
of a supplement is a construct of the fonn
isupplement code, language code, T1,T2,.. ,Tn:
Where, n>=l and each of the entities T1,T2, .. ,Tn is a type display and 
where "supplement code" is an integer that specifies the type of tlie 
supplement and "language code" is an integer that specifies the 
epilanguage used in the supplement.
The supplement code is 1, 2 or 3 specifying retronorm supplement, 
fimction supplement or template supplement, correspondingly. The 
language code is 1, 2 or 3 specifying Epifortran, Epipascal or Epic, 
coiTespondingly.
The "body" of a supplement is a valid program in tlie epilanguage 
specified by the language code.
The whole of a supplement is enclosed in string brackets and tlie resulting 
string constant is placed on the right-hand side of an assignment 
statement. An assignment statement of this kind is referred to as a 
"supplement statement" and the string variable created through a 
supplement statement is referred to as a "supplement variable".
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A supplement variable that represents a supplementary retronorm or a 
supplementary function will act as the imprint of tlie retronorm or 
function. There is no difference between the manner in which retronorm 
and function supplements are written. The difference is in the effects of 
these two kinds of supplements. Namely, subsequent to the creation of a 
supplementary retronorm (througli a CREATE statement as described in 
Section 2.8), the retronorm may be employed in the capacity of either a 
retronormic fimction or a retronormic USE-item. In contrast, a 
supplementary function may only be used in the capacity of a function.
A supplement variable that represents a template supplement will act as 
the "title" of the template. Subsequent to the creation of a supplementary 
template through a CREATE statement, reference to the template is made 
using its title.
The scope and the value of a tagma in the body of a supplement is not 
affected by any kind of "block structure" in the base language. In the case 
of Epifortran, for instance, it would be as though all the tagmas are 
declared as "common variables".
A supplement may contain comments. These comments must be in 
accordance with tlie rules governing comments in the base language. 
Section 3.16 includes instances of the use of comments in supplements.
The above discussion regarding the constitution of a supplement is of a 
general nature applying to all epilanguages. However, there may be some 
requirements or restrictions that only apply to particular epilanguages or 
specific implementations of them. For example, in the case of Epifortran it 
is required that the terminal statement of a DO-loop is always a 
CONTINUE statement. The use of a CONTINUE statement as the 
terminal statement of a DO-loop is good FORTRAN programming
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practice in all situations but this, in the case of Epifortran, is a compulsory 
requirement.
3.11 DETERMINATE AND INDETERMINATE TAGMAS
When dealing with a tagma that represents a number or a string in a 
supplement, in some cases it is necessary for the type of the value of the 
tagma to be known at the time of the compilation of the supplement. The 
type of the value of die tagma may either be deduced from a type display 
or be given explicitly by a type indicator, as described in Section 3.2. The 
matter is further discussed in terms of an example.
Let die type displays in a supplement be given as:
@P(=)-{(4)INT,FLTFMX,(2)NUM,STR,(H-)INT,FLT}-, 
@I(=)FLTFMX, @D(=)INTFMX
Let die assigmnent statement
@D(2,4,7) = @1(3,8,4) + @P(i)
appear at a point in the body of the supplement. Tliis statement involves a 
problem and cannot be compiled. To elaborate, in compiling an 
assignment statement of the above form in any epilanguage it will be 
necessary to know the types of the values of all the three tagmas at the 
compilation time. In the present example, die value of the variable i will 
not be known at the compilation time and therefore it will not be possible 
to pinpoint the panel of @P to wliich the tagma @P(i) refers. 
Consequently, die type of die value of @P(i) camiot be deduced from die 
type display for @P. A tagma such as @P(i) in the above assigmnent 
statement is referred to as an "indeterminate tagma". In contrast, the
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tagmas @D(2,4,7) and @1(3,8,4) are "determinate" since the types of 
their values can be determined at tlie compilation time. To wit, @D is 
declared as an integer formex in tlie type displays and since @D(2,4,7) 
represents a uniple of @D then its value is an integer number. Also, @I is 
declared as a floatal formex and therefore the value of @I(3,8,4) is a 
floatal number.
In general, a tagma that has a numeric or string value is said to be 
"determinate" if the type of its value can be detennined without any 
ambiguity at tlie compilation stage and is said to be "indeterminate" 
otherwise.
To overcome tlie problem of indeterminacy of @P(i) in the above 
assignment statement, one can include a type indicator in the tagma, as 
described in Section 3.2. Thus, tlie assignment statement may be given as
@D(2,4,7) = @I(3,8,4) + @INTP(i) 
or
@D(2,4,7) = @I(3,8,4) + @FLTP(i)
as appropriate. A tagma that includes a type indicator is always 
determinate.
Now, suppose that an assignment statement in the body of the supplement 
under consideration is given as
@D(j,k,m) = @I(i+l,k*2,m-3) + @P(6)
Here, the tagmas @D(j,k,m) and @I(j+l,k*2,m-3) are again determinate 
and this is in spite of the fact that their subscripts involve the variables j, k 
and m whose values will not be known at the compilation time. The 
reason for determinacy of @D(j,k,m) and @I(j+l,k*2,m-3) is the same as
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described previously for @D(2,4,7) and @1(3,8,4). In the above 
assignment statement, there is again a problem with tlie third tagma. The 
problem here is caused by the fact tliat the type of the 6th panel of @P is 
declared as a number which includes the possibility of both integer and 
floatal types. Therefore, the tagma @P(6) is indeterminate and the type of 
its value cannot be determined at the compilation time. In this situation, it 
will be necessai*y to include a type indicator in the tagma and give it as 
@INTP(6) or @FLTP(6), as appropriate.
Now, let the assigmnent statement
(5)I)(:2,4,:/) =4gj:(3,8/i) 4- (%;p(9) - (§;i)(i())
appear at a point of the body of the supplement under consideration. 
Here, the tagma @P(9) is detenninate since the type of the value of the 
9th panel of @P is declared as an integer number in tlie type displays. 
However, the tagma @P(10) in the above assigmnent statement is 
indeterminate. This is due to tlie fact that the total number of integer 
entities that are represented by (1+)INT in the type display for @P will 
not be known at the compilation time. Therefore, the last tagma in the 
above assignment statement must be given as @INTP(10) or @FLTP(10), 
as appropriate.
Finally, let the assignment statement
(%2%)(:2,4,7) = (g;i(3,8/l) + (g)P(5,2j4-l,j)
appear at a point of the body of the supplement under consideration. This 
statement can be compiled without any problem since @P(5,2,i+l j )  is a 
determinate tagma with a floatal value. To wit, @P(5,2,i+l j)  represents 
a uniple of tlie 5th panel of @P which is declared as a floatal formex in 
the type displays.
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Incidentally, tliere is no objection to inclusion of a type indicator in a 
tagma when tlie type of the value of tlie tagma is deducible from a type 
display. Thus, the above assigmnent statement may be given as
@INTD(2,4,7) = @FLTI(3,8,4) + @FLTP(5,2,i+l J)
However, there must not be any conflict between a type indicator and a 
type display. Thus
@FLTD(2,4,7) = @INTI(3,8,4) + @INTP(5,2,i+l j)
is not acceptable.
Detenninacy and indeterminacy of tagmas were discussed above in terms 
of a number of examples. The ideas may now be generalised as follows: 
Except for the situations described under (a), (b) and (c) below, any 
tagma tliat appears in the body of a supplement in a "value giving" or 
"value receiving" situation involving numeric or string values must always 
be detenninate. Thus, the tagma must include a type indicator unless the 
type of its value is deducible from a type display (in which case the 
presence of the type indicator becomes optional).
The concept of determinacy or indeterminacy is only applicable in relation 
to tagmas tliat have nmneric or string values. Therefore, when dealing 
with tagmas that represent plenices or non-uniple formices, one is not 
concerned with the question of determinacy or indetenninacy. 
Furtliermore, there are three situations when determinacy or 
indeterminacy of tagmas are of no concern even when they have numeric 
or string values. These situations are described below:
(a) A tagma tliat appears as the argument of a dimension function usually 
represents a plenix or a non-uniple formex in wliich case the question of
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determinacy or indeterminacy does not aiise. However, even when the 
argument of a dimension fimction is a tagma that has a numeric or string 
value, the tagma may be determinate or indetenninate without any 
particular implications.
(b) A tagma that appears as the left element of a type phrase may have 
values of many different forms, as described in Section 3.4. When such a 
tagma represents a value which is not a number or a string then the 
question of determiuacy or indeterminacy does not arise. However, even 
when tlie left element of a type phrase is a tagma tliat has a numeric or 
string value, the tagma may be determinate or indeterminate without any 
particular implications.
(c) A tagma that appears as a dependent or independent variable of a 
formex or plenix function in an inset statement has, normally, a 
non-numeric value in wliich case the question of determinacy or 
indeterminacy does not arise. However, even when such a tagma 
represents a number, the tagma may be determinate or indeterminate 
without any particular implications.
3.12 WORKPAD
It is often required to have a means for storage of intermediate results in a 
supplement. The workpad provides a convenient way of achieving tliis 
purpose. "Workpad" is the name of a stem tagma which is denoted by 
@W and may represent a numeric entity, a string, a formex or a plenix. 
The workpad may be created by including a type display of suitable 
constitution for @W in the heading of the supplement. The stem tagma 
@W and/or its branch tagmas may then be used for storage of
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intermediate results. The value of @W will be discarded at the 
conclusion of the execution of the supplement.
3.13 INITIALISATION OF VALUES
At the outset of the execution of a supplement any postnate tagma that has 
a type display will be initialised. This initialisation is carried out in 
accordance with the following conventions:^
(a) Any item which is declared as INT is assigned an integer zero.
(b) Any item which is declared as FLT or NUM is assigned a floatal zero.
(c) Any item which is declared as STR is assigned an empty string.
(d) Any item which is declared as a variety of formex is assigned an 
empty formex. This applies to all type codes tliat refer to formices, 
namely, INTFMX, FLTFMX, FMX, INTHOM, FLTHOM, ... , FLTREG 
and REG.
In carrying out the initialisation process, when a panel of a type plenix is 
preceded by a counter such as (n+) then the number of panels initialised 
will be n.
For example, suppose that the heading of a supplement contains the-type 
displays
(g%I(==)F]\Æ:K,
@D(=)FMX, @WH~{(3)STR,FLTREG,(2+)INT}~
Here, the initial value for @D will become the empty formex and that for 
@W will become
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Note that tlie question of initialisation does not arise in relation to @P and 
@I since these are prenate tagmas.
If at any time during tlie execution of a supplement, a panel of a plenix or 
a uniple of a formex is assigned a value leaving one or more unassigned 
panels or uniples before it tlien these unassigned panels or uniples will be 
assigned values in accordance with tlie conventions (a) to (d) described 
above. In tlie case of a formex, after "filling" of the "empty positions" that 
are before the assigned uniple, if the assigned uniple is not the last uniple 
of a cantle then the filling is continued to "complete" the cantle.
For example, suppose that the heading of a supplement contains the type 
displays
@D(=)INTFMX, @W(=)-{(3+)NUM,STR}-
As a result of initialisation, @D will acquire the value {} and @W will 
acquire the value
- { 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, ’[]’} -
The effect of a subsequent assignment statement
@INTW(6) = 76
will be to change the value of @W to
-{0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 76, ’[]'}-
Here, the value of the 6th panel of @W has become the integer number 76 
and the two unassigned panels before it (that is, 4th and 5th panels) have 
acquired the standard initialisation value for the type code NUM, that is 
floatal zero.
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Now, let tlie initial value of @D be changed by the inset statement
@@D={[4,2;6,4],[3,1;5,3]}
and let tliis inset statement be followed by the assigmnent statement 
@D(5,2,1) = 7
As a result, the value of @D will become
{[4,2;6,4], [3,1;5,3], [0,0], [0,0], [0,0;7,0]}
Here, tlie unassigned 3rd and 4tli cantles are taken to be of the first 
plexitude with integer zero miiples. At this point, tlie assignment 
statement
(§}I)(/1,3,1) = 85 
will change the value of @D to 
{[4,2;6,4], [3,1;5,3], [0,0], [0,0;0,0;85,0], [0,0;7,0]}
In Formian, formex values are stored using two different formats. The first 
format is for homogeneous formices and the second format is for 
nonhomogeneous formices. These two different storage formats are also 
used in Epilanguages where anyone of the type codes INTHOM, 
FLTHOM, HOM, INTING, FLTING, ING, INTBIL, FLTBIL, BIL, 
INTMAN, FLTMAN, MAN, INTREG, FLTREG and REG will cause the 
adoption of the homogeneous storage format. To demonstrate the 
implications of this, the above example is reconsidered with a different 
supplement heading.
Let the heading of a supplement contain the type display
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@D(=)INTHOM
This, as usual, will result in @D acquiring the initial value of {}. Let this 
initial value be changed by the inset statement
@@D={[4,2;6,4],
and let the inset statement be followed by the assignment statement
@D(5,2,1) = 7
As a result, tlie value of @D will become
{[4,2;6,4], [3,1;5,3], [0,0;0,0],[0,0;0,0], [0,0;7,0]}
Note the difference between the procedure for filling empty positions in 
this example as compared witli the previous one. To wit, in the present 
example the homogeneousness of the formex has been preserved. This is, 
of course, due to the fact tliat the type display for @D in the present 
example is given as INTHOM ratlier than INTFMX as in the previous 
example.
At this point, the assignment statement 
(g)I)(4,3,l) = 85
will be regarded as an error because it requires the 4th cantle to be of the 
3rd plexitude which violates the homogeneousness of the formex.
When assigning a formex value to a tagma in a supplement, it is essential 
that the grade of tlie formex is fixed at the beginning. This grade cannot 
then be changed other than through an inset statement by assigning a new 
value to the tagma.
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If a tagma is assigned a formex value tlirough an inset statement tlien the 
grade is fixed without any problem. For example, in tlie inset statement
@@D(3) = TRAN(3,2)|@I
the grade of the value of @D(3) will be the same as that of the value of 
@1.
Now, suppose that @D and @I are declared as formices in the type 
displays in a supplement and let tlie first reference to @D in the body of 
the supplement be tlie assignment statement
(g%[)(ijj()== (d)I(ij,k:) (ggPOO
In this case, it is not possible to determine the required grade of the value 
of @D fi*om the infonnation given in the assignment statement. In such a 
situation, the current value of tlie "grade USE-item" will be taken as the 
grade of the formex to be created. The grade USE-item is described in 
Section 3.14. ^
A similar mechanism is used for giving information about the plexitude of 
a homogeneous formex. To elaborate, if the type code for a t a ^ a  is 
given as INTHOM, FLTHOM, HOM, INTMAN, FLTMAN or MAN and 
if the first assignment of value to the tagma after the initialisation is not 
through ail inset statement, then at the time of the first assignment of value 
to a uniple of tlie tagma, the current value of the "plexitude USE-item" 
will be taken as the plexitude of the homogeneous formex to be created. 
The plexitude USE-item is described in the next section.
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3.14 EPINOMIC USE STATEMENTS
An "epinomic USE statement" is a construct that is identical to the USE 
statement described in Section 2.8. However, there are only three 
USE-items that can be employed witli an epinomic USE statement. These 
are the tolerance, grade and plexitude USE-items.
The "tolerance USE-item" in an epinomic USE statement is a construct of 
the form
TOL(N)
where TOL is an identifier and where N is an epibase numeric expression. 
The role of a tolerance USE-item is to specify the value of tolerance, as 
described in Sections 2.5 and 2.8. The value of tolerance in a supplement 
will only affect the operations related to the inset statements in that 
supplement. The default setting of the tolerance USE-item is T0L(lE-5).
The "grade USE-item" is a constmct of the form 
GRD(T)
where GRD is an identifier and T is an epibase integer expression. The 
role of the grade USE-item is to specify the grade of formices to be 
created, as discussed in Section 3.13. The default setting for the grade 
USE-item is GRD(3).
The "plexitude USE-item" is a construct of the form 
PLX(T)
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where PLX is an identifier and T is an epibase integer expression. The 
role of the plexitude USE-item is to specify the plexitude of homogeneous 
formices to be created, as discussed in Section 3.13. The default setting 
for the plexitude USE-item is PLX(2).
The identifiers GRD and PLX wliich are employed for the USE-items 
discussed above are, of course, the same as tliose used for dimension 
functions in Section 3.3. This double usage will not create any problem 
since tlie sense in which tlie identifiers are used will always be clear fi*om 
the context.
3.15 ALBUMS AND PROTOTYPES
Submission of information to programs outside Formian is achieved 
througji SUBMIT statements, as described in Section 2.7.
There are cases when it is required to produce grapliical and/or textual 
representations of the submitted information in the Fonnian environment. 
Also, sometimes the program that has received the submitted information 
is required to send back the resulting output to Formian for 
postprocessing. In such cases, records of the submitted information are 
kept in the repository. Such a collection of infonnation tliat relates to a 
particular submission is referred to as an "album" where every album has 
an identifying "title".
The constitution of an album is in the fonn of a plenix. This constitution 
must be compatible with a predetermined album pattern. A predetermined 
album pattern is referred to as an "album prototype" or simply a 
"prototype". Each prototype relates to a particular kind of problem and a 
typical Formian installation will have one or more prototypes covering the
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fields of applications relevant to tlie installation. Every prototype has a 
number of associated formats for graphical and/or textual output. Each 
prototype has an "identification number" and a prototype whose 
identification number is n is referred to as the "nth prototype".
An example of a prototype relating to the field of structural analysis is 
given in the sequel. This prototype is for skeletal structures under static 
loads and its identification number is 1 (tlius, it is referred to as the first 
prototype).
The first prototype may be represented by a plenix of tlie form
~{GIN,NOL,NOC,ELL,ELP,SUL,SUP,LOL,LOP,RES}-
where the last panel (tliat is, RES) will be present only if analytical results 
are sent back fi’om the program wliich has been used for the analysis.
The first panel of the above plenix which is denoted by GIN (standing for 
General INfonnation) is an integer billet of tlie form
{PN, DC, SC, OC} 
where:
PN (standing for Prototype Number) is the identification number of the 
prototype and should be given as 1.
DC (standing for Destination Codet) is an integer specifying the program 
for which tlie infonnation in the album is prepared.
SC (standing for Structure Codet) is an integer number specifying the type 
of the structure.
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OC (standing for Operation Codet) is the integer number 1 or 2, where 1 
implies that the album does not include analytical results and 2 implies 
that the album does include analytical results.
The remaining panels of the plenix representing tlie first prototype are 
described below:
NOL (standing for NOde List) is a numeric ingot of the form
{[U1,U2,... ], [U1,U2,... ],... }
where [U1,U2, ... ] is a signet representing a node of the structure and 
where the order in which the signets aie given indicates the order in which 
the nodes are required to be numbered for the purposes of structural 
analysis, NOL is, in fact, the numerant of the structure. The "numerant" 
of a structure is an ingot in which every signet represents a node of the 
structure and in which the arrangement of the signets is the same as the 
order in which the nodes are required to be numbered. The order of NOL 
is the total number of the nodes in the structure.
NOC (standing for NOde Coordinates) is a numeric ingot of tlie form
{[x,y], [x,y],...}
or
{[x,y,z], [x,y,z],... }
where x, y and z are the global coordinates of a node of the structure. 
NOC is of the same order as NOL and the rtli cantle of NOC contains the 
coordinates of the node represented by the rth cantle of NOL.
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ELL (standing for ELement List) is an integer ingot of tlie form 
[ij,k],... }
where i and j are the numbers of the nodes of an element and where k is 
an integer specifying tlie type of the element, as explained in the next 
paragraph. The order of ELL is equal to tlie total number of elements in 
the structure.
ELP (standing for ELement Particulars) is a numeric ingot of the form
{[pl,p2,.. ,ps], [pl,p2,.. ,ps],... }
where p l,p2 ,.. ,ps are properties for an element type (such as modulus of 
elasticity of the material, cross-sectional area, ...) and where s is the 
number of element properties. The order of ELP is equal to the number of 
different types of elements and the kth cantle of ELP specifies the 
properties of tlie kth type of element.
SUL (standing for SUpport List) is an integer ingot of the form 
{[Ik], [i,k],... }
where i is tlie number of a support node and k is an integer specifying the 
type of constraint pattern at tlie node, as explained in the next paragraph. 
The order of SUL is equal to the total number of support nodes.
SUP (standing for Support Particulars) is an integer ingot of the forni
{[cl,c2,.. ,cn], [cl,c2,.. ,cn],... }
where each one of the entities cl,c2, .. ,cn is either 0 or 1 and where n is 
equal to the number of degrees of freedom at an unconstrained node of the
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structure. Each cantle of SUP specifies the constraint pattern for a 
support type, witli 1 implying a constrained degree of fi-eedom and 0 
implying an unconstrained degree of freedom. The order in which cl,c2, 
.. ,cn relate to the degrees of fi-eedom is determined by considering the 
translational degrees of freedom in the x, y and z directions followed by 
the rotational degrees of freedom about x, y and z directions, with any 
degree of freedom which is not relevant for the type of structure being 
omitted. The order of SUP is equal to the number of support types, with 
the kth cantle of SUP specifying the kth type of constraint pattern.
LOL (standing for LOaded node Lists) is a plenix of the form 
-{P1,P2,... ,Pr}~
where r> -l and where each one of the panels P1,P2, .. ,Pr is an integer 
ingot listing the loaded nodes for a load case. Each one of the panels 
P1,P2,.. ,Pr is of the fonn
{[i,k], [i,k],... }
where i is the number of a loaded node and k is an integer specifying the 
type of the loading at the node, as described in the next paragraph. The 
order of each one of the panels P1,P2,.. ,Pr is equal to the total number of 
the loaded nodes for tlie respective load case.
LOP (standing for LOad Particulars) is a numeric ingot of the form 
{[wl,w2,.. ,vm], [wl,w2,.. ,wn],... }
where wl,w2, .. ,wn are load components for a load type and where n is 
equal to the number of degrees of freedom at an unconstrained node of the 
structure. The order in wliich these components are given is determined 
by considering the components of force in the x, y and z directions
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followed by tlie components of moment about the x, y and z directions, 
witli only the components along or about the relevant degrees of freedom 
for the type of structure being included. The order of LOP is equal to the 
total number of load types in all the load cases and tlie kth cantle of LOP 
specifies the components of the ktli load type.
RES (standing for RESults) is a plenix of the form 
-{P1,P2,... ,Pr}-
where r>=l and where each one of the panels P1,P2, .. ,Pr is a plenix 
containing analytical results for a load case. RES will only be present if 
the analytical results are sent back to Formian for postprocessing.
Each one of the plenices P1,P2,.. ,Pr is of the form 
-{F,D,R}-
where F, D and R are numeric ingots containing the element forces 
(moments), nodal displacements (rotations) and reactions, respectively.
F is of the form
{[fl,f2,.. ,fii], [fl,f2,.. ,fri],... }
where fl,f2, .. ,fii are the components of internal force (moment) for an 
element. The value of n depends on the type of structure and is equal to 1 
for a pin jointed structure. The order of F is the same as that of ELL. 
Also, the order in which tlie elements are considered in F corresponds to 
that in ELL.
D is of the form
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{[dl,d2,.. ,dn], [dl,d2,.. ,dn],... }
Where dl,d2, .. ,dn are the components of displacement (rotation) for a 
node and where n is equal to the number of degrees of freedom at an 
unconstrained node of the structure. The order of D is the same as tliat of 
NOL. Also, the order in wliich the nodes are considered in D 
corresponds to that in NOL.
R is of the form
{[rl,r2,.. ,m], [rl,r2,.. ,m ],... }
where rl,r2, .. ,m are tlie components of reaction at a support node and 
where n is equal to the number of degi ees of freedom at an unconstrained 
node of tlie structure. The order of R is the same as that of SUL. Also, 
the order in which the support nodes are considered in R corresponds to 
that in SUL.
3.16 EXAMPLES
The applications of Epifortran and Epic are illustrated in this section 
through simple examples. The first example involves a supplement in 
Epifortran that can be used to create the basispherical retronorm. The 
basispherical retronorm is, of course, a standard retronorm and need not 
be recreated as a supplementary retronorm. However, this retronorm 
provides a convenient medium for illustration of "epiprogramming" and as 
such is used here. The formulation in the supplement is as described iu 
Section 2.9.3. The example is given in terms of a supplement statement, 
as follows:
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BS = »[;1,1,@D(=)FLTFMX,@I(=)FMX,@P(==)"{(3)NUM}~; 
subroutine BS 
f=3.14159265/180.0 
if(0RD|Ol.eq.0)return 
c*****in the case of nonempty formex
if(GRDI@1.It.3)QUIT 'invalid grade*
USE GRD(GRDI@1) 
do 100 i=l,ORD|@I
USE PLX(PLXI 01(i)) 
do 100 j=l,PLX|@I(i) 
r=@I(i,j,l)*@P(l) 
s=@I(i,i,2)*@P(2)*f 
t=@I(i,j,3)*@P(3)*f 
@D(i,j,l)=r*sin(t)*cos(s)
OD(i,j,2)-r*sin(t)*sin(s)
@D(i,j,3)=r*cos(t) 
do 100 k=4,GRD|@I
0D(i,j,k)=@I(i,j,k)
100 continue 
return 
end] '
The second example is an Epic version of the first example, as follows:
BS = '[:l,3,@D(=)FLTFMX,êI(=)FMX,0P(=)“'{(3)NUM}
^include "stdio.h"
^include "math.h"
#define f 3.14159265/180.0 
BS()
{
int i,j,k; 
float r;
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double t,s;
if(ORD1@I=-0)return;
/* in the case of nonempty formex */ 
if(GRDI 01 < 3)QUIT "invalid grade"; 
USE GRD(GRDI@1); 
for(i=l; i<=ORD|01; i++){
USE PLX(PLXI 01(i)); 
for(i=l; i<=PLX|0I(i); j++){ 
r-0I(i,j,l)*0P(l); 
s=0I(i,i,2)*0P(2)*f; 
t=0I(i,j,3)*0P(3)*f;
0D(i,j,l)=r*sin(t)*cos(s); 
0D(i,j,2)=r*sin(t)*sin(s); 
0D(i,j,3)=r*cos(t); 
for(k=4; k<=GRD|01; k++)
0D(i,j,k)=0I(i,j,k);
}
}
} ] •
The third example involves a supplement in Epifortran that can be used to 
create the GENIC function, as described in Section 2.5.7. Again, the 
GENIC fonction is a standard function and need not be recreated as a 
supplementary function. However, the definition of tlie GENIC function 
provides a suitable basis for an example of a function supplement. The 
example is given in terms of a supplement statement as follows:
GENIC = »[:2,1,0D(=)FMX,0I(=)FMX,
0 P ( = ) (4)INT,(3)NUM,INT}": 
subroutine GENIC 
integer dl,d2,t 
if(ORDI 01.eq.0)return 
c*****in the case of nonempty formex
if(GRD|0I.lt.0P(1) .or. GRD|0I.lt.0P(2))
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+ QUIT 'invalid grade' 
dl=0P(l) 
d2=0P(2) 
nl=0P(3) 
n2=0P(4) 
t =0P(8)
if(0P(5)(=)INT .and. 0P(6)(=)INT .and.
+ 0P(7)(=)INT .and. 01(=)INTFMX) then
c********in the case of integer formex 
ipl=0INTP(5) 
ip2=0INTP(6) 
ib =0INTP(7)
00D=LIB(i=l,n2)|RIN(dl,nl+t*(i-l),ipl)|
+ TRANIC(dl,d2,ib*(i-1),ip2*(i-l))|01
else
c********in the case of floatal formex 
pl=0FLTP(5) 
p2=0FLTP(6) 
b =0FLTP(7)
00D=LIB(i=l,n2)|RIN(dl,nl+t*(i-1),pl)|
+ TRANIC(dl,d2,b*(i-1),p2*(i~l))|0I
end if 
return 
end] '
The final example is an Epic version of the previous example, as follows:
GENIC = '[: 2,3,0D(=)FMX,01(=)FMX,
0P(=)"{(4)INT,(3)NUM,INT}
^include "stdio.h"
GENIC 0 
{
int dl,d2,nl,n2,t,ipl,ip2,ib;
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float pl,p2,b; 
if(ORDI0I==O)return;
/* in the case of nonempty formex */ 
if (GRD|@K@P(1) II GRD|@K0P(2))
QUIT "invalid grade"; 
dl=0P(l); 
d2=@P(2); 
nl==@P(3) ; 
n2=@P(4); 
t =0P(8);
if(@P(5)(=)INT && @P(6)(=)INT &&
0P(7)(=)INT && 01(=)INTFMX){
/* in the case of integer formex */ 
ipl=0INTP(5); 
ip2=0INTP(6); 
ib =0INTP(7);
00D=LIB(i=l,n2)|RIN(dl,nl+t*(i-l),ipl)| 
TRANIC(dl,d2,ib*(i-1),ip2*(i-l))|01;
}
else {
/* in the case of floatal formex */ 
pl=0FLTP(5); 
p2=0FLTP(6); 
b =0FLTP(7);
00D=LIB(i=l,n2)|RIN(dl,nl+t*(i-l),pl)| 
TRANIC(dl,d2,b*(i-1),p2*(i-l))|01;
}
}] *
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Chapter 4
PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS OF EPILANGUAGES
The previous chapter defined supplements and epilanguages. This chapter 
shows how supplements may be used in practice. A number of examples 
are given using the epilanguage Epic. However, before investigating these 
examples some of the advantages that accrue from using supplements 
will be given.
The principal benefit is that of time and resources saved. There are few 
civil and structural engineers who enjoy the challenge of modifying large 
and complex C programs such as Fonnian. Similarly there are few 
systems programmers who appreciate what an engineer is trying to 
achieve when faced with incorporating an idea into Fonnian. By 
providing the supplement facility engineers may readily transfonn tlieir 
ideas into code without recourse to the help of a professional programmer. 
They can use the higji level language of their choice (usually FORTRAN) 
and witliin this language use the facilities of fonnex algebra that they 
have become familiar tlirough generating fonnulations. The code is 
substantially smaller than if one were to use just the high level language: 
less code means less chance of error and therefore a shorter development 
time. In addition, because care has been taken to ensure that errors in the 
users supplement are trapped and reported the resulting program is robust 
and errors can be traced and amended quickly.
Returning to the examples, the first part develops a supplementaiy plenix 
that is used in a supplementary template called the "Taiyo Kogyo 
Template". Tliis template is used to create data in the correct format for 
input to one of a number of analysis programs. The second part illustrates 
the construction of a supplementary function that is used in the design of
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membrane and cable structures. The function transforms a simple 
representation of a structure into tlie initial shape for input into a form 
finding program. The third part deals with the generation of geodesic 
configurations tlirough tlie use of two supplementary functions. One 
enables a configuration to be projected on a variety of different types of 
surfaces such as spheres, ellipsoids and paraboloids. The other enables a 
configuration to be modelled on Platonic polyhedra.
4.1 TAIYO KOGYO TEMPLATE
"Taiyo Kogyo" is the name of a Japanese coiporation which specialises in 
membrane and truss structures.
In this company Formian is used in data generation for space structures 
and the resulting data are converted into a format of the input files of 
structural analysis programs outside Fonnian.
In a company like Taiyo Kogyo, a number of different structural analysis 
programs may be in use for different purposes and each program may 
have its own format of data input. The Taiyo Kogyo template here may be 
used to create input data for two analysis programs MMC (an in-house 
membrane analysis program) and ADINA (a general FEM (finite element 
method) analysis package).
4.1.1 FEM ELEMENTS, MATERIALS AND ANALYSIS 
METHODS
The aim of the Taiyo Kogyo template is to prepare data for structural 
analysis program packages. To obtain a overview of the Taiyo Kogyo 
template, the following matters should be considered:
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Wliat kinds of elements can be modelled ?
What kinds of information about the elements can be represented ?
What kinds of analyses can be performed ?
Taiyo Kogyo template can deal with five types of elements for structural 
analysis which is based on FEM. Table 4.1.1 lists the types of elements 
which are dealt with in the Taiyo Kogyo Template. Each type of element 
has different material properties as shown in Table 4.1.2. There are five 
analysis metliods that are catered for in the Taiyo Kogyo template. These 
are listed in Table 4.1.3.
Before discussing the detail of the Taiyo Kogyo template, a small example 
using Taiyo Kogyo template is described in next section.
Table 4.1.1
Type o f element Explanation
Truss element A truss element (or a bar element) is the usual 
2-noded line element that resists only axial force.
Beam element A beam element is a 2-noded line element that 
resists botli axial forces, shear forces and bending 
moments.
Cable element Cable element is a truss element that resists only 
tensile force.
Membrane element A membrane element is a 3-noded plane stress 
element that resists membrane forces.
Spring element A spring element is a special element that connects 
a specified global degree of freedom (translation) of 
one node to a specified global degree of freedom of 
anotlier node. A spring element may be used to 
model such effects as the interaction between tlie 
structure and its elastic supports, fiction between 
the joints aiid so on.
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Table 4.1.2
Type o f element Properties
Truss element Young’s modulus 
Cross-sectional area 
Density
Beam element Young’s modulus 
Cross-sectional area 
Poisson’s ratio
Second moments of area with respect to two principal 
directions and tlie torsion constant of the cross-section 
Density
Effective shear area (in one direction).
Cable element Young’s modulus 
Density
Membrane
element
Young’s moduli(two values for two direction) 
Tliickness
Poisson’s ratios(two values for two direction) 
Density
Effective shear area (in one direction)
Spring element Stiffiiess
Table 4.1.3
Analysis method Explanation
Linear Static 
analysis
The standard linear analysis is carried out.
Linear buckling 
analysis
The buckling load level of the structure and its 
buckling modes are obtained using the classical 
buckling analysis theory.
Nonlinear buckling 
analysis
The buckling load level of tlie state where the 
tangent stifiBiess matrix of the structure becomes 
singular is obtained.
Free vibration 
analysis
The free vibration frequencies and vibration 
modes are obtained.
Dynamic response 
analysis
The structural response under a dynamic loading 
is calculated.
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4.1.2 AN EXAMPLE
Consider the double layer grid whose plan view is shown in Fig 4.1.1, 
where tlie top layer elements are drawn in full line, the bottom layer 
elements are drawn in dashed line and the web elements are drawn in 
dotted line. The dimensions of the grid in terms of a parameter L together 
with the global coordinate system x-y-z and the nonnat U1-U2-U3 are 
shovm in Fig 4.1.1.
The grid is supported at eight bottom layer nodes indicated by little circles 
in Fig 4.1.1. The nodes indicated by solid circles are constrained in x, y 
and z directions and the nodes indicated by hollow circles have a single 
constraint in the z direction.
One loading case is considered. This consists of:
(1) vertical downward point loads of magnitude 1/4 ton applied at the four 
top layer comer nodes,
(2) vertical downward point loads of magnitude 1/2 ton applied at all the 
non-comer top layer nodes along tlie edges and
(3) vertical downward point loads of magnitude 1 ton applied at all the top 
layer nodes that are not along the edges.
The grid is to be analysed as a pin-jointed linear stmctuie. The elements 
of the grid are of three different cross-sectional types. The cross-sectional 
area for all the top layer elements is 0.00125 m^2, the cross-sectional area 
for all the bottom layer elements is 0.00075 m^2 and the cross-sectional 
area for all tlie web elements is 0.001 m'^ 2. The modulus of elasticity for 
tlie material of which the elements are made is assumed to be 21000000 
ton/(m^2).
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A complete set of data for the analysis of the structure of Fig 4.1.1 may be 
generated througli tlie formulation shown in Fig 4.1.3.
T0P=PEX|RINID(4,4,2,2)1R0SAD(1,1)|[0,0,1 ; 2,0,1] 
BOT=PEX|RINID(3,3,2,2)1ROSAD(2,2)|[1,1,0; 3,1,0] 
WEB=RINID(4,4,2,2)|ROSAD(l, 1)|[0,0,1; 1,1,0]
Sl=([l,3,0], [3,1,0]}
S2=LUX(S l)jROSAD(4,4)|S 1 
L1=ROSAD(4,4)I[0,0,1]
L2=ROSAD(4,4)1RIN(1,3,2)1[2,0,1]
L3=RINID(3,3,2,2)|[2,2,1]
N=RAM(SED(1,2))1WEB
MAT=~{21000000}~
SUBMIT ~{~{'[TAIYO]', '[ADINA]', 10, ’[EXAMPLE]'}-,..
~{N,N}~,..
-{-{TOP, 1, 0.00125, MAT}-, -{BOT, 1, 0.00075,MAT}-,..
-{WEB, 1, 0.001, M A T}-}-,..
-{-{81 , [1,1,1,1,1,1]}-, -{82, [0,0,1,1,1,1]}-}-,..
-{-{L I, [0, 0, -1/4]}-, -{L2, [0, 0, -1/2]}-,-{L3, [0,0,-!]}-}- }-
Fig 4.1.3
Where the double dots appearing in the plenix in Fig 4.1.3 are 
continuation marks (See Section 2.11). The formulation in Fig 4.1.3 
consists of a sequence of assignment statements followed by a SUBMIT 
statement. The first tliree assignment statements create the formex 
variables TOP, BOT and WEB. These variables represent the top layer 
elements, bottom layer elements and web elements, respectively. The 
next two assignment statements create the fonnex variables SI and S2 
that represent support nodes of types one and two, respectively. Formex 
variables LI, L2 and L3 are created next, where LI represents the nodes 
that are under tlie load 1/4 ton, L2 represents the nodes that are under tlie 
load 1/2 ton and L3 represents the nodes that are under the load 1 ton.
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The node numbering pattern for the grid is specified by the formex 
variable N. The value of this variable is an mgot whose signets represent 
all the nodes of the grid with tlie signets arranged in tlie order that the 
corresponding nodes are required to be numbered. Tliis ingot is referred 
to as tlie "numerant" of the structure. The assignment statement that 
creates N employs the concepts of rapported medulla function and 
sedilate perdicant, as discussed in Sections 2.5 and 2.6. The node 
numbering pattern represented by N is shown in Fig 4.1.2.
The next assignment statement creates a plenix variable MAT that 
represents material properties. In general, a number of material properties 
like Poisson's ratio, density,.., are included in this plenix, however, only 
the Young’s modulus is needed in this example.
The last statement in the formulation of Fig 4.1.3 is a SUBMIT statement. 
Tliis statement has the effect of generating input data for the analysis 
program. The construct tliat follows tlie keyword SUBMIT in Fig 4.1.3 is 
a plenix formation and is referred to as the "submission plenix".
The arrangement of tlie submission plenix of Fig 4.1.3 is based on the 
Taiyo Kogyo template.
The submission plenix, in the present example, consists of five principal 
panels as follows:
-{codet panel, node panel, element panel, support panel, load panel}-
Subsidiary panels of each principal panel of the submission plenix are 
listed in Table 4.1.4.
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Table 4.1.4
panel contents of panel
codet '[TAIYO]', ’[ADINA]', 10, ’[EXAMPLE]'
node N,N
element -{T0P,1, 0.00125,MAT}-,-{BOT,l,0.00075,MAT}-,-{WEB,l,0.001,MAT}-
support -{S l, [1,1,1,1,1,1]}-, -{S2,[0,0,1,1,1,1]}-
load -{L1,[0, 0, -1/4]}-, -{L2,[0, 0, -1/2]}-,-{L3,[0,0,-1]}-
Leaving the codet panel to be described later, the details of the 
submission plenix are discussed starting from the "node panel".
(1) Node Panel
The node panel, in general, consists of two formex expressions. The 
value of the first expression is the numerant of the structure and the value 
of tlie second expression is an ingot that lists the global x-y-z coordinates 
of all the nodes in the order specified by the numerant. In the present 
example, tlie ingot representing tlie nodal coordinates is chosen to be the 
same as the numerant where the dimension L in Fig 4.1.1 is assumed to 
one unit length.
(2) Element Panel
Input data for the analysis regarding element connectivity together with 
cross-sectional and material properties will be generated by the system 
using tlie element panel in conjunction with the node panel. The element 
panel in the submission plenix of Fig 4.1.3 is given as
-{-{TOP, 1, 0.00125, MAT}-, -{BOT, I, 0.00075,MAT}-, -{WEB, 1, 0.001, MAT}-}-
Here, TOP, BOT and WEB are formex variables representing the 
elements of top layer, bottom layer and web, respectively. As there are
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three different cross sectional areas for the elements forming this 
structure, tliis panel has three principal panels,
-{TOP, 1, 0.00125, MAT}-
-{BOT, 1, 0.00075,MAT}-
and
-{WEB, 1, 0.001, MAT}- 
Each one of these panels consists of four principal panels as follows :
-{element formex, element specifier,cross-sectional properties, 
material properties }-
The first principal panel of the element panel is a formex expression 
representing the configuration of the top layer elements together with 
tliree kinds of the information about the elements corresponding to tlie 
type of the elements, the cross-sectional area of the elements and the 
value of the Young's modulus of the elements. The remaining two panels 
of the element panel have similar information about formex variables BOT 
and WEB, respectively.
The numerant of tlie structure will be used as the canonic parameter of the 
dictum function (See Table 2.5.9) to transform tlie values of the formex 
variables TOP, BOT and WEB into element connectivity information in 
terms of the node numbering pattern of Fig 4.1.2. It will not be necessary 
to explicitly specify the total number of elements or the number of 
different element types or the number of elements of each type, since 
these items of information may be deduced fi-om the element panel. Also,
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explicit specification of the total number of nodes is not required, since 
this information may be deduced from the node panel.
(3) Support Panel
The fourtli panel of the submission plenix of Fig 4.1.3 is the support 
panel. Tliis panel is given as
~{Sl,[l,l,l,l,l,l]}-,-{S2,[0,0,1,1,1,1]}-
Here, SI and S2 are formex variables representing the support nodes of 
types one and two, respectively. These variables will be used to generate 
information about the support nodes, relative to the numbering pattern of 
Fig 4.1.2, in the same manner as discussed in relation to element 
connectivity. As tliere are two different support types in tliis structure, the 
support panel has two principal panels :
-{ S l,[ l,l ,l ,1,1,1]}- 
and
-{S2,[0,0,l,l,l,l]}- 
Each one of tliese panels consists of two panels as follows :
-{support formex, support type}-
The first principal panel of the support panel indicates that the nodes 
represented by the formex variable S1 are constrained by the support type
[1,1,1,1,1,1].
The second principal panel of the support panel indicates that the nodes 
represented by the formex variable S2 ai e constrained by the support type
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[0,0,1,1,1,11.
Tliis array provides information about the constraints at the support nodes 
and has six entries, reflecting tlie fact that a node has six degrees of 
freedom, that is three translational degrees of freedom along x, y and z 
directions and three rotational degrees of freedom about x, y and z axes. 
In this context, the integer values 1 and 0 are used to imply presence and 
absence of constraint, respectively. Tliree entries may be enough for this 
example to express tlie support type. However, in the Taiyo Kogyo 
template always six entries are required.
(4) Load Panel
The last principal panel of tlie submission plenix in Fig 4.1.3 is the load 
panel which is given as
~{Ll,[0,0,-l/4]}-,~{L2,[0,0,-l/2]}~,~{L3,[0,0,-l]}~.
Here, the formex variables L I, L2 and L3 represent the loaded nodes of 
the grid corresponding to the tliree types of loads. These variables will be 
used to generate information about the loaded nodes relative to the 
numbering pattern of Fig 4.1.2. Each one of these panels consists of two 
principal panels as follows :
-{load formex, load vector}-
The first principal panel of the load panel indicates that the loaded nodes 
represented by the formex variable LI aie under the load components
[0,0,-l/4]
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and the second and the tliird principal panels of tlie load panel provide 
information about the load components applied to the nodes represented 
by L2 and L3, respectively.
(5) Codet Panel
Attention is now turned to the description of tlie first principal panel of the 
submission plenix in Fig 4.1.3. This panel is referred to as the codet panel 
and is of the form
-{template codet, destination codet, method codet, project codet}-.
The term "codet" is used to refer to an item of information that provides a 
guide-line for tlie manner in wliich tlie submission plenix is to be 
processed.
(5-a)Template Codet
The "template codet" is a string expression whose value is the title of the 
template in accordance with wliich the submission plenix is arranged. 
The title of tlie template of the submission plenix of Fig 4.1.3 is TAIYO 
and this fact is specified by the template codet hi Fig 4.1.3.
(5-b)Destination Codet
The second panel of the codet panel is the "destination codet". This is a 
string expression whose value specifies the program to which tlie data is 
to be submitted. The destination codet in tlie submission plenix of Fig
4.1.3 is given as ADINA wliich is the name of a structural analysis 
package used in the Taiyo Kogyo Corporation.
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(5-c)MetIiod Codet
The third panel of the codet panel is tlie "method codet". This is an 
integer expression whose value specifies the type of analysis to be 
performed. Analysis packages often have different possible ways of 
carrying out tlie analysis and the role of the method codet is to specify the 
particular manner in which the analysis is required to be performed. The 
integer 10 given as the method codet in the submission plenix of Fig 4.1.3 
is intended to mdicate that linear analysis is to be performed.
(5-d)Project Codet
The last panel of tlie codet panel is the "project codet". Tliis is a string 
expression whose value specifies the name of the job.
(6) An Alternative Form of Submission Plenix
The submission plenix in Fig 4.1.3 includes the details of all the panels. 
However, it may sometimes be found more convenient to give the details 
of some or all the panels beforehand and simplify the form of the 
submission plenix. For example, the fonnulation of Fig 4.1.3 may be 
given in an alternative form as shown in Fig 4.1.4. In the formulation (Fig 
4.1.4) for the analysis of the structure of Fig 4.1.1, every panel of tlie 
submission plenix is a plenix variable which is created througji an 
assignment statement.
TOP=PEX|R]NID(4,4,2,2)|ROSAD(l, 1)|[0,0,1 ; 2,0,1] 
BOT=PEX|RINID(3,3,2,2)1ROSAD(2,2)|[1,1,0; 3,1,0] 
WEB=RINID(4,4,2,2)|ROSAD(1,1)|[0,0,1; 1,1,0] 
MAT=-{21000000}~
ELP1=-{T0P, 1, 0.00125, MAT}- 
ELP2=-{B0T, 1, 0.00075, MAT}- 
ELP3=-{WEB, 1, 0.001, MAT}-
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ELP=~{ELP1, ELP2, ELP3}~
S1={[1,3,0], [3,1,0]}
S2=LUX(S l)jROSAD(4,4)|S 1 
SUP1=-{S1, [1,1,1,1,1,1]}- 
SUP2=~{S2, [0,0,1,1,1,1]}- 
SUP=-{SUP1, SUP2}- 
Ll=ROSAD(4,4)i[0,0,l] 
L2-ROSAD(4,4)1RIN(1,3,2)|[2,0,1] 
L3=RINID(3,3,2,2)|[2,2,1]
LOP1=~{L1,[0, 0, -1/4]}- 
LOP2=-{L2,[0, 0, .1/2]}- 
LOP3=-{L3,[0,0, -1]}- 
L0P=-{L0P1, L0P2, L0P3}- 
N=RAM(SED(1,2))|WEB 
NOP=-{N,N}-
COP=-{’[TAIYO]‘, '[ADINA]', 10, '[EXAMPLE]'}- 
SUBMIT -{COP, NOP, ELP, SUP, LOP}-
Fig 4.1.4
4.1.3 FORMAT OF THE TEMPLATE
In tliis section the detailed description about the format of Taiyo Kogyo 
template is discussed. The submission plenix of Taiyo Kogyo template 
has six principal panels, codet panel(CP), node panel(NP), element 
panel(EP), support panel(SP), load paiiel(LP) and mass panel(MP) .
The general form of submission plenix is as
-{CP, NP, EP, SP, LP, MP}-
The detail of each principal panel is discussed below.
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4.1.3.1 CODET PANEL (CP)
The codet panel has four principal panels, template codet (TC), 
destination codet (DC), method codet (MC) and project codet (AC). The 
general form of the codet panel is
-{TC, DC, MC, AC}-
and the type plenix of the codet panel may be written as
-{(2)STR, INT, STR}-
Tlie detailed descriptions about these four panels are shown in Table 
4.1.5.
Table 4.1.5
Name of panel Type Contents
Template codet string
expression
The title of template in accordance with 
wliich tlie submission plenix is arranged. 
The value is always '[TAIYOf.
Destmation
codet
string
expression
The program to wliich the data is to be 
submitted. There are two possibilities : 
TADINAT or TMMCT
Metliod codet integer
expression
The types of analyses to be performed. 
10 static analysis
21 linear budding analysis
22 nonlinear buckling analysis 
30 free vibration analysis
40 dynamic response analysis
Project codet string
expression
The job name.
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4.1.3.2 NODE PANEL (NP)
The node panel has two principal panels botli of which are fonnex 
expressions. The general form of the node panel is
NP=-{E, F}-
where E is a formex expression whose value is tlie numerant of the 
structure and F is a formex expression whose value is an ingot containing 
the x-y-z global coordinates of the nodes. The type plenix of the node 
panel may be written as
-{(2)ING}-.
4.1.3.3 MATERIAL PANEL (MP)
The material panel has four principal panels as listed in Table 4.1.6. The 
general form of tlie material panel is
-{MY, MP, MD, MC}-
Table 4.1.6
panel type content
Young's modulus 
panel
reglet plexitude: 1 grade : 1 in the case of truss, beam or 
cable
plexitude: 1 grade : 2 in the case of membrane
Poisson's ratio 
panel
reglet plexitude : 1 grade : 2 in the case o f membrane or beam 
{} : in other cases
Density
panel
floatal
Shear coefficient 
panel
floatal
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The type plenix of the material panel may be written as 
-{(1+)REG}- 
Two examples for the material panel are : 
M1=-{2.1*10E7, 0.3,10.5, 3.1}- 
M2=-{[3.5, 5.6],[0.4, 0.5], 2.4, 3.3}-
The first material panel specifies a Young's modulus of 2.1*10^7, a 
Poisson's ratio of 0.3, a density of 10.5 and a shear coefficient of 3.1. The 
second material panel is for a material which has two Young's moduli of
3.5 and 5.6, two Poisson's ratios of 0.4 and 0.1, a density of 2.4 and a 
shear coefficient of 3.3.
4.1.3.4 ELEMENT PANEL (EP)
The element panel has one or more principal panels each of which is 
referred to as an "element group". There aie five kinds of element groups 
classified by the type of element as follows:
truss element group (TE) 
beam element group (BE) 
cable element group (CE) 
membrane element group (ME) 
spring element group (SE)
The element panel is of the form 
-{EGl,EG2,..,EGn}-
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where each one of the items EGl, EG2,..,EGn is a plenix specifying an
element group. The order of appearance of an element group in the
element panel is arbitrary.
Each element group panel has four principal panels and is of the form 
-{EL, ES, PR, MP}- .
The type plenix of an element group is
-{HOM, INT, REG, -{(1+)MAN}-}-
The detailed description of the type of an element group is listed in Table
4.1.7.
Some examples for element groups are given in the sequel.
Example 1. An example of the truss element group is
TE=-{F, 1,0.01, M}-
where F is a formex variable representing a configuration, the integer 1 in 
the second panel specifies truss element, 0.01 is a floatal number 
representing the cross-sectional area and M is a plenix variable 
representing material information (Young's modulus).
Examples 2. An example for beam element group is
BE=-{F, 2, [ml,m2,m3,al,a2,a3], M}-
where F is a formex variable representing a configuration,
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ml and m2 are second moments of area, 
m3 is the torsion constant, 
al is the cross-sectional area, 
a2 and a3 are tlie effective shear areas and 
M is a plenix variable.
Example 3. An example for tlie cable element group is
CE=-{F, 3, [a,t], M}-
where F is a formex variable, 
a is tlie cross-sectional area, 
t is tlie initial tension and 
M is the plenix variable.
Example 4. An example for membrane element group is
ME=-{F, 4, [a,tl,t2], M}-
where F is a fonnex variable, 
a is the thickness,
tl and t2 are initial tensions in two directions and 
M is a plenix variable.
Example 5. An example for spring element group is 
SE=-{F, 5, k}-
where F is a fonnex variable and k is a number representing the stiffiiess.
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Table 4.1.7
panel
Element
formex
type_________
formex
expression
(homogeneous)
contents
Formex representing elements belong to this group. 
Any signet of this formex must be included in the 
numerant.
Element
specifier
integer
expression
1 : truss element
2 : beam element
3 : cable element
4 : membrane element
5 : spring element
Property formex
expression
(reglet)
In the case of truss element the grade o f the reglet is 
one and it represents the cross-sectional area.
In the case of beam element the grade o f the reglet is 
six and it represents the cross-sectional area, second 
moments of area in two principal directions, torsion 
constant of the cross-section and the effective shear 
areas o f the cross-sections in two directions.
In the case of cable element the grade of the reglet is 
two and it represents the cross-sectional area and an 
initial tension force.
In the case of membrane element the grade o f the 
reglet is three and it represents the thickness and 
initial tension forces in two directions.
In the case of spring element the grade o f the reglet is 
one and it represents the stiffness o f the spring.
material
panel
plenix
expression
See Section 4.1.3.3
4.1.3.5 SUPPORT PANEL (SP)
The support panel has one or more principal panels each of which is 
referred to as a "support group".
The support panel is a plenix of the form
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-{SI, 82,..,Sn}-
where 81, 82,..,8n are plenix expressions specifying the support groups.
A support group has two principal panels, support node (8N) which is a 
fonnex expression and a support pattern (8P) which is a maniple. The 
support group is of the form
-{8N, 8P}-
The type plenix of a support panel may be written as 
-{ (l+)-{ING, INTREG}- }- 
The detailed description about the support panel is listed in Table 4.1.8.
The following is an example for support panel.
8 P = - { - { F l , [ l , l , l , l , l , l ] } - , - { F 2 , [ 0 ,0 ,1 ,0 ,0 ,0 ]} -} -
where FI and F2 are formex variables.
The nodes represented by formex FI are fully constrained and tlie nodes 
represented by formex F2 are constrained in z direction only.
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Table 4.1.8
panel type contents
supported
nodes
Formex expression 
(ingot)
This formex represents the nodes which are 
supported in the way that is indicated by the 
second principal panel of the support group. 
Any signet of this formex must be included in 
the numerant.
support pattern Integer formex 
expression 
(reglet whose grade 
is six)
Each uniple of this regret is either 1 or 0 
implying presence and absence of constraint, 
respectively.
The first uniple represents constraint in x 
direction. The second uniple represents 
constraint in y direction. The third uniple 
represents constraint in z direction. The fourth 
uniple represents rotational constraint about x 
axis. The fifth uniple represents rotational 
constraint about y axis. The sixth uniple 
represents rotational constraint about z axis.
4.1.3.6 LOAD PANEL (LP)
The load panel has one or more principal panels each of which is referred 
to as a "load group". The load panel is of the form
-{Ll,L2,..,Ln}-
where LI, L2,..,Ln are load groups.
The load group has two principal panels as listed in Table 4.1.9. The load 
group is of tlie form
-{LN,LV}-
where
LN represents the loaded nodes and
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LV is the load vector.
The type plenix of load panel may be written as 
-{ (l+)-{ING, REG}-}-
Table 4.1.9
panel type contents
loaded
nodes
Formex
expression
(ingot)
This formex represents the nodes which are loaded.
Any signet o f this formex must be included in the 
numerant.
load vector Formex
expression
(reglet)
The first uniple represents x component o f load vector. 
The second uniple represents y component of load vector. 
The third uniple represents z component of load vector.
The following is an example for a load panel. 
-{-{Fl,[0A-10.2]}--{F2,[2.5,3.2,-3.2]}-} 
where FI and F2 are formex variables.
4.1.3.7 MASS PANEL (MP)
The mass panel has one or more principal panels each of which is 
referred to as a "mass group".
The mass panel is of the form 
-{M l, M2,..,Mn}- 
where Ml, M2,..,Mn are mass groups.
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A mass group has two principal panels as listed in Table 4.1.10. A mass 
group is of the form
-{MN, M}-
where
MN is a formex variable representing a group of nodes and 
M is a number representing tlie mass.
Table 4.1.10
panel type contents
Nodes having the 
same mass
Formex
(ingot)
This formex represents the nodes which have a given 
mass. Any signet of this formex must be included in the 
numerant.
Mass floatal The mass.
The type plenix of mass panel may be written as 
(0+)-{ (l+)-{ING, FLT}-}- 
The following is an example for a mass panel.
-{-{F1,10.2}--{F2,2.5]}-}- 
where FI and F2 are formex variables.
4.1.4 TYPE DISPLAY OF TAIYO TEMPLATE
The discussion of the Taiyo Kogyo template is concluded by giving the 
following type display for tlie template.
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@S(=)-{ -{ (2)STR, INT, STR }-,
-{ (2)ING
-{ (l+)-{ HOM, INT, REG, ~{(H-)REG}~ }-} 
-{ (l+)~{ ING, INTREG 
-{ ING, REG } -} -,
(0+)-{ (!+)-{ ING, FLT }-}- }-
4.2 EXAMPLES
This section shows some examples using the Taiyo Kogyo template.
4.2.1 A SINGLE LAYER DOME
The single layer network dome whose plan view is shown in Fig. 4.2.1 
belongs to a family of domes that are frequently used. A perspective view 
and an elevation of this dome are shown in Figs.4.2.2 and 4.2.3, 
respectively. This dome is selected to illustrate the use of the Taiyo 
Kogyo template.
The dome is supported at 32 nodes shown as solid dots in Fig. 4.2.1. The 
support nodes are assumed to be completely fixed.
One loading case is considered. A vertical downward point load of 
magnitude 0.1 ton is assumed to be applied at all nodes except the support 
nodes.
The dome is to be analyzed as a pin-jointed linear structure. The computer 
program for tlie analysis is assumed to be ADINA.
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The Young's modulus for tlie material of which tlie elements are made is 
assumed to be 21000000 ton/(m'^2).
A complete set of data for the analysis of the dome may be generated 
through the formulation shown in Fig. 4.2.4.
Elements are represented by 18 fonnex variables Al, A2,.., A18 and they 
contain compretic infonnation. Plots of Al, A2,..A18 are drawn in tliick 
lines in parts al, a2,..,al8 of Fig 4.2,5, correspondingly. There are four 
types of cross-sectional areas and fonnex variables El, E2, E3 and E4 
represent these. The cross-sectional areas relating to El, E2, E3 and E4 
are 0.0005 m'^2, 0.0007 m'^2, 0.001 m^2 and 0.0014 m'^2, respectively.
Fig 4.2.1
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Fig 4.2.2
Fig 4.2.3
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A1=RIN(1,32,2)1[1,8;3,8]
A2=RIN(1,32,2)|{[0.7;1,8],[1,8;2.7]}
A3=TRAMD(-1,-1)|A1
A4=REF(2,7)1A2
A5=TRAN(2,-2)|A1
A6=TRAN(2,-2)|A2
A7=TRANID(-1,-3)|A1
A8=TRAN(2,-2)|A4
A9=TRAN(2,-4)|A1
A10=TRAN(2,-4)|A2
A11=TRANID(-1.-5)1A1
A12=RIN(1,16,4)|{[0,2;2.3],[2,3;4,2]}
A13-RIN(l,16,4)i[0,2;0,31
A14=RIN(1,16,4)|[0,2;4,2]
A15=RIN(1,8,8)[{[0,1;4.21,[4,2;8,1]}
A16=RIN(1,8,8)1[0,1;0,2]
A17=RIN(1,8,8)|[0,1;8,1]
A18=LIB(I-0,7)|[0,0;I*8,1]
D1={[64,1],[64,2],[64,3],[64,5],[64.7],[65,41,[65,6],[65,8]}
D2={[ 0,2],[ 0,3],[ 0,2],[ 0,3],[ 1,4],[ 1,6],[ 1,8]}
E1=PAN(1,1)|PEX|NOV(D1,D2)|(A7#A9#A10#A12#A15#A18)
E2=PAN(l,l)lPEX|NOV(Dl,D2)i(A5#A6#A8#A13#A16)
E3=PAN(1,1)|PEX|N0V(D1,D2)|(A2#A4#A14#A17)
E4=PAN(1,1)1PEX|N0V(D1,D2)|(A1#A3#A11)
N0DE=MED|(E1#E2#E3#E4)
SUP=PAN(l,l)iRIN(l,32,2)l[l,8]
LOD=LUX(SUP)lNODE
MATP=-{2.1E07}~
CODETP=--{'[TAIYO]', ’[ADINA]', 10, ’[DOME]’}-
NODEP= -{NODE, BS(10,360/64,9)|NODE}-
ELEMP= -{-{E l, 1, 0.0005, MATP}-,-{E2, 1, 0.0007, MATP}-,..
-{E3, 1, 0.0010, MATP}-,-{E4, 1, 0.0014, MATP}-}- 
SUPP= -{-{SUP, [1,1,1,0,0,0]}-}- 
LODP= -{-{LOD, [0,0, -0.1] }-}- 
SUBMIT -{CODETP, NODEP, ELEMP, SUPP, LODP}-
Fig 4.2.4
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a l a 2
a 4
a5 a6
Fig 4.2.5 
(to be continued)
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a7
a9
a8
alO
all ^12
Fig 4.25 (to be continued)
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al3
al5
al4
al6
al7 al8
Fig 4.2.5 (continued)
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4.2.2 A MEMBRANE STRUCTURE
This section contains tlie description of an example in which cables and 
membranes are used employing the Taiyo Kogyo template for form 
finding of the structure. A Formian scheme for formulation of the problem 
is shown in Fig 4.2.6.
CABLE=3
MEMBRANE=4
MEMB=RINID(3,3,1,1) I{[0,0; 1,0; 1,1],[0,0; 1,1; 0,1]} 
CBL =LIB(I=0,2)I[1,1; I+1,I+1] # ..
RIN(2,3,1)I[3,0;3,1]#RIN(1,3,1)|[0,3;1,3] 
FNODE=MED|MEMB
BOUD=RIN(2,3,l)I[0,1]#RIN(1,4,1)I[0,0] # [3,3] 
CBLMAT=~{1.0,0.0,1.5,0.0}~
MEBMAT=“{[6.58E4,2.18E4],[8.7E-1,2.9E-1],1.5,9.9E3}~ 
CBLPNL=~{CBL,CABLE,[0.01,200],CBLMAT}”
MEMPNL=~{MEMB,MEMBRANE,[0.0,200,200],MEBMAT}~ 
CPANEL=-{'[TAIYO]•,’[MMC]',10,'[TEST]'}~
NPANEL="{FNODE,TRANS(0.7,0.7,12/21)|FNODE}~ 
EPANEL=~{CBLPNL,MEMPNL}~
SPANEL=-{~{BOUD,[l,l,l,0,0,0]}-}~
LPANEL=-{-{}~}-
SÜBMIT "{CPANEL,NPANEL,EPANEL,SPANEL,LPANEL}"
Fig 4.2.6
The configuration which is represented by fonnex variable MEMB gives 
the compretic properties of the so called "trial shape". This configuration 
has 18 triangles as drawn in Fig 4.2.7. Fonnex variable CBL represents 
the cable elements whose configuration is drawn in thick lines in Fig
4.2.7. It is assumed that the cable elements are connected to the 
membrane elements all along the cables.
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Fonnex variables FNODE represents the numerant of the structure and 
fonnex variable BOUD represents tlie nodes to be constrained. There are 
eight constrained nodes which are shown in black dots in Fig 4.2.7.
Plenix variable CBLMAT is used for defining material information for 
the cable elements and plenix variable MEMBAT is used for defining 
material information for membrane elements. Plenix variables CBLPNL 
and MEMPNL are cable element group and membrane element group, 
respectively.
Plenix variable CPANEL is tlie codet panel. The node panel winch is 
represented by tlie plenix variable NPANEL contains a supplementary 
retronomic function "TRANS" in the second principal panel. This function 
creates the configuration in the global coordinate system. Fig 4.2.8 gives a 
plan view of the configuration to be obtained by TRANS. The numbers 
near the nodes indicate the z coordinate of the nodes. The perspective 
view of the configuration of Fig 4.2.8 is given in Fig 4.2,9. It shows that 
one of the eight constrained nodes is lifted up while fixing the other seven. 
The configuration of Fig 4.2.8 and Fig 4.2.9 is called a "trial shape". The 
details of function TRANS will be mentioned later.
Plenix variables EPANEL and LPANEL are element panel and support 
panel, respectively. Load panel LPANEL is here an empty plenix, because 
the first step of membrane analysis only involves form finding and the 
initial shape can be obtained witliout loading.
In the last line of tlie scheme of Fig 4.2.6 a plenix to be submitted is 
given.
Fig 4.2.10 shows a perspective view of the initial shape obtained by the 
analysis program MMC. Fig 4.2.11 shows the difference between the trial
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shape which is drawn in dotted lines and the initial shape which is drawn 
in full lines.
ul
2 I 0
Fig 4.2.7
ul
0.8 0.4
0.8 0.8 0.4
0,4 0.4 0.4
1.’4
S 0
2.1
1.4
0.7
Fig 4.2.8
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Fig 4.2.9
Fig 4.2.10
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Fig 4.2.11
Fig 4.2.12 shows the supplementary retronomic function 'TRANS" used 
in Fig 4.2.6. Tliis supplement is written in EPIC.
i2 ,3 ,@ D ( = )FLTFMX,@I( = )FMX,@P( = ) ' '{ (3)NUM}” :
# i n c l u d e  " s t d i o . h "
# i n c l u d e  "math.h"
t r a n s ( )
{
i n t  i , j ;  
u s e  g r d ( 3 ) ;
f o r { 1 = 1 ; i < = o r d | @ I ; 1 + + ) {  
u s e  p l x ( p l x j @ I ( i ) ) ;  
f o r ( j = l ; j < = p l x | @ I ( i ) ; j + + ) {
@ D ( i , j , l ) = @ I ( i , j , l ) * @ F L T P ( l ) ;
@ D ( i , j , 2 ) = @ I ( i , j , 2 ) * @ F L T P ( 2 ) ; 
i f  ( @ I ( l , j , 2 ) < @ I ( l , j , l ) )
@D( i , j , 3 ) =@FLTP( 3 ) * @ F L T I ( i , j ,2 ) * @ F L T P { 2 ) ;
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e l s e
@ D ( i , j , 3 ) = @ F L T P ( 3 ) * @ F L T I ( i , j , l ) * @ F L T P ( l ) ;
}}
}
Fig 4.2.12
The Taiyo Kogyo analysis program for membrane structures is divided 
into two subprograms which exist independently, the first is for finding an 
initial shape and the second is for obtaining the stresses in the membrane 
based on the initial shape obtained in the first subprogram. Only the first 
subprogram of MMC relates to this supplement. After getting the initial 
shape througli the first part of MMC, information about the magnitude of 
load at each node is added to generate data for the second part of MMC 
in which the result of the stress analysis is obtained.
4.3 SUPPLEMENTING FORMIAN WITH A NEW FUNCTION
The previous section discusses data submission to a form finding program 
(a part of MMC). This section describes the implementation of a 
supplementary function in Formian. The first program segment in MMC is 
called "SHAPE". SHAPE can be used as a supplementary function by 
adding additional lines which must be written in an epilanguage.
The supplementary function SELAPE can be used in the form
F=SHAPE|P
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where P is a plenix wliich is created based on the Taiyo Kogyo template 
discussed before and F is a formex that will represent the resulting initial 
shape.
The second principal panel of the node panel of P has tlie coordinates of 
the trial shape. This will be transfonned to represent the coordinates of 
the initial shape.
The following is an example of the use of SHAPE.
F=SHAPEh{CPAJNEL,NPANEL,EPANEL,SPANEL,LPANEL}~
The plenix formation following SHAPE is the same as used in Fig4.2.6. 
The type display for the supplementary fimction SHAPE is of the fonn : 
:1,3,@D(=)~{~{(2)STR,INT,STR}^,
-{(H-)-{HOM,INT,REG,-{(l+)REG}-}-}-,
~{(l+)~{ING,INTREG}'-}~
-{(1+)'^{ING,REG}44-
@p(=)~{}~
@I(=)FMX,
@W(=)FMX
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4.4 GENERATION OF GEODESIC FORMS
4.4.1 INTRODUCTION
The generation of geodesic forms has presented a challenge for enghieers 
and arcliitects for decades. Geodesic fonns constitute an important family 
of structural systems. They are efficient and appealing and are employed 
frequently for dome structures. Data generation for geodesic forms has 
always been a difficult problem, from the days of hand data generation 
using tables of coefficients to today's specially written computer programs 
with many limitations and shortcomings. Tzounnaklitou introduced in her 
Thesis (Ref 12) two fonnex functions, "polyhedron function" and 
"tractation function", to create a way for generation of a geodesic forms 
using Foimian.
This section describes some examples using these two functions that are 
implemented employing EPIC. Generation of a geodesic fonn is solved in 
two stages. Firstly the polyhedron function is used to generate a 
configuration modelled on a polyhedron. The resultmg configuration is 
referred to as a "polyhedric configuration". In the next stage, the tractation 
retronorm is employed to obtain tlie projection of the polyhedric 
configuration on one or more specified surfaces. This transformation 
allows choice of different types of surfaces such as sphere, ellipsoid and 
paraboloid.
For instance, the polyhedric configuration of Fig 4.4.1 can be represented 
by the fonnex variable H as shown in Fig 4.4.2.
POL is an abbreviation for "polyhedron" and is followed by a sequence of 
parameters enclosed in parentheses.
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The "polyhedron code" specifies tlie type of polyhedron which is to be 
used as the basis for the operation. Table 4.4.1. lists the code numbers for 
the Platonic polyhedra and Figs 4.4.4 to 4.4.8 show views of these 
polyhedra. The integer 5 given as the polyhedron code in Fig.4.4.2 
specifies an icosaliedron.
Fig 4.4.1
H=POL(5,10, [ 0,0; 18,0], [1;5])|F /
L argument
  face list
 locator
  radius specifier
  polyhedron code
abbreviation for polyhedron
Fig 4.4.2
Table 4.4.1 Polyhedron code
Polyhedron Code
Tetrahedron 1
Cube (Hexahedron) 2
Octahedron 3
Dodecahedron 4
Icosahedron 5
U2
4J3
Ul
0 4 8 12 16
Fig 4.4.3
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The "radius specifier" determines the size of the polyhedron by specifying 
the radius of the circumsphere of tlie polyhedron, that is, tlie sphere that 
contains all the vertices of the polyhedi on. This parameter is given as 10 
(units of length) in Fig.4.4.2.
The "locator" specifies the manner in wliich a given pattern is to be 
mapped onto a face of tlie polyhedron. A formex variable F representmg 
the required pattern is given as
F=BB(1,SQRT|3)1GENID(9,9,2,1,1,-1)|{[0,0;2,0],[0,0;1,1],[1,1;2,0]}
The plot of F is shown in Fig 4.4.3.
Two comers of the pattern are denoted by the letters A and B. The pattern 
is intended to be placed on a face of the polyhedron in such a way that 
AB fits an edge of the polyhedron. This intention is conveyed by including 
the nonnat coordinates of A and B in the locator of Fig.4.4.2.
The role of the "face list" is to specify those faces of the polyhedron onto 
which the pattern is to be mapped. The specified faces are 1 to 5. The 
"face numbers" for the Platonic polyhedra are shown in Figs 4.4.4 to
4.4.8. In these figures, each polyhedron is shown together with the global 
Cartesian x-y-z coordinate system. The origin of the coordinate system is 
at the centre of the polyhedron and is indicated with a large dot (The 
centre of a polyhedron is the same as the centre of its circumsphere). The 
point where the positive side of the x-axis intersects tlie polyhedron is 
indicated by a little circle witli an enclosed x. Tliis point is referred to as 
the "x-point". The positive directions of y- and z- axes are indicated by 
arrows, with z being always vertical. Each face of a polyhedron has an 
associated "face code" wliich is given at one comer of the face. A face
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code consists of a number followed by a letter and possibly followed by 
an asterisk. The number in a face code is the "identification number" of 
the face. The letter in a face code determines tlie point A, B, C,.., etc of 
the pattern that is to be placed on tlie indicated comer of the face. These 
letters for patterns corresponding to different shapes of polyhedral faces 
are shown in Fig 4.4.9. As far as the Platonic polyhedra are concerned, a 
face is an equilateral triangle, a square or a pentagon. If a face code has 
an asterisk, it implies that the pattern placed on the face is the reflection, 
witli respect to a horizontal plane, of tlie given pattern.
3A
4A*
Fig 4.4.4 (tetraliedron)
2C3B
4B
lA
/  5B*8Ct
y
lA
5B
2A
Fig 4.4.5 (hexahedron)
Fig 4.4.6 (octahedron) Fig 4,4.7 (dodecahedron)
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Fig 4.4.8 icosahedron
E
Fig 4.4.9
The geodesic configuration relating to the above mentioned polyhedral 
configuration (Fig 4.4.2) may be represented by a formex variable G 
whose formulation is shown in Fig 4.4.10 and whose perspective view is 
shown in Fig 4.4.11.
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G=TRAC(4,1,[0,0,0,10],13)|H
centre of sphere
argument
 selection code
 surface specifier
projection specifier 
abbreviation for tractation
Fig 4.4.10
Fig 4.4.11
TRAC is an abbreviation for "tractation" and is followed by a sequence of 
parameters enclosed in parentheses.
The "projection specifier" specifies the type of projection to be used. The 
projection code may have the value 1, 2, 3 or 4 indicating central, parallel, 
axial or radial projection, correspondingly (see Figs 4.4.12 to 4.4.15). The
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projection code in Fig.4.4.10 is given as 4, implying radial projection, 
and this is followed by three zeros. These zeros are the x-y-z coordinates 
of the centre of projection. The detail description of the projection code is 
shown in Table 4.4.2.
Table 4.4.2 projection specifier
Code projection Explanation
1 central projection The projection Q of a point P on a surface S is 
obtained as the intersection with S of a straight line 
that connects P to a given "centre of projection", as 
shown in Fig 4.4.12.
2 parallel projection The projection Q of a point P on a surface S is 
obtained as the intersection with S of a straight line 
that passes through P and is parallel to a given 
"direction of projection", as shown in Fig 4.4,13.
3 axial projection The projection Q of a point P on a surface S is 
obtained as the intersection with S o f a straight line 
that passes through P and is parallel to a given "axis 
of projection", perpendicularly, as shown in Fig 
4.4.14.
4 radial projection The projection Q of a point P on a surface S is 
obtained as the intersection with S of a straight line 
that connects P with the centre o f the surface, as 
shown in Fig 4.4.15.
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P
Direction
Centre of Projection Projection
Axis of 
Projection
Centre of Surface
Fig 4.4.12 Fig 4.4.13 Fig 4.4.14 Fig 4.4.15
The "surface specifier” specifies tlie type of surface on which projection 
is to be made. Table 4.4.3 lists tliree surfaces together with their 
corresponding codes. The surface code in Fig 4.4.10 is given as 1, 
implying a sphere. The items tliat should follow the surface code in 
different cases are listed in Table 4.4.3.
The "selection code" specifies the course of action to be taken when tlie 
projection of a point cannot be determined uniquely. Table 4.4.4 lists the 
selection codes.
The argument in Fig 4.4.10 is a fonnex variable representing the 
polyhedric configuration of Fig 4.4.1. The formulation of tliis fonnex 
variable is shown as
H=POL(3,5,10,[0,0; 18,0],[1;5])|F
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Table 4.4.3
Surface Code Items that should follow the surface specifier
sphere 1 X, y and z coordinates of the centre of the sphere followed by 
the radius of the sphere
ellipsoid 2 X, y and z coordinates of the centre of the ellipsoid followed 
by three semiaxes of the ellipsoid in the x, y and z directions
paraboloid 3 X, y and z coordinates of the centre of the paraboloid 
followed by three semiaxes of the paraboloid in the x, y and z 
directions
Table 4.4.4
Selection
Code
Indicated Solution Selection
Code
Indicated Solution
In the case of multiple 
solutions for Q choose 
the one which has the
In the case of
nonexisting
solution
In the case of multiple 
solutions for Q choose 
tlie one which has the
In the case of
nonexisting
solution
11 greatest x component ignore the 
cantle(a part 
of) which 
represents 
point P
21 greatest x component accept point P 
as the 
solution-11 least X component -21 least X component12 greatest y component 22 greatest y component
-12 least y component -22 least y component
13 greatest z component 23 greatest z component
-13 least z component -23 least z component
14 greatest distanc from 
the origin
24 greatest distance from 
the origin
-14 least distance from the 
origin
-24 least distance from the 
origin
15 greatest distance from 
P
25 greatest distance from 
P
-15 least distance from P -25 least distance fromP
The polyhedron fimction and tractation retronorm wliich are discussed 
above are implemented in Formian usmg supplements written in EPIC. 
The supplements are given in Appendix 3 and 4.
The type display of tlie canonic parameter of polyhedron fimction can be 
expressed as
'{INT, NUM, MAN, (0+)MAN }
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The type display of the canonic parameter of tractation function can be 
expressed as
INT, (0+)MAN, INT, MAN, INT }-
4.4.2 SOME SINGLE LAYER FORMS
This section contains four examples. The first two relate to polyhedric 
configurations and the otlier two relate to geodesic forms.
As the first example, consider tlie polyhedric configuration shown in Fig 
4.4.16. Tliis is obtained by placing the triangular pattern of Fig 4.4.17 on 
the faces of a tetrahedron. A Formian statement describing tliis operation 
may be given as
D=PEX|POL(1,8,[0,0; 12,0])|E
where D is a fonnex variable representing tlie entire tetrahedral 
configuration of Fig 4.4.16 and the fonnex variable E represents the 
compret of the configuration of Fig 4.4.17. This configuration is shown 
together with the nonnat U1-U2-U3 for the fonnex fonnulation. The 
formulation of formex variable E may be given as
E=E1#E2
where
E1=GENID(6,6,2,SQRT|3,1,-1)|({[0,0; 1,SQRT|3],[1,SQRT|3; 2,0] # .. 
ROSAD(1,SQRT|3/3,3,120)|[0,0; l,SQRT|3/3]}
and
E2=GENID(5,5,2,SQRT|3,l,-l)|ROSAD(2,2*SQRT|3/3,3,120)1 
[2,0; 2,2*SQRT|3/3]
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5v^
3V^
2V3
V3
y.U2
Fig 4.4.16
A  I t  I I t  t  I - i  I— J  1-L
0 2 4 6 B 10
z,U3 (u pw ards)
Fig 4.4.17
The second example is an octahedral configuration shown in Fig 4.4.18. 
This is obtained by mapping the configuration of Fig 4.4.19 onto the faces 
of an octahedron. The actual formulation of the problem here will be 
along the same lines as described for the previous example.
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Fig 4.4.18
Fig 4.4.19
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The third example concerns the polyhedric configuration whose plan and 
perspective views are shown in Figs 4.4.20 and 4.4.21, respectively. This 
configuration is obtained by placing tlie triangular pattern of Fig 4.4,22 on 
tlie faces of an icosahedron. The geodesic form whose plan and 
perspective views are shown in Figs 4.4.23 and 4.4.24, respectively, is 
obtained by the projection of the polyhedric configuration on the surface 
of a sphere. A Formian scheme for generation of the geodesic form is 
given in Fig 4.4.25. There are three formex variables E, D and F. The 
plots of E, D and F are the triangular pattern, the polyhedric configuration 
and the geodesic form, respectively.
The fourth example concerns tlie polyhedric configuration whose plan and 
perspective views are shown in Figs 4.4.26 and 4.4.27, respectively. This 
configuration is obtained by placing the triangular pattern of Fig 4.4.28 on 
the faces of an icosahedron. The geodesic form whose plan and 
perspective views are shown in Figs 4.4.29 and 4.4.30, respectively, is 
obtained by the projection of tlie polyhedric configuration on the surface 
of a sphere. A Formian scheme for fonnulation is given in Fig 4.4.31. 
There are three formex variables E, D and F. The plots of E, D and F are 
the triangular pattern, the polyhedric configuration and the geodesic form, 
respectively.
Fig 4.4.20
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Fig 4.4.21
U2 6/J
3j3
7T
Ul
Fig 4.4.22
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Fig 4.4.23
Fig 4.4.24
E=GENIC(1,2,6,6,2,SQRT|3,1,-1)| ..
ROSAD(1,SQRT|3/3,3,120)I[0,0,0; 1,SQRT|3/3,0] # 
GENIC(1,2,5,5,2,SQRT|3,1,-1)| ..
ROSAD(2,2*SQRTI 3/3,3,120) | [2,0,0; 2,2*SQRT|3/3,0] 
D=PEX|P0L(5,8,[0,0;12,0],[1;5])|E 
F=TRAC(4,1,[0,0,0,20],13)|D
Fig 4.4.25
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Fig 4.4.26
Fig 4.4.27
U2 17-T3-
14v[3-
11\|3
8J3
5 #
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Fig 4.4.28
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Fig 4.4.29
Fig 4.4.30
U=R0SAD(1,SQRTI 3,6,60) | [0,0,0;2,0,0] 
E1=GENIC(1,2,6,6,6,3*SQRT|3,3,-l)|U
E2=GENIC(1,2,5,5,6,3*SQRT|3,3,-l)|TRANID(3,SQRT|3)|U 
E=TRAN(1,2)I(E1#E2)
D=PEX|P0L(5,8,[0,0;36,0],[l;5]) |E 
F=TRAC(4,1,[0,0,0,20],13)[D
Fig 4.4.31
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4.4.3 SOME DOUBLE LAYER FORMS
A geodesic form may have more tliaii one layer. For example, consider 
the configuration shown Fig 4.4.32. In this figure the top layer elements 
are drawn in thick lines and the bottom layer elements as well as tlie web 
elements are drawn in thin lines. The configuration of Fig 4.4.32 is a 
perspective view of the double layer geodesic form obtained by the 
projection of the polyhedric configuration of Fig 4.4.33. The formulation 
is given in Fig 4.4.34. Here, the fonnex variables T, W and B represent 
the compret of the double layer configuration of Fig 4.4.35. Variables R 
and A represent the radius of the polyhedron configuration to be created 
and the diliedral angle, respectively.
Fig 4.4.32
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Fig 4.4.33
R=10/5*SQRTI(10*(5-SQRT|5))
A=(180-ASIn |(2/3))/2 
P=R/6/2 *TANI30*TAN|A 
TOP=[0,0,0;2,0,0]
WEB=[0,0f0; 1,SQRTI 3/3,-P]
BOT=[1,SQRTI 3/3,-P;3,SQRT|3/3,-P]
T=GENIC(1,2,6,6,2,SQRT|3,1,-1)|ROSAD(1,SQRT|3/3,3,120)|TOP
W=GENIC(1,2,6,6,2,SQRT|3,1,-1)|ROSAD(1,SQRT|3/3,3,120)|WEB
B=GENIC(1,2,5,5,2,SQRt |3,1,-1)[ROSAD(2,2*SQRT|3/3,3,120)|bOT
T1=POL(5,10,[0,0;12,0],[1;5])|t
W1=POL(5,10,[0,0;12,0],(1;5J)|W
B1=POL(5,10,[0,0;12,0],[1;5])|b
TN0DE=MEDIT1
BNODE=MED|B1
NODE=TNODE#BNODE
TCONECT=DIC(NODE)|t 1
WCONECT=DIC(NODE)Iwi
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BCONECT=DIC(NODE)|B1 
TRETRO=TRAC(4, l , [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 1 0 ] , 1 3 ) | tNODE 
BRETR0=TRAC(4,1, [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 9 ] , 1 3 ) |BNODE 
retro=tretro#bretro
F=RED(RETRO)I(TCONECT#WCONECT#BCONECT)
Fig 4.4.34
4n/3
0
J 1---1---1--- L__>.X,U1JL J I L
z,U3 (upwards)
Fig 4.4.35
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4.4.4 SOME TENSEGRITY FORMS
An assembly of four members connected by frictionless pin-joints is 
shown in Fig 4.4.36(a). This is an unstable truss structure. In order to 
stabilize the assembly, self-equilibrated stresses are introduced with a 
central post and eight cables which connect the upper and lower ends of 
the post to four joints of the unstable truss structure. The central post is 
shown in thick line in the centre of Fig 4.4.36(b) and the cables are shown 
in thin lines in the same figure. This octahedral unit is used for generation 
of a geodesic form.
(b)
Fig 4.4.36
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The formulation of the compretic aspects of the unit of Fig 4.4.36 is given 
by three formex variables in Fig 4.4.37. These are COMP, TENS and 
POST which represent the truss elements, tlie cable elements and the 
cenhal post, respectively. The fonnex variable PAT represents the 
compret of the configuration to be generated on an icosahedron. The 
formex variable NODE represents the numerant of tlie structure.
The nodes of the unit of Fig 4.4.36 are located in three layers. Namely, 
top, middle and bottom layers. The top node of the post belongs to the top 
layer, the bottom node of the post belongs to the bottom layer and the 
other nodes belong to the middle layer. The coordinates of the nodes on 
tlie three layers on a icosahedron are generated by tlie supplementary 
retronormic function POL and they are assigned to three formex variables 
TOP, MED and EOT, respectively, as shown in Fig 4.4.37.
Formex variables TOP, MID and EOT are separately projected on 
spherical surfaces which have the same centre (0,0,0) and their radii are 
20.5, 20 and 19.5, respectively. Formex F represents the whole of the 
configuration.
Fig 4.4.38 shows the plan view of the configuration represented by 
formex variable F and Fig 4.4.39 shows its perspective view.
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C0MP=R0S(1,2,2,1)I[2,0,0; 3,1,0]
TENS=ROS(l,2,2,l)|LAM(3,0)|[2,0,0; 2,1,1]
POST=[2,l,l; 2,1,-1]
PAT=BB(1,SQRT|3)|GENID(8,8,2,1,1,-1)|(COMP#TENS#POST) 
NODE=MEDI PAT
TOP=POL(5,10,[0,0; 18,0],[1;5])[REL(U(1,3)=1)[NODE 
MID=POL(5,10, [0,0; 18,0], [1,*5]) [ REL (U ( 1, 3 ) =0) |N0DE 
BOT=POL(5,10,[0,0; 18,0],[1;5])|REL(U(1,3)=-1)|NODE 
CONN=DIC(TOP#MID#BOT) |POL(5,10,[0,0; 18,0],[1; 5]) |PAT 
FT0P=TRAC(4,1,[0,0,0,20.5],13)[TOP 
FMID=TRAC(4,1,[0,0,0,20.5],13)[MID 
FB0T=TRAC(4,1,[0,0,0,20.5],13)|BOT 
F=RED(FTOP#FMID#FBOT)|CONN
Fig4.4.37
Fig 4.4.38
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Fig 4.4.39
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4.4.5 MAPPING ALONG THE EDGES
A space truss configuration whose plan view is given in Fig 4.4.40 is used 
to replace the edges of the top part of an icosaliedron. A perspective view 
of this configuration is shown in Fig 4.4.41. Fig 4.4.42 shows the 
configuration which is obtained by projecting the configuration of Fig 
4.4.41 on two concentric spheres using tlie tractation function. Fig 4,4.43 
shows a Formian scheme for formulation for space truss configuration in 
Fig 4.4.40 and for the perspective view in Fig 4.4.41. Fonnex variables 
TOP, BOT and WEB represent the elements in the top layer, bottom layer 
and web, respectively. Variables R and A represent the radius of the 
polyhedron configuration to be created and the diliedral angle, 
respectively. Fig 4.4.44 shows the fonnulation for the configuration of 
Fig 4.4.42, where the fonnex variables TOP, BOT and WEB are as 
defined in Fig 4.4.43.
U2
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20
Fig 4.4.40
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Fig 4.4.41
Fig 4.4.42
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R=10/5*SQRT| (10*{5-SQRTI 5))
A=(180-ASIN|(2/3))/2 
P=R/10/2*TAN|3 0*TAN|A
TRIANG=R0SAD(1,SQRTI 3/3,3,120) | [0,0,0; 2,0,0] 
TOP=PEX|ROSAD(N,N*SQRT|3/3,3,120)|(RIN(1,N,2)|TRIANG # 
RIN(1,N-1,2) I [1,SQRTI 3,0; 3,SQRT|3,0]) 
BOT=PEX|ROSAD(N,N*SQRT|3/3,3,120)| (RIN(1,N-1,2)|..
TRANID(l,SQRT|3/3)|TRAN(3,-P)[TRIANG # .. 
RIN(l,N-2,2)I[2,4*SQRT|3/3,-P; 4,4*SQRTj3/3,-P]) 
WEB=ROSAD(N,N*SQRT|3/3,3,12 0) j (RIN(1,N-2,2)| ..
{[0,0,0; 1,SQRT|3,-P],[l,SQRT|3/3,-P;2,0,0]} # 
RIN(l,N-2,2)1[l,SQRTj3,0; 2,4/3*SQRTj3,-P], 
[2,4/3*SQRT|3,-P; 3,SQRT|3,0]}
T=POL(5,10,[0,0;2*N],[1;5])|(TOP#WEB#BOT)
Fig 4.4.43
T1=POL(5,10,[0,0;20,0],[l;5])[TOP
B1=POL(5,10,[0,0;20,0],[l;5])[BOT
W1=POL(5,10,[0,0;20,0],[l;5])[WEB
TNODE-MED j T1
BNODE^MED j B1
WNODE-MED j W1
NODE=TNODE # BNODE
TCON=DIC(NODE)[T1
BCON==DIC (NODE) | B1
WCON=DIC(NODE)|W1
TR=TRAC(4,1,[0,0,0,10],13)jTNODE
BR=TRAC(4,1,[0,0,0,10],13)[BNODE
RT=TR # BR
FTOP=RED(RT)ITCON
FBOT=RED(RT) I BOON
FWEB=RED(RT)[WCON
F«FTOP # FBOT # FWEB
Fig 4.4.44
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 APPLICATIONS OF EPILANGUAGES
The main thrust of tliis work concerns the development of epilanguages. 
Before the advent of the epilanguages, it was only possible to add 
retronorms to Formian in a restricted way. The addition of functions and 
templates was then possible only by modifying the body of the Formian 
interpreter and the work involved in such additions was considerable. The 
author of this Thesis spent nearly two months in 1992 to develop a 
template supplement for data submission as discussed in Chapter 4. With 
the aid of an epilanguage, tlie creation of such a template may be 
completed in a matter of days.
The Epic compiler has been in existence for a number of months and is 
now used on a variety of machines, in a number of different countries, in 
the commercial and teacliing environments. The signs are very 
encouraging and there is every hope that epilanguages will become 
extremely versatile tools for configuration processing.
5.2 ADVANTAGES OF USING EPILANGUAGES
Configuration processing for space structures is tedious and time 
consuming wiüiout using automatic data generation techniques. Formex 
algebra is a mathematical system that provides a compact and concise 
means of describing a structural system. It complements the human 
imagination and allows configurations to be expressed in a laconic and 
elegant maimer. Using the fonnex algebra for complex structural systems 
simplifies tlie process of data generation.
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Formian is an interactive programming language which acts as a veliicle 
for implementing tlie concepts of formex algebra. The language is 
designed to provide a structured approach to tlie problem of data 
generation and, in particular, the generation of data related to structural 
configurations. Being modelled on fonnex algebra, the language allows 
statements to be written in a concise and yet readily understood manner.
The power and elegance of Formian stems from tlie versatility of two 
mathematical concepts. Namely, tliose of fonnices and plenices. 
However, new tools and techniques involving fonnices and plenices can 
only be added to Fonnian in a convenient manner if an epilanguage is 
employed for the purpose.
It was shown in Section 4.4 that an epilanguage may be used to 
implement the concepts of polyhedron function and tractation refiononn. 
This suggests that any other useful technique for configuration processing 
may also be implemented in the fonn of a Formian function or a 
retronorm.
It was shown in Section 4.1 that an epilanguage may be employed for 
creation of a supplement that allows submission of data. The example 
concerns a particular coimnercial software package but the technique may 
also be used to create supplements for submission of data to any otlier 
program or package. Conversely any data produced by other software 
may be imported into Formian through suitably written supplements. This 
capability of Formian allows creation of complex networks of software 
that can work togetlier in an integrated manner, hi fact, the processes 
involving analysis, design and manufacture of space structures do require 
many different pieces of software and the integration of these througli 
Formian will be of great importance for commercial space structure firms.
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5.3 SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
The autlior believes that tlie realisation of tlie importance of the concepts 
of formices and plenices has only just begun. The use of these concepts in 
configuration processing problems is bound to increase rapidly in the 
years to come. There is need for extensive research in creation of 
concepts, techniques and strategies based on fonnices and plenices for 
simplifying and automating tlie design and manufacturing processes for 
space structures.
The author's firm of Taiyo Kogyo in Japan does certainly plan to carry out 
a program of further research in this field.
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APPENDIX 1 BNF OF FORMIAN
A.1 INTRODUCTION
In producing a compiler for a programming language, advantage may be 
taken from the so called "compiler-compiler" programs. These programs 
are of great help in compiler writing since they allow automatic generation 
of substantial parts of a compiler. The BNF notation provides a 
convenient way of describing tlie syntactic aspects of a programming 
language for input to a compiler-compiler program.
The objective of tliis part is to present a BNF definition of Formian for 
use in producing Formian interpreters. The term ’’interpreter" is normally 
used to refer to a compiler for an interactive programming language and, 
since Formian is an interactive language, the term "inteipreter" rather than 
"compiler" is used in relation to Formian,
The BNF description of Formian given here covers all the principal 
aspects of the syntax of Formian as defined in Parts B and C. To provide 
a clear record of tlie rules that are employed in the BNF definition of 
Formian, the discussion begins witli a description of the BNF notation 
itself. The material presented here is an extension of a previous work, 
Ref 7.
A.2 THE BNF NOTATION
BNF stands for "Backus Normal Form" or "Backus Naur Fonn" and is tlie 
name of a metalanguage which may be used to produce a precise 
definition of the syntax of a programming language. BNF was first used
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for the definition of the syntax of Algol 60 in early sixties. Refs 8, 9 and 
10.
There are a number of different varieties of BNF notation in common use. 
The particular version of tlie metalanguage which has been used in the 
present work is rather close to the original BNF notation. This version of 
BNF is described here in terms of an example.
Let it be required to produce a BNF description for an integer constant. 
This may be written as
<digit> ::== 0 111 2 I 3 1 4 I 
5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9
<unsigned integer constant> : ~ <digit> |
<unsigned integer constant> <digit>
<integer constaiit> :
<unsigned integer constant> |
+ <unsigned integer constant> |
- <unsigned integer constant>
The description consists of tliree "production rules" or simply 
"productions". Constructs such as
<digit>
<unsigned integer constant> 
and
<integer constant>
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are referred to as "metanaines". A metaname consists of the symbols < 
and > enclosing a sequence of characters that does not contain tlie 
symbols < and >. A metaname represents the elements of a set in which 
every element is a sequence of characters.
The metaname in each production is followed by the compound symbol 
followed by tlie definition of tlie set of objects whose elements are 
represented by the metaname. For instance, the set of objects defined by 
the first production consists of ten digits. In this production, the symbol | 
implies "or" and the characters 0 to 9 represent themselves. Entities that 
represent themselves are referred to as "tenninal symbols" or simply 
"terminals". In contrast, metanames are referred to as "nonterminal 
symbols" or simply "nonterminals".
The effect of tlie first production is to define a metaname that represents 
any one of the digits 0 to 9. Wlien reading a production, tlie compound 
symbol ::= may be read as "is" and the OR operator may be read as "or".
The definition of the set of objects in the second production involves two 
metanames and the OR operator. The definition implies that
<misigned integer constant>
may represent any one of the objects that is represented by
<digit>
or given any acceptable form for 
<unsigned integer constant>
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another one may be obtained by following it witli any one of tlie objects 
represented by
<digit>
In short, tlie metaname
<unsigned integer constant>
represents any sequence of one or more digits.
The part
<unsigned integer constant> <digit>
in the second production demonstrates a basic rule in the BNF notation. 
Namely, juxtaposition of entities implies concatenation of the objects that 
are represented by them.
Another principal characteristic of tlie BNF notation wliich is involved in 
the second production is recursive definition. To elaborate, in the second 
production, the metaname
<unsigned integer constant>
takes part in the definition of itself. Recursion is an important mechanism 
in BNF for simple and convenient definition of entities. In particular, 
recursion is essential for definition of infinite sets of objects.
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The definition on tlie rigjit-hand side of the third production in the above 
example illustrates the juxtaposition of terminal and nonterminals. The 
definition implies that
<integer constant>
can represent any one of the objects represented by
<unsigned integer constant>
or it can represent any one of tliese objects preceded by a plus or minus 
sign.
The productions in tlie above example define the fonn of a valid integer 
constant. Conversely, the above BNF definition may be used to 
determine whether or not a given sequence of characters is a valid integer 
constant.
In general, except for the metanames and the OR operator, any sequence 
of characters that appears on
the right-hand side of a production is considered to represent itself. There 
are, however, some exceptions to tliis general rule and these are described 
below.
The newline and space characters do not have any significance outside tlie 
metanames and they may be used freely in the productions to improve 
readability. However, when the newline and space characters are 
intended to be used as tliemselves in the definitions then they are, 
respectively, given as tlie metanames
<newline> and <space>
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The symbols >, < and | are parts of the syntax of BNF. However, at some 
points in tlie BNF description of Fonnian, tliese symbols represent 
tliemselves. When this happens and when confusion may arise as to 
whether a symbol is used as itself or as a part of tlie syntax of BNF, then 
the symbol is shown enclosed in double quote marks. Thus, in such a 
situation, > is shown as | is shown as and || is shown as "||".
Another point that should be mentioned is that the BNF description of 
Formian in the present work includes comments. These comments 
conform to the standard comment structure of Formian and are included to 
aid the description or to add further infonnation.
A.3 EXTENT OF COVERAGE
It should be emphasized that the complete definition of a programming 
language covers tlie syntactic as well as the semantic aspects of the 
language. A BNF description, on the other hand, can only provide 
information about the syntax of tlie language.
Even with regard to the syntax, a BNF definition does not necessarily 
include all tlie details. For instance, the BNF description of Formian in 
the present work does not include any infonnation about the number of 
canonic parameters for fonnex functions. Consequently, for the purpose 
of creating a Fonnian interpreter, the following BNF description should be 
complemented with infonnation about the semantics of Fonnian as well as 
information about some minor syntactic details.
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A.4 A BNF DESCRIPTION OF FORMIAN
<digit> : : = 0 | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9
<letter> :i-= a b c d e f g h ij k 1 m n o P q r s tu V w X y z A B C D EF G H I J K L M N 0 PQ R S T U V W X Y Z
<identifier> ::= <letter> |<identifier> <letter> | <identifier> <digit>
Maximum length of an identifier is eight characters
<unsigned integer> ::= <digit> |<unsigned integer> <digit>
<sign> ::= + | -
<integer constant> ::== <unsigned integer> | <sign> <unsigned integer>
<exponent part> E <integer constant> |e <integer constant>
<unsigned floatal> . <unsigned integer><unsigned integer> . <unsigned integer> . <unsigned integer> <exponent part> | <unsigned integer> . <unsigned integer> <exponent part> | <unsigned integer> <exponent part>
<unsigned numeric constant> ;:=<unsigned integer> | <unsigned floatal>
<numeric primary> ::= <identifier> | <unsigned numeric constant> |<scalar function designator> |( <numeric expression> )
<numeric factor> :;= <numeric primary> | <numeric factor> " <numeric primary><multiplying operator> : := * | /
<numeric term> <numeric factor> |<numeric term> <multiplying operator> <numeric factor>
/
<adding operator> : =  +
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<nuîtieric expression> ::= <numeric term> |<sign> <numeric term> | <numeric expression> cadding operator> <numeric term>
<numeric expression list> ;:=<numeric expression> |<numeric expression list> ,<numeric expression>
<reglet> ::= <numeric expression> |[ <numeric expression list> ]
<reglet chain> ::= <numeric expression list> ; <numeric expression list> |<reglet chain> ; <numeric expression list>
<maniple> ;:= <reglet> | [ <reglet chain> ]
<maniple list> ;;= <maniple> |<maniple list> , <maniple>
<formex formation> <maniple> |{ <maniple list> } I {}
<symbol> ::== + - * / # f , f( ) C ] { } \ 1 ? %& 1 > = < : 1
The above list of symbols may be freely extended to include any printable mark that is representable by the computing system.
<layout character> ::= <newline> | <space>
<character> <digit> | <letter> | <symbol> |<layout character>
The metaname <sequence> is used to refer to a sequence of zero or more characters that does not contain the character pair '[ or ]' at any point.
<simple string> ;:= ’[ <sequence> ]»
<inner string> ;:= <sequence> | <simple string> <inner string> <sequence> | <inner string> <simpie string> | ‘[ <inner string> ]'
<string constant> :;= '[ <inner string> ]'
<numeric function> ::= SIGN COS I TAN I ASIN | ACCS RAN
ABS I SQRT I SIN ATAN j LN I EXP
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The above list of function imprints may be extended by creation of supplementary numeric functions.
<conversion function> ::= RIC I TIC FLOC
<scalar function> ::= MET(<numeric expression>) | <numeric function> | <conversion function>
<scalar function designator> ;:= <scalar function> ” I ” <numeric primary> | <scalar function> '• | ” <sign> <numeric primary> |SEV ”I" <formex term>
<cardinal function imprint> : : LAM I VER I ROS 1 PROJ I
REFIC LAMIC PROJIC
<tendid function imprint> ::= REFID I LAMID | PROJID
<tendis function imprint> : ; = REFIS I LAMIS | PROJIS
<tendit function imprint> ::= REFIT I LAMIT | PROJIT
<tendix function imprint> ::= REFIX I LAMIX | PROJIX
<tendial function imprint> :;= <tendic function imprint> <tendid function imprint> <tendis function imprint> <tendit function imprint> <tendix function imprint>
<proviad function imprint> ::= TRANAD | RINAD REFAD I LAMAD | VERAD | ROSAD | PROJAD | DILAD
= TRAN RIN 1 REFDIL
TRANIC RINIC 1DILIC GENIC
TRANID RINID 1DILID GENID
TRANIS RINIS 1DILIS GENIS
TRANIT RINIT 1DILIT GENIT
TRANIX RINIX 1DILIX
<provias function imprint> REFAS I LAMAS | VERAS DILAS
:= TRANAS | RINAS ROSAS I PROJAS I
<proviat function imprint> REFAT I LAMAT | VERAT DILAT
= TRANAT I RINAT ROSAT I PROJAT I
<proviax function imprint> ::= TRANAX I RINAX
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REFAXDILAX LAMAX VERAX ROSAX PROJAX
<provial function imprint> ;:= <proviad function imprint> <provias function imprint> <proviat function imprint> <proviax function imprint>
<transflection function imprint> <cardinal function imprint> <tendial function imprint> <provial function imprint>
<introflection function imprint> COL I NEX I CON I PAC 1 COP := PEX I LUX REL
<miscellaneous formex function imprint> ::= DICRED SEV NOVPAN DEP MED RASRAM RAV TEC VIN
<nonlibra formex function imprint> ::= <conversion function> |<transflection function imprint><introflection function imprint> <miscellaneous formex function imprint> | <retronormic USE-item imprint>
The above list of function imprints may be extended by creation of supplementary formex functions.
<libra function> ;:= LIB ( <identifier> =<numeric expression> , <numeric expression> )
<brevant> : ;= U | W |U ( <numeric expression> )W ( <numeric expression> )U ( <numeric expression> ,<numeric expression> ) |W ( <numeric expression> ,<numeric expression> )
<brevic designator> ::= <scalar function> <scalar function> " <brevic primary> |" <sign> <brevic primary>
<brevic primary> <brevant> |( <brevic clause> ) | <numeric primary><brevic designator>
<brevic factor> <brevic primary> | <brevic factor> <brevic primary>
<brevic term> ::= <brevic factor> |<brevic term> <multiplying operator>
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<brevic factor>
<brevic clause> : <brevic term> |<sign> <brevic term> | <brevic clause><adding operator> <brevic term>
<relational operator> ; := > | >== | => | - | != |<= I “ < I <
<brevic relation> <brevic clause>crelational operator> <brevic clause>
<logical operator> && | " ||"
<brevic condition> <brevic relation> |<brevic condition> <logical operator><brevic condition> | ( <brevic condition> )
csedilate designator> ::=SED ( <nuitieric expression list> )
<perdicant> ::= <brevic condition> |<sedilate designator>
<canonic parameter> ::= <expression> | <perdicant>
<canonic parameter list> : <canonic parameter> | <canonic parameter list> , ccanonic parameter>
cformex function> ::= <libra function> | cnonlibra formex function imprint> |<nonlibra formex function imprint>( <canonic parameter list> )
<formex term> ::= <identifier> I<formex formation><formex function> " (<formex expression>) ” <formex term>
<formex expression> : <formex term> | <formex expression> # cformex terra>
cstring expression> ::= <identifier> | cstring constant>
Additionally, a string expression may have the form of a supplementary string function designator.
cprimion expression> cformex expression> | cstring expression>
cpanel> ::= cexpression> | cplenix formation>
cpanel list> :;= cpanel> ( cpanel list> , cpanel>
cplenix formation> : := "{ cpanel list> }" I
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cplenix expression> ::= cidentifier> cplenix formation>
Additionally, a plenix expression may have the form of a supplementary plenix function designator.
cexpression> ::= cprimion expression> | cplenix expression>
cexpression list> ::= cexpression> | cexpression list> , cexpression>
cDRAW-item> ;:= cexpression> | > |LIN (cnumeric expression>) ”|” cformex term> AXIS I PAL
CDRAW list> cDRAW-item> | cDRAW list> , CDRAW-item>
cPRINT-item> ::= cexpression> | > |LIS (cnumeric expression>) "|" cformex term>
CPRINT list> ;:= cPRINT-item> |CPRINT list> , cpRlNT-item>
cview USE-item imprint> : VB | VC | VF | VG |VH I VM I VN ! VP I VR i VS I VT I VZ
cretronormic USE-item imprint> ::= BU MB I BT I MT I BP I MP I BC I MC MUBS BBMS
The above list of retronormic USE-item imprints may be extended by creation of supplementary retronorms.
cretrocordic USE-item imprint> :;= LW | LD | LS FS I TF I TG I C I PEN
cgeneral USE-item imprint> CH | TOL | TM
cuSE-item imprint>cview USE-item imprint> | cretronormic USE-item imprint> cretrocordic USE-item imprint> cgeneral USE-item imprint>
cUSE-item part> ::= cuSE-item imprint> IcUSE-item imprint> ( cexpression list> ) |"c” cidentifier> ”>" | & cuSE-item imprint> & I &RC I &RN I &V
cUSE-item list> ::= cuSE-item part> | cuSE-item list> , cuSE-item part>
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<denoter> ::= <identifier> | ( <identifier> ) |[ <identifier> ] | <identifier> ">"
cRENAME list> ::= <denoter> : <identifier> | cRENAME list> , <denoter> : <identifier>
CERASE list> ::= <denoter> |<ERASE list> , <denoter>
cidentifier list> ::= <identifier> | cidentifier list> , <identifier>
cassignment statement><identifier> - <expression>
<gap> :;= <space> | <gap> <space>
CREEP statement> :;= KEEP cgap> cidentifier list>
cTAKE statement> ::= TAKE cgap> cidentifier list>
cSUBMIT statement> ::= SUBMIT cgap> cplenix expression>
CDRAW statement> ;:= DRAW cgap> cDRAW list>
CSHOW statement> ::= SHOW cgap> cDRAW list>
cFORWARD statement> ::= FORWARD
cCLEAR statement> 
CPRINT statement> 
cGIVE statement> :
:= CLEAR
:= PRINT cgap> cPRINT list> 
= GIVE cgap> CPRINT list>
cGET statement> ::= GET cgap> cidentifier> |GET cgap> cidentifier> (cformex expression>)
CVIEW statement> ::= VIEW cgap> cformex expression>
cinformation transfer statement> :;=cKEEP statement> | cTAKE statement> |CSUBMIT statement> | cDRAW statement> |CSHOW statement> | cFORWARD statement> | CCLEAR statement> | cpRINT statement> |CGIVE statement> | cGET statement> |CVIEW statement>
CUSE statement> ::= USE cgap> cuSE-item list>
cBRING statement> ::= BRING cgap> cidentifier> | BRING cgap> ”c” cnumeric expression> ”>” | BRING cgap> "c" + »>»•
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cRECALL statement> ::= RECALL
CCREATE statement> ; := CREATE <gap><identifier> ( cidentifier list> )
cRENAME statement> ::= RENAME cgap> cRENAME list>
An identifier that is used for the title of a supplemented Formian interpreter in a CREATE statement as also an identifier that is used for renaming a supplemented Formian interpreter in a RENAME statement may not be the sequence of (upper case or lower case) letters "formian”.
cERASE statement> ;:= ERASE cgap> cERASE list>
CSTOP statement> ::= STOP
corganisational statement> ::= cuSE statement> | CBRING statement> | cRECALL statement> | cCREATE statement> | cRENAME statement> |CERASE statement> | cSTOP statement>
cinduction statement> cidentifier> |cidentifier> ( cexpression list> )
cempty> : : =
cstatement> ;:= cassignment statement> | cinformation transfer statement> | corganisational statement> | cinduction statement> | cempty>
cstatement group> ; ;= cstatement> | cstatement group> ; cstatement>
cscheme heading> ::= : cidentifier list> : | :
cscheme body> ::= cstatement group> |cscheme body> cnewline> cstatement group>
cscheme> ::= cscheme heading> cscheme body>
csimple code> ::= INT | FLT | STR
ctagma letter> ::==a | c | d | i | p | s | w
cbasic stem tagma> ::= 0 ctagma letter>
cstem tagma> ::= cbasic stem tagma> |@ csimple code> ctagma letter>
The metaname cepibase integer expression> is used to mean an "epibase integer expression", as defined in Section C5.
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cepibase integer expression list> ::= cepibase integer expression> | cepibase integer expression list> , cepibase integer expression>
cbranch tagma> ::= cstem tagma>( cepibase integer expression list> )
ctagma> :;= cstem tagma> | cbranch tagma>
cdimension function> :;= ORD | PLX | GRD
cdimension function designator> ::=cdimension function> "|" ctagma>
cbasic code> ::= csimple code> NUM INTFMXFLTFMX FMX 1 INTHOM FLTHOM HOM 1INTING FLTING ING INTBIL FLTBIL BILINTMAN FliTMAN MAN INTREG FLTREG REG
ccode> cbasic code> | PMN | PNXctype phrase> ctagma> (=) ccode> |ctagma> (i=) ccode>
The metaname cinset expression> is used to represent an "inset expression", as defined in Section 3.6.
cinset statement> @ ctagma> =cinset expression>
ccounter> ( cdigit> ) I ( cdigit> + )
ctype term> ::= cbasic code> |CGounter> cbasic code> | ctype plenix> | ccounter> ctype plenix>
ctype term list> ;:= ctype term> | ctype term list> ctype term>
ctype plenix> :;= ~{ ctype term list> }~
ctype display>cbasic stem tagma> (=) cbasic code> | cbasic stem tagma> (-) ctype plenix>
ctype display list> ::= ctype display> | ctype display list> , ctype display>
The metaname cbase string expression> is used to refer to a base expression whose value is a sequence of characters.
CQUIT statement> ; := QUIT cgap>
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cbase string expression>
cepinomic USE-item imprint> ::= TOL | GRD | PLX
cepinomic USE-item> ::=cepinomic USE-item imprint>( cepibase integer expression> )
cepinomic USE-item list> ::= cepinomic USE-item> | cepinomic USE-item list> , cepinomic USE-item>
cepinomic USE statement> ;:=USE cgap> cepinomic USE-item list>
csupplement> : cdigit> , cdigit> ,ctype display list> ; cinner string>
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APPENDIX 2 
SUPPLEMENT FOR TAIYO KOGYO TEMPLATE IN EPIC
:3,3,@S(=)~{~{(2)STR,INT,STR}~,"{ING,ING}-*,~{(1+)"{H0M,INT,REG,"{(1+)REG}"}""{(!+)"{ING,INTREG}"}","{(1+)"{ING,REG}"}"(0+)"{(l+)"{ING,FLT}"}" }",@W(=)FMX, @A(=)"{INT}" :
#include "stdio.h"
#define TRUSS 1#define BEAM 2#define CABLE 3#define MEMBRANE 4#define SPRING 5
taiyo(){ int i,j,k,n,il,etotal,etype[2],en,p,g,sw;char fname[40];float v;FILE *stream;
if (strcmp(OS(1,2),"MMC")==0)goto femas; printf("welcome to taiyo for adina\n");/* checking */if (grdI OS(2,2)!=3)quit "Wrong grade in OS(2)";/* open data file for analysis */ sprintf(fname,"%s.in",OSTRS(1,4)); stream=fopen(fname,"w");fprintf(stream,"FILEUNITS LIST=8 L0G=7 ECH0=7\n"); fprintf(stream,"CONTROL PLOTUNIT=PERCENT HEIGHT=1.25\n");fprintf(stream,"DATABASE CREATE\n"); fprintf(stream,"HEAD 'FORMIAN static truss analysis'\n");fprintf(stream,"MASTER IDOF=000000 REACTION=YES\n");if (0S(1,3)(=10){fprintf(stream,"AUTOMATIC-ATS 3\n"); fprintf(stream,"ITERATION METHOD=F L=YES\n"); fprintf(stream,"KINEMATIC DISP=LARGE\n"); 'fprintf(stream,"TOL TY=E E=1.0-4 ITEMAX=8 PRINT=2\n");
}fprintf(stream,"PRINTOUT VOLUME=MAXIMUM IPRIC=0 IPRIT=0 IPDATA=3 CARDIMAGE=NO\n");fprintf(stream,"PORTHOLE FORMATTED=NO FILE=60\n"); if (0S(1,3)(=10){fprintf(stream,"TIMEFUNCTION l\n");
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fprintf(stream,"0.0 0,0\n");fprintf(stream,"5.0 1.0\n");}/* node */fprintf(stream,"COORDINATES\n"); fprintf(stream,"ENTRIES NODE X Y Z\n"); for(i=l;i<=ord|OS(2,2);i++)fprintf(stream,"%3d %15.6f%15.6f%15.6f\n",
i,0S(2,2,i,l,l),0S(2,2,i,l,2),0S(2,2,i,l,3));/* constraint */for(i=l;i<=ord|OS(4);i++){00W={};eOW=dic(OS(2,l))|0S(4,i,l); for(j=l;j<=ord[0S(4,i,l);j++)fprintf(stream,"BOUNDARIES %d%d%d%d%d%d / %d\n",
OINTS(4,i,2,1,1,1),OINTS(4,i,2,1,1,2),OINTS(4,i,2,1,1,3),
OINTS(4,i,2,1,1,4),OINTS(4,i,2,1,1,5),OINTS(4,i,2,1,1,6), eiNTW(j,l,l))/}/* element */for(i=l,k=0;i<=ord|OS(3);i++){ sw=0INTS(3,i,2); if (sw==l){ fprintf(stream,"EGROUP %d TRUSS MATERIAL=%d\n",i,i);fprintf(stream,"MATERIAL %d ELASTIC E=%e NU=%e DENSITY=%f\n",
i,0FLTS(3,i,4,l),OFLTS(3,i,4,2),OFLTS(3,i,4,3)); fprintf(stream,"EDATA\n"); fprintf(stream,"ENTRIES EL AREA\n"); fprintf(stream,"1 %e\n",OFLTS(3,i,3)); fprintf(stream,"ENODES\n"); fprintf(stream,"ENTRIES EL NI N2\n");}else if (sw==2){fprintf(stream,"EGROUP %d BEAM SUBTYPE=DIM3 MATERIAL=%d\n",i,i);fprintf(stream,"MATERIAL %d ELASTIC E=%e NU=%e DENSITY=%f\n",
i,OFLTS(3,i,4,1),OFLTS(3,i,4,2),OFLTS(3,i,4,3));fprintf(stream,"SECTION 1 PROPERTIES RI=%e SI=%e TI=%e,\n",
OFLTS(3,i,3,1,1,1),OFLTS(3,i,3,1,1,2),OFLTS(3,i,3,1,1,3))/ fprintf(stream,"AREA=%e SAREA=%e TAREA=%e\n",
0FLTS(3,i,3,l,l,4),0FLTS(3,i,3,l,l,5),OFLTS(3,i,3,1,1,6))/ fprintf(stream,"ENODES\n");fprintf(stream,"ENTRIES EL aux NI N2\n");
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} else if (sw— 3){fprintf(stream,"EGROUP %d TRUSS MATERIAL=%d DISPLACEMENT=LARGE",i,i);fprintf(stream," INITIALSTRAIN=ELEMENT\n"); fprintf(stream,"MATERIAL %d ELASTIC E=%e NU=%e DENSITY=%f\n",
i,OFLTS(3,i,4,1),OFLTS(3,i,4,2),OFLTS(3,i,4,3)); fprintf(stream,"EDATA\n");fprintf(stream,"ENTRIES EL AREA EPSIN\n"); fprintf(stream,"1 %e %e\n",0FLTS(3,i,3,l,l,l),OFLTS(3,i,3,1,1,2)); fprintf(stream,"ENODES\n"); fprintf(stream,"ENTRIES EL N1 N2\n");>else if (sw==4){fprintf(stream,"EGROUP %d TWODSOLID STRESS3 MATERIAL=1 DISP=LARGE",i);fprintf(stream," INT=1 INITIAL=ELEMENT\n"); fprintf(stream,"MATERIAL %d ORTHO EA=%e EB=%eEC=1.0,\n",
i,0FLTS(3,i,4,l,l,l,l),OFLTS(3,i,4,1,1,1,2));fprintf(stream,"NUAB=%e NUAC=%e NUBC=0.0GAB=%e,\n",
OFLTS(3,i,4,2,1,1,1),OFLTS(3,i,4,2,1,1,2),OFLTS(3,i,4,4))
fprintf(stream,"DENSITY=%e WR=YES,W-TIME=4.0\n",OFLTS(3,i,4,3));fprintf(stream,"EDATA\nENTRIES EL THICK\n"); fprintf(stream,"1 %e\n",OFLTS(3,i,3,1,1,1)); fprintf(stream,"ENODES\n");fprintf(stream,"ENTRIES EL N1 N2 N3 N4\n");}else if (sw==5){fprintf(stream,"EGROUP %d SPRING\n",i); fprintf(stream,"PROP 1 %f 0 0 0\n",OFLTS(3,i,3) ) ;fprintf(stream,"ENODES\n");}use grd(3);00W={};OOW=dic(OS(2,l))|OS(3,i,l); for(j=l,k=0;j<=ord|OW;j++){ sw=0lNTS(3,i,2);if (sw==l) fprintf(stream,"%3d %3d%3d\n",j,OlNTW(j,l,l),0INTW(j,2,l));else if (sw==2)fprintf(stream,"%3d %3d %3d%3d\n",
j,OINTW(j,l,l),0INTW(j,2,l),0INTW(j,3,l));else if (sw==3)fprintf(stream,"%3d %3d %3d\n",j,0INTW(j,1,1),OINTW(j,2,1));
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else if (sw==4)fprintf(stream,”%3d %3d %3d %3d %3d\n", j,OINTW(j,l,l),0lNTW(j,2,l),@INTW(j,3,l), 0INTW(j,l,l));else if (sw“ 5) {for(il=l;il<=grd|OS(3,i,4,1);il++) fprintf(stream,"%3d %3d %3d 0\n", ++k,OlNTW(j,l,l),OINTS(3,i,4,1,1,1,il));}}}/* load */if (ord|0S==4)goto terminal;fprintf(stream,"LOADS CONCENTRATED\n");for(i=l;i<=ord|OS(5);i++){00W={};00W=dic(0S(2,l))|0S(5,i,l); for(j=l;j<=ord|OW;j++){fprintf(stream,"%d 1 %15.6f\n",OINTW(j,l,l),0FLTS(5,i,2,l,l,l)); fprintf(stream,"%d 2 %15.6f\n",OlNTW(j,l,l),0FLTS(5,i,2,l,l,2)); fprintf(stream,"%d 3%15.6f\n",OlNTW(j,l,l),OFLTS(5,i,2,1,1,3));}}fprintf(stream,"ADINA\n"); fprintf(stream,"END\n"); fclose(stream);sprintf(fname,"%s.plot",OSTRS (1,4)); stream=fopen(fname,"w"); stream=fopen(fname,"w");fprintf(stream,"DATABASE CREATE FORMATTED=yes dump = yes ma=40000\n"); fprintf(stream,"END\n"); terminal; fclose(stream); return;
femas:printf("enter taiyo for mmc\n"); if ( (stream==fopen("femas,dat" , "w") )==NULL) error rtn(l);for(etotal=etype[0]=etype[l]=0,i=l;i<=ord|OS(3);i++){ etotal+=ord|0S(3,i,l);if (0lNTS(3,i,2)==CABLE){if (etype[0]==0) etype[0]++;} if (OlNTS(3,i,2)==MEMBRANE){if (etype[1]==0) etype[1]++;}}fprintf(stream,"%8s%8d%8d\n","CONTI ",ord|OS(2,2),etotal); fprintf(stream,"%8s%8d%8d%8d%8d%8d%8d%8d%8d\n","C0NT2",ordI O S (2,2),etotal,20,10,20,ordI O S (3),0,etype[0]+etype[ 
1] ) ;
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fprintf(stream,"%8s%8d%8d%8d\n","C0NT3 ",100,200,400);fprintf(stream,"%8s%8s%7s%16.8E\n","REFE ","KG ","CM ",0.0);fprintf(stream,"TITLEl FORMIAN\n"); fprintf(stream,"TITLE2 %s\n",OS(1,1)); fprintf(stream,"%4s%12d\n","NSEQ",ord|0S(2,2)); for(i=l;i<=(n=ord|0S(2,2));i++){ if (i%10 1=0) {if (i==n)fprintf(stream,"%8d\n",i); else fprintf(stream,"%8d",i);
else fprintf(stream,"%8d\n",i);
}fprintf(stream,"GRID\n"); for(i=l;i<=ord|OS(2,2);i++){fprintf(stream,"%8d%16.6E%16.6E%16.6E\n",
i,0FLTS(2,2,i,l,l),OFLTS(2,2,i,1,2),OFLTS(2,2,i,1,3));
}fprintf(stream,"99999999\n");fprintf(stream,"%4s %8d\n","ESEQ",etotal)/for(i=l;i<=etotal;i++){ if (i%10 1=0) {if (i==etotal)fprintf(stream,"%8d\n",i); else fprintf(stream,"%8d",i);
}else fprintf(stream,"%8d\n",i);
}fprintf(stream,"ELEM\n"); for(k=0,i=l;i<=ord|OS(3);i++){00W={}/00W=DIC(0S(2,1))|0S(3,i,l); if (0S(3,i,2)==MEMBRANE){ for(j=l;j<=ord|OW;j++)
fprintf(stream,"%8d%8d%8d%8d%8s%8d%8d%8d%8d\n", ++k,i,i,i,"TRIA ",3,0INTW(j,l,l),0INTW(j,2,l),0INTW(j,3,1));}else {for(j=l;j<=ord|OW;j++)fprintf(stream,"%8d%8d%8d%8d%8s%8d%8d%8d\n", ++k,i,i,i,"BEAM ",2,0INTW(j,l,l),0INTW(j,2,l));
}}fprintf(stream,"99999999\n"); fprintf(stream,"BLOCK\n");fprintf(stream,"%8s%8d","DIMB ",ord|0S(3)); for(i=l;i<=ord|0S(3);i++){if (il=0 && i%8==0)fprintf(stream,"\n"); if (OS(3,i,2)==CABLE)fprintf(stream,"%8d",1); else fprintf(stream,"%8d",2);}fprintf(stream,"\n");
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fprintf(stream,"99999999\n");
fprintf(stream,"BOUND\n","BOUND ");for(i=l;i<=ord|OS(4);i++){fprintf(stream,"%8s%8d %d%d%dOOO ON\n","REST",i+l,0INTS(4,i,2,l,l,l),OINTS(4,i,2,1,1,2),0INTS(4,i,2,1 ,1,3)); fprintf(stream,"%8s%8d%8d%8d","NPOS ",i+l,l,ord|@S(4,i,l));00W={};00W=DIC(0S(2,1))|0S(4,i,l); for(j=l;j<=6 && j<=ord|0S(4,i,l);j++) { fprintf(stream,"%8d",OINTW(j,1,1));
}fprintf(stream,"\n"); if (ordjOS(4,i,1)<j) break; for(;j<=ord|0S(4,i,l);j++) {if ((j“6)%10 == 0 II j==ord|OW)
fprintf(stream,"%8d\n",0INTW(j,1,1)); elsefprintf(stream,"%8d",OINTW(j,1,1));
}}fprintf(stream,"99999999\n");
fprintf(stream,"CONST\n"); for(i=l,en=0;i<=ord|OS(3);i++){ if (0S(3,i,2)==CABLE){fprintf(stream,"ISOTRO %8d% 16.6E% 16.6E%16.6E\n", 1.0.0.0.0.0.0);fprintf(stream,"% 16.6E%16.6E%16.6E%16.6E\n", OFLTS(3,i,4,3),0.0,0.0,0.0); fprintf(stream,"% 16.6E% 16.6E% 16.6E%16.6E\n", 0.0,OFLTS(3,i,4,1,1,1),1.0,1.0);
}else {fprintf(stream,"ORTHTRO%8d%16.6E%16.6E%16.6E\n", 1.0.0.0.0.0.0);fprintf(stream,"% 16.6E% 16.6E% 16.6E%16.6E%\n", OFLTS(3,i,4,3),0.0,0.0,0.0); fprintf(stream,"% 16.6E% 16.6E% 16.6E% 16.6E%16.6E\n",
0.0,OFLTS(3,i,4,1,1,1,1),OFLTS(3,i,4,1,1,1,2),0.0,OFLTS(3 ,1,4,2,1,1,1));fprintf(stream,"% 16.6E% 16.6E% 16.6E% 16.6E%16.6E\n",
0 F L T S ( 3 , i , 4 , 2 , l , l , 2 ) , 0 . 0 , OFLTS( 3 , i , 4 , 4 ) , 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ) ;
}
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”,i+1,O,ord k=ord
fprintf(stream,"%8s%8d%8d%8d”,"EPOS@S(3,i,l));0S(3,i,l); for(j=l;j<=k;j++) {fprintf(stream,"%8d",++en);if ((j-6)%10==0 II j==k)fprintf(stream,"\n");
}}fprintf(stream,"99999999\n");
fprintf(stream,"GEOM\n"); for(i=l,en=0;i<=ord|@S(3);i++){ if (0S(3,i,2)!=CABLE)continue;fprintf(stream,"%8d%8d% 16.6E%16.6E% 16.6E%16.6E\n" ,i+l,O,0S(3,i,3,l,l,l),0.0,0.0,0.0); fprintf(stream,"%8s%8d%8d%8d","EPOS ", i+l,0,ord|0S(3,i,l)); k=ord|@S(3,i,l); for(j=l;j<=k;j++) {fprintf(stream,"%8d",++en);if ((j-6)%10==0 II j==k)fprintf(stream,"\n");}}fprintf(stream,"99999999\n"); fclose(stream);
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APPENDIX 3 
SUPPLEMENTARY FUNCTION POL IN EPIC
:1,3,0P(=)"{INT,NUM,MAN}",@I(=)FMX,@D(=)FMX, 0W(=)"{(14)FMX}~:
#include "stdio.h"^include "math.h"
#define pi 3.14159
int procl_l(float,float,float,float,float); intproc2_l(float,float,float,float,float,float,float,int); intproc2 2 (float,float,float,float,float,float,float,int);int proc3 1();int proc3_2(float);int proc4_l(float,float,float,float,float); int proc4_2(float,float,float,float,float,float);
pol() { int type,f,facel,face2; float r,L,txl,tx2,tz,ry,rz,ty,p,r cir,rinter,r_insph,d_angle;
type=0INTP(l);r=0FLTP(2);p=0FLTP(3,1,2,1);0©W(1)=0I; if (ord|0P==4){if (plx|0P(4)i=2) quit "error in face list"; facel=0INTP(4,1,1,1); face2=0INTP(4,1,2,1);}txl=p/2; ty=0;if (0INTP(3,1,1,1)1=0 II 0INTP(3,1,1,2)1=0 || 0INTP(3,1,2,2)1=0) quit "not installed"; if (type==l){L =r*4/sqrt(6.0);d_angle=acos(1.0/3); r_insph=sqrt(6.0)/12 *L; tx2=L/2*tan(pi/6); tz=L/2*sqrt(6)/p; ry=d__angle/pi*180; rz=12 0; f=3;tz=r_insph; proc2_l(L/p,txl,tx2,ty,tz,ry,rz,f);if (face2<=3){ 00D=0W(2); return; }00W(3)=0W(2);proc4 l(L/p,txl,tx2,ty,tz);00D=0W(3)#0W(2);}else if (type==2){L =r/sqrt(3.0/2);r_insph=L/2 ; d angle=pi/2;
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tx2=L/2;ry=rz=d_angle/pi*180;f=4;tz=r_insph;procl_l(L/p,txl,tx2,ty,tz);if (face2<=l){ @@D=@W(2); return; }@@W(3)=@W(2);tx2=r_insph; proc2__l (L/p, txl, tx2 ,ty,tz,ry,rz,f); if (face2<=5){ @@D=@W(3)#0W(2); return; } @@W(4)=@W(2);tz=tx2=r_insph; proc4_l(L/p,txl,tx2,ty,tz);@@D=0W(3)#@W(4)#@W(2);
}else if (type==3){L=r*2/sqrt(2.0); d_angle=acos(1.0/sqrt(3.0)); tx2=r*sqrt(3.0)/2*cos(pi/2-d_angle); ty=0;tz=0; ry=d_angle/pi*180; rz=90; f=4; tz=0; proc2_l(L/p,txl,tx2,ty,tz,ry,rz,f); if (face2<=4){ @@D=@W(2); return; }@@W(3)=0W(2); 00W(1)=@W(2); proc3_l();@@D=0W(3)#@W(2);
}else if (type==4){L =r/3*(sqrt(15.0)-sqrt(3.0));r_inter=(l+cos(pi/2.5))*L; r_insph=r*sqrt((5+2*sqrt(5.0))/15); d_angle=pi-atan(2.0); tx2=L/2/tan(pi/5); tz=r_insph; procl_l(L/p,txl,tx2,ty,tz); if (face2<=l){ @@D=@W(2); return; }@@W(3)=@W(2);ry=d_angle/pi*180;f=5; rz=7 2 ;tz=-r_insph;proc2_2(L/p,txl,tx2,ty,tz,ry,rz,f); if (face2<=6){ @@D=@W(3)#@W(2); return; } @@W(4)=0W(2); @@W(1)=@W(2);rz=36; proc3_2(rz);if (face2<=ll){ @@D=@W(4)#@W(3)#@W(2); return; } @@W(5)=@W(2);0@W(l)=@I;tz=r_insph; proc4_2(L/p,txl,tx2,ty,tz,rz); 00D=@W(3)#0W(4)#0W(5)#@W(2);
}else if (type==5){d_angle=pi-asin(2.0/3);L=r*sqrt(10*(5-sqrt(5.0)))/5;tx2=L/2/tan(pi/5); ry=acos(l.0/sqrt(3.0)/tan(pi/5))/pi*180; f=5;rz=72;tz=-(r-sqrt(3)/2*L*sin(ry/180*pi)); proc2_l(L/p,txl,tx2,ty,tz,ry,rz,f); if (face2<=5){ 00D=0W(2); return; }00W(3)=0W(2); ry=d_angle/pi*180-ry; proc2_2(L/p,txl,tx2,ty,tz,ry,rz,f); if (face2<=10){ 00D=0W(3)#0W(2); return; } rz=36; 00W(4)=0W(3)#0W(2); 00W(1)=0W(4); proc3_2(rz);00D=0W(4)#0W(2);
}
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procl_l(float L,float txl,float tx2,float ty,float tz)
0W(2)=tranis(tx2,tz)|verad(0,0)jdilid(L,L)|tranid(-txl,-t y)|ew(i);}
procl_2(float L,float txl,float tx2,float ty,float tz,float rz)
@W(2)=verad(0,0,rz)|tranis(tx2,tz)|verad(0,0)|dilid(L,L)| tranid(-txl,ty)|@W(1);
}
proc2_l(float L,float txl,float tx2,float ty,float tz,float ry,float rz,int f)
@W(10)=verad(0,0)|dilid(L,L)|tranid(-txl,-ty)|@W(1);@@W(ll)=tran(l,tx2)|veras(0,0,-ry) @@W(2)=rosad(0,0,f,rz)|tran(3,-tz)}
ew(lO); @W(11);
proc2_2(float L,float txl,float tx2,float ty,float tz,float ry,float rz,int f){
@0W(lO)=verad(O,0)|dilid(L,L)|tranid(-txl,-ty)|@W(1); @@W(11)=ref(3,0)Iveras(0,0,-ry)|@W(10); @@W(2)=rosad(0,0,f,rz)|tranis(tx2,-tz)|@W(11);}
proc2 3(float L,float txl,float tx2,float ty,float tz,float rzl,float rz2,float ry,int f){
@@W(10)=verad(0,0)|dilid(L,L)|tranid(-txl,-ty)|@W(1); @@W(ll)=tran(l,tx2)|veras(0,0,-ry)|@W(10); @@W(12)=verad(0,0,rzl)|tran(3,tz)|@W(11); 00W(2)=rosad(O,O,f,rz2)|0W(12);}
proc2_4(float L,float txl,float tx2,float ty,float tz,float ry,float rzl,float rz2,int f)
. {
@W(10)=verad(0,0)|dilid(L,L)|tranid(-txl,-ty)|@W(1); @@W(ll)=ref(3,0)|veras(0,0,-ry)|@W(10); @@W(12)=verad(0,0,rzl)|tranis(tx2,-tz)|@W(11); @@W(2)=rosad(0,0,f,rz2)|@W(12);
proc3_l() { 0@W(2)=ref(3,0)I0W(1); }
proc3_2(float rz) { @0W(2)=verad(O,O,rz)|ref(3,0)|@W(1);
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proc4_l(float L,float txl,float tx2,float ty,float tz)
{
@@W(10)=verad(0,0)|dilid(L,L)|tranid(-txl,-ty)|@W(1); @0W(ll)=ref(3,O)lveras(0,0,-90)|@W(10); @@W(2)=tranis(tx2,-tz)|veras(0,0,-90)|@W(11);
}
proc4__2 (float L,float txl, float tx2, float ty,float tz,float rz){
@ew(10)=verad(0,0)|dilid(L,L)|tranid(-txl,-ty)|0W(1); 00W(ll)=ref(3,0)|veras(0,0,-90)|@W(10); @@W(12)=tranis(tx2,-tz)|veras(0,0,-90)|@W(11);@@W(2)=verad(0,0,rz)|OW(12);}
proc5__l(float L,float txl,float tx2,float ty,float tz,float ry,float rzl,float rz2,int f)
 ^ e@W(10)=verad(0,0)|dilid(L,L)|tranid(-txl,ty)|0W(1);@@W(ll)=tranis(tx2,tz)|veras(0,0,-ry)|@W(10); @@W(2)=rosad(0,0,f,rz2)|verad(0,0,rzl)|©W(ll);}
proc5_2(float L,float txl,float tx2,float ty,float tz,float ry,float rzl,float rz2,int f)
@@W(10)=verad(0,0)|dilid(L,L)|tranid(-txl,ty)|@W(1); @@W(ll)=ref(3,0)Iveras(0,0,-ry)|@W(10); @@W(12)=verat(0,0,rzl)|tranis(tx2,-tz)|@W(11); @@W(2)=rosad(0,0,f,rz2)|@W(12);>
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APPENDIX 4 
SUPPLEMENTARY FUNCTION TRAC IN EPIC
;1,3,@D(=)FMX,@I(=)FMX,@P(=)"{INT,(0+)MAN,INT,MAN,INT}":
#include "stdio.h"#include "math.h"
struct coefficient { float a[4],c[4],p[4],u[4],d;} cf;
/* a[l]*x*x+a[2]*y*y+a[3]*z*z+c[l]*x+c[2]*y+c[3]*z+d=0 : surfacex=p[l]*t+u[l] y=p[2]*t+u[2] z=p[3]*t+u[3] :line
int solution(float *s);int spheres(float,float,float,float);int ellipsoid(float,float,float,float,float,float);intelliptic_paraboloid(float,float,float,float,float,float); int hyperbolic_paraboloid(float,float,float); int circular_cylinder(float,float,float); int elliptic cylinder(float,float,float,float);
trac(){ int k, i, j ,projection__sp, surface_sp,selector, sel,sel_sw,ind;float s[2],xc,yc,zc,a,b,c,r,**w,dl,d2,dx,dy,dz;
projection__sp=@P (1) ; if (projection__sp==4) selector=@INTP(4)/} selector=§INTP(5);} else k=4 f
{surface_sp=@INTP(2) else{surface_sp=@INTP(3) if (projection_sp==4)k=3 if (surface_sp==l){xc=0FLTP(k,1,1,1); yc=0FLTP(k,1,1,2);zc=0FLTP(k,l,l,3); r=0FLTP(k,1,1,4); spheres(xc,yc,zc,r);}else if (surface_sp==2){xc=0FLTP(k,1,1,1); yc=0FLTP(k,l,l,2); zc=0FLTP(k,l,l,3); a=0FLTP(k,1,1,4); b=0FLTP(k,l,l,5); c=0FLTP(k,1,1,6); ellipsoid(xc,yc,zc,a,b,c);}else if (surface_sp“ 3) {xc=0FLTP(k,1,1,1); yc=0FLTP(k,1,1,2); zc=0FLTP(k,l,l,3);
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a=0FLTP(k,l,l,4); b=@FLTP(k,1,1,5); c=0FLTP(k,l,l,6) ;elliptic paraboloid(xc,yc,zc,a,b,c);}else if (surface_sp==4){a=@FLTP(k,1,1,1); b=@FLTP(k,l,l,2);c=@FLTP(k,l,l,3) ;hyperbolic paraboloid(a,b,c);}else if (surface sp==5){xc=@FLTP(k,1,1,1); yc=@FLTP(k,1,1,2); circular cylinder(xc,yc,r);}else if (surface sp==6){xc=@FLTP(k,1,1,1);yc=0FLTP(k,l,l,2);a=@FLTP(k,l,l,3);b=@FLTP(k,l,l,4); elliptic_cylinder(xc,yc,a,b);}use grd(3);w=(float**)malloc(sizeof(float*)*101); for(i=l;i<=10G;i++)w[i]=(float*)malloc(sizeof(float)*grd|@1); if (selector>20) sel__sw-=10; if (selector<20)sel_sw+=10; for(i=l,ind=l;i<=ord|01;i++){ use plx(plx|01(i)); for(j=l;j<=plx|0I(i);j++){line coeff(projection sp,i,j); k=solution(s); if (k~0) {if ((-20<selector) && (selector<2 0)) goto next_cantle; for(k=l;k<=grd|0I;k++)w[j][k]=0FLTI(i,j,k);continue;}sel=0; if (k==2){if (sel sw== 11){if (cf.p[l]*s[0]+cf,u[l]<cf.p [1]*s[1]+cf.u [1])sel=l;} if (sel_sw==-ll){if (cf.p[l]*s[0]+cf.u[l]>cf.p[l]*s[l]+cf.u[l])sel=l;} if (sel_sw== 12){if (cf.p[2]*s[0]+cf.u[2]<cf.p[2]*s[l]+cf.u[2])sel=l;} if (sel_sw“ -12) {if (cf,p[2]*s[0]+cf.u[2]>cf.p[2]*s[l]+cf,u[2])sel=l;} if (sel_sw== 13){if (cf.p[3]*s[0]+cf,u[3]<cf.p[3]*s[l]+cf,u[3])sel=l;} if (sel_sw“ “13) {if (cf.p[3]*s[0]+cf.u[3]>cf.p[3]*s[l]+cf.u[3] ) sel==l;}
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if (sel_sw== 14 II sel__sw==“14) {dx=cf.p [1]*s[0]; dy=cf.p[2]*s[0];dz=cf,p[3]*s[0];dl=sqrt(dx*dx+dy*dy+dz*dz);dx=cf.p [1 ]*s[13 ; dy=cf.p [2]*s[1];dz=cf.p[3]*s[l];d2=sqrt(dx*dx+dy*dy+dz*dz);if (sel_sw==14){if (dl<d2)sel=l;} else {if (dl>d2)sel=l;}
if (sel_sw== 15 I I sel__sw==“15) {dx=cf.p[l]*s[0]-@FLTI(i,j,l); dy=cf.p[2]*s[0]-@FLTI(i,j,2); dz=cf.p[3]*s[0]-@FLTI(i,j,3); dl=sqrt(dx*dx+dy*dy+dz*dz); dx=cf.p[l]*s[l]-0 FLTI(i,j/1); dy=cf.p[2]*s[l]-0FLTI(i,j,2); dz=cf.p[3]*s[l]-0FLTI(i,j,3); d2=sqrt(dx*dx+dy*dy+dz*dz); if (sel_sw==15){ if (dl<d2)sel=l;} else {if (dl>d2)sel=l;}}
for(k=l;k<=grd|0I;k++)w[j][k]=cf,p[k]*s[sel]+cf.u[k];}next_cantleO: for(j=l;j<=plx|0I(i);j++for(k=l;k<=grd|0I;k++)0FLTD(ind,j,k)=w[j][k] ind++; next cantle:;
}
line coeff(int type,int n,int m){ int i ;float xa,ya,za,xb,yb,zb,zk,a[4],b[4],u[4],w,t;
if (type==l){f o r (i= l ; i<=3; i++){cf.p[i]=0FLTI(n,m,i)-0FLTP(2,1,1,i); cf.u[i]=0FLTP(2,1,1,i) ;}}if (type==2){f o r (i= l ; i<=3; i++){cf,p[i]=0FLTP(2,1,1,i)-0FLTP(2,1,2,i); cf.u[i]=0FLTI(n,m,i);}}if (type==3){f o r (i= l ; i<=3; i++){u[i]=0FLTI(n,m,i);a[i]=0FLTP(2,1,1,i) b[i]=0FLTP(2,l,2,i);}f o r ( i = l , t = w = 0 ; i < = 3 ; i + + )
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{t+=(a[i]-b[i])*(u[i]-a[i]); w+=(a[i]-b[i])*(a[i]-b[i]);} for (i=l,t/==w;i<=3 ;i+ {cf.p[i]=(a[i]-b[i])*t+a[i3-u[i]; cf.u[i3=u[i3;}}if (type==4){f o r (i= l ; i<=3; i++) {cf.p[i3=@FLTI(n,m,i)-@FLTP(3,l,l,i cf.u[i3=0FLTP(3,1,1,i);}}}
spheres(float xc,float yc,float zc,float r){ cf,a[1 3 =cf.a[2 3 =cf.a [3 3 =1;cf.c[13=-2*xc; cf.c[23=-2*yc; cf,c[33=-2*zc; cf.d=xc*xc+yc*yc+zc*zc-r*r;
}
ellipsoid(float xc,float yc,float zc,float a,float b, float c){ cf.a[13=l/(a*a); cf.a[23=l/(b*b); cf.a[33=l/(c*c); cf.c[l]=-2*xc/(a*a); cf.c[2 3=-2*yc/(b*b); cf.c[3]=-2*zc/(c*c);cf.d=xc*xc/a/a+yc*yc/b/b+zc*zc/c/c-l;
}
elliptic paraboloid(float xc,float yc,float zc,float a,float b,float c){ cf.a[13=l/(a*a); cf.a[23=l/(b*b); cf.a[33=0; cf.c[l]=-2*xc/ (a*a) ; cf. c[2 3==-2*yc/ (b*b) ; cf.c[33=l/c;cf,d=xc*xc/a/a+yc*yc/b/b-zc/c;}
hyperbolic paraboloid(float a,float b,float c)
{ cf.a[13=-l/(a*a); cf.a[23=l/(b*b); cf.a[33=0; cf.c[l]=0; cf.c[2 3=0; cf.c[33=-l/c; cf,d=0;}
circular_cylinder(float xc,float yc,float r){ cf,a [13 =cf.a[2 3 =cf,a[3 3 =1; cf.c[13=-2*xc; cf.c[23=~2*yc; cf.c[33=0; cf.d=-r*r;>
elliptic_cylinder(float xc,float yc,float a,float b){ ' cf.a[13=l/(a*a); cf.a[23=l/(b*b); cf.a[33=0; cf.c[13=2*xc/(a*a); cf.c[23=2*yc/(b*b); cf.c[33=0;
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cf.d=xc*xc/a/a+yc*yc/b/b-l;
}
plane 0{}
solution(float *s)
{ int i ;float w2,w3,w4,w5,x,y,z,dt;
for(i=l,X=w2=w3=w4=w5=0;i<=3;i++){X +=cf.a[i]*cf.p[i]*cf.p[i]; w2+=cf.a[i]*cf.p[i]*cf.u[i]; w3+=cf,c[i]*cf.p[i]; w4+=cf.a[i]*cf.u [i]*cf.u [i]; w5+=cf.c[i]*cf.u [i];}y=2*w2+w3; z=w4+w5-fcf .d; if (fabs(x)<0.00001){if (fabs(y)>0.00001){s[0]=-z/y;return 1;} return 0;}dt=y*y-4*x*z; if (dt<0)return 0; dt=sqrt(dt);if (fabs(dt)<=0.00001){s[0]=-y/2/x;return 1;}s[0]=(-y+dt)/2/x;s[l]=(-y-dt)/2/x;return 2 ;
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APPENDIX 5 RESULTS OF ANALYSIS
The following figures show a number of typical results by ADINA where 
tlie input data is based on tlie scheme listed in Fig 4.2.4.
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